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STANDARD FORM NO. 64

ujjice government

to : Mr. BelmontW^ '

I x^dati: May 2*f, 1956

R. R. Roac^C
S/Mgr' Tolson

from : R. R. Roaci^,^ bl per CIA Nicho^^

V Q MasJfKM
SUBJECT: DIRECTOR ALLEN W. DULLES.^ ATT TWl?nm„MTRAL INTELLTQSWCE AGENCY; C™TA™ Rosen

C<\
7 HSSETtf TSWCLASSTFTEP EXCEPT Tamm

I'w / -WSEE SHOWN OTHERWISE. Wr^TI
Liaison Agent Sam Papich learned from a liaison £*}?• Room -

contact at CIA last night that Allen ¥. Pivn a c—.Director of tjae clndy
T

~

Central Intelligence Apencv. has been ini Ifnr the -naatAT) ^

As you kno;

ACTION;

/ Any further information of this nature will he promptly
reported. Should we learn of the results of Dulles 1 trip, you will
he advised.

RRRimls (5>f’"

1 - Mr. Belmont
1 - Mr. Papich
1 - I I

1 - Mr. Roach

*r\
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OG*f G&.'tfPW0*
IKIMFIED WMM AUTOMATIC

"
1 DSGUiS S I FICS.ITOM

' AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

,

;* FBI AimMfflXIC DECL&.S S IFICATION GUIDE
1KEMPTION CODE 25KS1)
DAT£ OS-ZI-SO10

Classifier

Declassify iH
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Per OGA review
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STANDARD FORM NO. 04

Office MemorWlidum • united sta^Bs governmSj-t S

KROM

SUBJECT:

MR. A . H. BELMOW DATE: July 20, 1956

«• «• *°JSgMr ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
-^T ^ HEREINJS UNCLASSIFIED, . .

alleFdulles - - DATE 7p5/<£o BY ALDOW&
DIRECTOR, CIA ^ “ 7 —

1\

Boardman
Belmont
Mason
Mohr
Parsons

Rosen
Tamm
Nease
Winterrowd _
Tele. Room .

Holloman—
Gandy

tfhe "Washington Daily News" of 7-10-56^- v, Winterrowd

carried an article on the society page indicating ’ Tete. Room—
that Earl£jBuresch, son-in-law—o f Allen' Dulles, ^ Gan

™—
night bevhe next Austrian Ambassador to the U. S.,

On 7-19-56 Dulles "advised Liaison Agent \ ^
Papich that the newspaper story was absolutely false . \
He stated there is no indication whatsoever that his \

'lSJ3n-in-law, an Austrian di^lomart, would come to this \
Country as an amSassaSorl Tulles «stated that his

\
son-in-law is actually a very minor official in the \ _

a

Austrian foreign service and is npw Stationed in Tehran. 21c?wJs

ACTIONr

.* For information.

SJP:djetifJ (4)
RECORD

1 - Mr. Belmont fj$

2 - Section tickler
1 - Mr. Papich

^3 JUl 27 1855

jftotxijfc
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ctandard form no. 64

Office TS/lemdmphdum

ro : MR . A. B. BELMONTlWmro HR + JL.+ j~f

«

FROM : HR m R • R •

<D
SUBJECT: ALLEN ¥. .

UNITED STMTES GOVERNMENT

DATE: July 30, 2956

DIRECTOR
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

'’-'rx V'C'r/ *V4??-rT,: :
-

ia

On 7-2T-56 Colonel Sheffield Edwards, wiredor of
Security, Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)f advised Liaison
Agent Papich that Dulles will be leaving on an extended trip
which will take hin to Europe and very likely the Far East

.

He scheduled to depart about August 19, 1956, and will be
gone approximately one month . Edwards indicated that during
some rof this period Dulles will also be vacationing

.

ACTION: 'Z

Boardman
Belmont
Mason
Mohr

Parsons

Rosen
Tamm
Nease jl

Winterrowd

Tele. Room
Holloman —
Gandy ^yw

KEF'

V- past, Dulles has paid courtesy calls at the
offices of: some of our Legal Attaches » Although he has never
initiated any official ' business with our representatives, it
is nevertheless believed advisable to alert our Legal Attaches
in Europe and Tokyo, Japan, concerning Dulles * travel. The.pe
is enclosed a letter to the appropriate Legal Attaches
instructing them to extend the usual courtesies in the eygnt
Dulles contacts them but not to get involved in any bffiSval
matters without prior check with the Bureau « ?

(I Ihi

SJPzfjb
(5) «

h

0

/jl j ;

/jj^
no OGA deletions per letter dated 9/7/10

Mr. Belmont
Foreign Liaison Unit
Liaison Section
Mr* Papich " ^ J£zl.

20 AUG 9 1956

SENT DIRECTOR
-f)

-'
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STRATEGY

A. W. Dulles Says Nsw Plan

of ‘Parliamentary Conquest*

Is Aimed at 3 Nations

By 0. *. IttUS8KI.li

SDWlU to th»Kew Yort Ttow.

WASHINGTON, Sept 1-So-
viet peace smiles brought a

warning today from

a director of

^igmceAgency.
fr** people

should watch and combat a new
Kremlin strategy of "parliamen-

tary conquest” The principal

targets, he stated, are Italy,

France, and Indonesia. He cited

situations indicating Important

Soviet gains in these fields.
*

At the same time! Mr. Dtilles

deplored an apparent free-world
(

indifference to a fact that the!

Russians could attain controls
j

even with minority conquests in)

parliamentary bodies.
\

“Today * .* * the danger o£
]

parliamentary compromises with!

the Communists, even in Europe,”

he stated, “is not to be ignored.”

Mr. Dulles spoke frankly in an

Analysis of Soviet cbld-war tech-

niques. that surprised many in

Washington. The <X 1 A. is per*-

haps the most hush-hush organ- 4

ization in the Government Even
Congressional investigating com-
mittees have not^yet pried intd

its secrets where American se-

curity is involved.
However, Mr. Dulles j^spbnd-

ed^o a request from*the< House

“munist tactics. Such a request

had been made farinpfe than 100‘

other prominent Government of-

ficials, military^ I^d«rs» educa-

tors,* journalists, latxt* officials,

business executives and political

scientists. Before the committee
publishes the full findings it will

caB in experts on communism
from Europe, the Far East and^
Africa, The panel is headesMJy
RepresentaUv^frjUtii^
tenDemocrat or rennsyivafliar^ 7'

"follow Lenin Pattern

The findings of the C. I. A.
were made public this afternoon.

Mr. v Dulles „ had concentrated
upon the dangers of the Soviet’s

“parliamentary”, approach* to

conquest. This approach, he said,

followed a pattern laid down by
Lenin in the Nineteen Twenties.
Communist penetrations into

free parliaments to date, he held,

were far mord serious than star

turtle* ,*iuW ttaWjr, -

In rt(| j&ftttxy.Jlttr. Julies

"brought iW hav* '^ifamunlstJ*

attained*, Majority Jn *aparli*-

cihent»l?y Wty. This fact, he
^cMtended. Crested a com,-

‘"jnaJsrmcifi that 1« highly dra?/

jj&ottt.

Communist P*rBdgag}w«S*
would have

J®
e^er again aiues

among"any non-Cdmmunist par-

ties Today, however, the dan- <

ger* of parliamentary compro- p

mises with the Communists,

even to Europe, is not to be

ignored.”
Mr., Dplles then reported on

the target spots he cited.

“In Asia,” he stated, this

threat is even greater because

it is generally les§ well under-

stood. A recent Indonesian, Gov-

ernment pefrifcitted ComhmniSt
influence to reach far into the

Ministry of Defense. More than

in Europe the Communist par-

ties have managed in many
countries to acquire a danger-

ous degree of ‘respectability

and of acceptance as just an-

- other political party.” .

In the “target countries,” Mr.

Dulles stated, the Soviet pene-

trations had become “serious.”

US in Office in Italy

“In the Italian Parlir Snt of
,

690 members,” he stated, “there

are noyr 143 Communist mem-
bers. To these must be added

seventy-five Nenni fellow-trav-

eling left-wing Socialists, or a

total of 218 who consistently

vote and act with the Commu-
nists. Together, in the last dec-

tions in 1968, their total popular

vote was 9*600,000, or 35.6 per

cent of the total. i

“The -French Chamber of

Deputies presents another situ-

ation which the Kremlin may
be studying. There are today

about 160 Communist members
in the Chamber out of a present

total of about 600. \

“In Indonesia, the Communist
party received 6,000,000 votes; or

17 per cent of the total elector-

ate in the elections of Septem-

ber 1956, *and th6y have a

representation of thirty-nine

members, or fifteen per cental

the total of the Indonesian As-

sembly.” **
' ? •

Despite these official minority

representations, Mr. Dulles said,

the Communists had “moved

in.”

Mr. Dullea referred to the re-

cent smile-and-peace pronounce-

ments of the Soviet leaders. He
said: - . -

i

“Translated into a little less

flamboyant language this means
that >*the Communists propose to

infiltrate our 'ftee ^legislative

systems, to. take over our parli-

amentary Governments, and to

use freedom which our system

of government gives to destroy

all vestiges of that system * * *.

(

“The Kremlin leaders have

tola us what they propose to do.

It isup to the leaders of the free

frorfi, working together as al-

lies and friends, to help to un-

cover aiid to frustrate this Com-
munist design, which otherwise

could throated to wreck the free

(
institutions of many countries

1 And even en^ahge’r our own'.”
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STANDARD l-OCTM I

Office'MemotWndm UNITED STAWs GOVEiNMENT

MR. A. H. BEL]

DULLES,

1956

•DiE
• R^l mn
ido*rdman \

'Belmont

Mason
Mohr

Parsons ...

Rosen
Tamm
Ncase
Winterrowd

^ele. Room

“M w. c. Miivan \fl^ HERH?1'S
gCUSSlFCT g I

L.5,6^1 S*^"!r=
sotjict; STATEMENT BY ALLEN W. DULLES, 0^ ^

. 5 ' !£,—
DIRECTOR, CENTRAL IinreiX^^Cng AGENCY faA). *osen

ISSUED BY HOUSE COMMITTEE ON UN-AMERICAN
ACTIVITIES (HCUA) ^ ^ <£.

Enclosed statement of Dulles, which was releaseoby
September 2, 1956, was reviewed by Central Research Section. Dirties’ statement
begins by recalling that during the Twentieth Congress of the Communist Party of
the Soviet Union fCPSU) in February, 1956, several Soviet leaders commented on
the fact that, in certain nations, it is now possible for the communists to gain C
control through parliamentary means without the need for force and violence.
Dalles then points out that the communists have never gained control of any nation C *

through the free electoral process. He points out that the decisive factor in the %communist seizure of power in the European satellite nations, with the possible
exception of Czechoslovakia, was the presence of the Soviet army in overwhelming
strength in those nations. He traces the communist seizure of power in
Czechoslovakia and Hungary to Show how the communists arrested, blackmailed,
and terrorized noncommunist political leaders, thereby eliminating all effect
opposition . Dulles then emphasizes that, when the communists gain an effective
minorityposition in any parliamentary body, it is a ’’sign of danger. ” He states jjg
that, at the present time, the communists have a sizable representation ip the o i

parliaments of Italy, France, and Indonesia] He then cites the danger that, once ftf

the communists have established themselves as a political factor to be reckoned E
with, the noncommunist political leaders can be persuaded to join forces with them, ft s

In Dulles' view, while the danger of ’’parliamentary compromises” between communiiti!
and noncommunists in Europe should not be ignored, the principal danger lies in the ^ •

nations of Asia where the communist parties have gained a ’’dangerous degree of S
respectability, ” and where the menace of communism is generally underestimated. 8

^Dulles concludes by calling on the noncommunist political leaders of the free world
&

to uncover and frustrate” this communist program of "subversion and cajolery. ”, • <

COMMENT: *
5

|

Dulles' comments regarding the communist seizure of power in the
* European satellite nations agree generally with the findings of the Select Committee

cm Communist Agression of the U. S. House of RflnrPHPntaHvoB ftrorntm

Losure,

^Section tickler
1 - Mr. Belmont

•OSURB REGQnPEB
IS,SEP H 1956

i M,r
11 SEP 11 1956

b3 per CIA;



Memorandum to Mr. A. H. Belmont from W. C. Sullivan b3 per CIA'

Dulles makes no mention of the fact that Soviet leader Nikita S.
Khrushchev, during the course of his report to the Twentieth Congress of the
CPSU, also stated that in nations "where capitalism is still strong. . . the
transition to socialism will be attended by a sharp class revolutionary struggle.

"

RECOMMENDATION:

None. For the information of the Director and yourself.
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OfficeuMemvrmdum M
UNITED STA™t> GOVERNMENT

ro * Mr. Tolflon

thou. : L. B. Ni

datb: September 5, 1056

SUBJBCT:

Nease ,Reference is made to my memorandum of September 4,
1956, regarding the statement pot out by the House Committee on
Uh-American Activities (HCUA) which had been given it by Allen W.
fifflSftuIMractor of CIA, regarding Soviet leaders' alerting the world that thecommunists are resorting to a parliamentary conquest of free nations. We
obtained a copy of Mies’ statement from the HCUA. The Director noted:
”1 thought there was a House publication containing this & statements tW) a.
others.” ~

Wintcrrowd _
Tele. Room .

Holloman
Gandy

Liaison with the committee today disclosed that it will J&T
another ten days to two weeks before the committee's pamphlet containing
the statements of other prominent persons will be ready and that the committee
released the Dulles statement individually as the first of a series af~statements
from more than 120 prominent Americans on various aspects of techniques of
Soviet aggression. Special Agent Joseph Connors of the Washington Field
Office advised today that there has been some thought of releasing the statement
the Director gave the committee separately, but a date when this may be dene
has not been fixed. Connors is following this and the Bureau will be advised
should the committee decide to release the Director's statement separately . /i
fin addition, arrangements have been made to obtain a copy of the House V
publication containing all of the statements as soon as it is available, >

A
• f

;\P'

cc - Mr. Boardman
cc - Mr. Belmont
cc - Mr. Jones

Followed 9-12-56

(6)
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ysjJH'C i • united stai^n government

Mr. Tolson datbs September 4, 1956

. Ni<H^Y

—

* l. b. mdma^

—

l Belmont

^ Mason

9JBCT: Mohr

Parsons

Rosea
. Turn

Reference is made to the Washington City News Ticker Ne.«—
item dated September 1, 1956, 1:40 p. m. , quoting Allen Wj^ Dulles,

Director of CIA, as stating Soviet leaders have alerted’the”WrId*TEjtt““ Hoiiom»n _

the communists are resorting to a parliamentary conquest of free
JM>UK

nations. The statement by Dulles was put out by the House Committee on

I

Un-American Activities. The Director asked that we get a copy of this

publication. Through liaison with the committee, two copies of Dulles'

statement have been obtained and are attached, one to the original of this

memorandum and the second to the copy designated for Mr. Belmont.

Enclosure

JJM:rm

cc - Mr. Boardman
cc - Mr. Belmont, with copy of enclosure

|
£nclosueb

All t^FORMATION ' CONtftlNED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED , . ,

^closure hatf fl/jagr BY&jMteJw
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Ml£.-zZ
Mr. Board

Mr. Belmont ZL
Mr. Mason
Mr. Mohr

Mr. Parsons

Mr. Rosen .

Mr. Tamm
Mr. Nease
Mr. Winterrowd _
Tele. Room
Mr. Holloman
Miss Gandy

—-Af

Cl IN&TIOil CONTAINED^^
IS yNoL^SSlfltD i

•

I Lett**
;

(RELEASE ATJlOO P.M. EDT) ]0\&[ip

\
A.LLEN V«T DULLES , DIRECTOR OF THE CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY* SAID

SOVIErXEADlW*HA^E ALERTED THE WORLD THAT THE COMMUNISTS ARE
RESORTING TO A "PARLIAMENTARY11 CONQUEST OF FREE NATIONS* i

DULLES. IN A^.STATEMENT MADE PUBLIC BY THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON
'

UN-AMERICAN ACTIVITIES* CITED ITALY, FRANCE AND INDONESIA AS THE
PRIME TARGETS OF THE KREMLIN*S NEW STRATEGY FOR WORLD CONTROL*

HE SAID "THE COMMUNISTS PROPOSE TO INFILTRATE OUR FREE LEGISLATIVE
SYSTEMS* TO, TAKE OVER OUR PARLIAMENTARY GOVERNMENTS AND TO USE THE
FREEDOM WHICH OUR SYSTEM OF GOVERNMENT GIVES TO DESTROY ALL VESTIGES
OF THAT SYSTEM*" //

THE COMMITTEE ISSUED DULLES ' STATEMENT AS THE FIRST OF A SERIES //
FROM MORE THAN 120 PROMINENT AMERICANS ON TECHNIQUES OF SOVIET n
AGGRESSION. DULLES * STATEMENT WAS WRITTEN JUNE 22. wttMipw DV /i

DULLES* IN AN ANALYSIS OF MORE THAN 500,000 WORDS DELIVERED BY Ay
SOVIET LEADERS AT THE 20TH PARTY CONGRESS IN MOSCOW LAST FEBRUARY,
SAID "THEY HAVE TOLD US IN NO UNCERTAIN WORDS WHAT THEY PROPOSE f

TO BO* HE CITED SPECIFICALLY AN ADDRESS BY COMMUNIST PARTY BOSS
NIKITA, KHRUSHCHEV. _ _ . „ wrtft„ u>p tu*t p^mmumtct

"A FEW YEARS AGO," HE SAID, "I WOULD HAVE THOUGHT THAT COMMUNIST

PARTIES IN EUROPE WOULD HAVE GREAT DIFFICULTY IN EVER AGAIN OBTAINING

*LL^ir§o««“
THEs“Js

™is
E
™SEi? 8*S5» HJSWitdust It li « /

LESS WELL UNDERSTOOD," HE SAID.^

^
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64
no deletions per OGA Itr dated 9/7/10

Office Memoii^tndum • UNITED STAjEs GOVERNMENT '

TO MR, A , R, BELMONT
*

datb: December 4, 1956

from : MR, B, B, BQACR^
Q

o
subject: ALLEN DULLES, DIRECTOR

(MmmriNTEILZGENCE AGENCY

JJichols

Boardman .

Belmont —
Ait /WfSAMftTiON CONTMtet)™^ UNCLASSIFIEDT- /,F:

JpUoullM
V Nease _

Ist

Winterrowd

,

You may be interested in the following information \£oUoman°!l
volunteered to Liaison Agent Papich by Mr, Dulles on December 3, Gandy

1956,

Dulles confided that he recently was confronted with a
decision as to whetTier he should submit his resignation to the
President as is customarily done by Presidential appointees
such as Cabinet officers, Dulles stated that he discussed the
matter with Sherman Adams, Re told Adams that he personally
.did not feel that the Office of the Director of Central
Intelligence Agency (CIA) should be placed in a category of a
political appointment. Re, therefore, wanted to set a precedent
whereby, from now on, the Director of CIA will not submit his

fresignation after cl Presidential election, Dulles did not
volunteer any information as to what views may have been expressed
by Adams,

Dulles commented to Papich that he was Just about
finishing 4 years as Director of CIA and that this was the longest
tenure of office held by any CIA Director so far. Re gave the
impression that he took great pride in this particular achievement
and he then stated "Of course, I never expect to establish a
record like your Director,”

Dulles * position regarding the submission of a letter
of resignation to the President coupled with his other comments
and in light of the spirit in which they were presented, gave the
Liaison Agent the definite impression that Dulles personally
would like to continue as Director of CIA, This is not surprising
because he has always indicated that he liked his job. It would
further indicate that to date the . White Rouse has not openly
manifested any move to get rid of Dulles, Dulles may also be
maneuvering to determine just where he stands with the White Rouse,
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STALINISM DEE,

& I. A. HEAD SAYS

Allen Dulles Lays 2 ‘Fatal’

Errors to New Soviet Team
s—Gives Yale Lecture

By RICHARD H. PARKE
Special to The New Tork Times.

NEW, HAVEN, Nov. 27—The
director of the Qentral Intellv

gence Agency expressed doubt
today that the Soviet Union
would retu^ft to Stalinism.

Allen W^lDulles^,addressing a

Yale~teW^Schooraudience, said

the new Soviet leader^ had made
two '(fatal errbrs if they, propose

to retain the hard dictatorship

which the teachings of Lenin and
Stalin envisage.”

First, he said, they "admitted
to respectability the Tito experi-

ment in Yugoslavia/ Second, he
said, they mistakenly believed

they could introduce mass edu-

cation and still "close" off their

people from access to the reali-

ties pf the outside world.” .

Sees Conversion5 of Serfs

"In the industrial and educa-

tional progress which they have
made,” Mr. Dulles said, "they

have gone far towards turning

serfs into thinking human
beings.

"They have seen satellites

move dramatically toward free-

dom, and it is not too much to

predict that the Soviet^ Union
can never- be the same as it was
in the days of Stalin.”

Discussing . the
' ;
uprising in

[Hungary, Mr. Dulles said it

‘showed the people of that coum
try were unwilling to "accept a
half-way station ;toward liberty.”

"In so doing,” he added, “they
have tended to disprove the the-

ory,
' so long held* that revolt

against a tyranny equipped with

the modern weapons of*war was
foredoomed to* failure.”

""Whatever the final outcome

ft

>r\

in Hungary, " those who have
sacrificed themselves wilt not

have failed. They have alerted

the world once ;more to the

meaning of Soviet despotism,

and have struck a. blow' for free-

dom which will rank in history

with the Xmerican and French

Revolutions/

Mr. " Dulles noted that his

agency had been criticized for

being caught /flat-footed in sit-

uations such as in the Middle

East, Poland, Hungary, and the

like.” ’ *

,

- ,
-

. "Such criticisms" have to be

left unanswered*- not because

they are 'justified,
,
but because

the information available to us

cannot be advertised before the
(

event,” he said.

.. Mr. pulles. spoke as this years
Lamont lecturer. The lecture

was part* of the University's ob-

servance of the Woodrow^ Wilson
Centennial.

°

Mr, ToIsoHl^ r
Mr.
Mr. Boerdmenj^
Mr. Belmo
Mr, Mob
Mr. Par
Mr. Rosen.

Mr. Tamm.„.I
Mr. Trotter

Mr. Nease.
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lating that it could aaltijri' intro -|

duce mass education into ' the
Soviet Union and that those who
were educated .‘in. science- and
technology would 'not xcome. to
think in politick terms as- well/*

“Education has :made. it diffi-

cult,,Jf not impossible, lor .the

Soviet leaders *to* continue* to

close off their people from access
ito the. realties of ,*the -outside

world,” he ,said. _
~~

!' '-
;f

ff !

Cft Chief Sees

Stalinism's End
-NEW ^VE^Conn., Nov! 28

t
(/P).—Alien V»VT)ulles said *yes-

.terday^oviet leaders made . two'

errors fatal to the Kremlin dic-

tatorship in -the /‘Tito experi-

ment” and in introducing *mass

education to the Russian people.

\ “It is not too much to predict

that the Soviet
^

Union caff never

;be the same as it was in- the flays

of Stalin,” Mr. Dulles, director of
the Central Intelligence Agency,
said. / * *//- . 1

. v
1 In a!“Lamoht Lecture” at Yale

University ..on/the life of Presi-
dent Woodrow Wilson, Mr. Dulles
said, “We are how going through
dramatic days in- our 'relations

with the ;Soviet Union ' and it

seems that some inexorable laWs
’are; at last catching up with the
Soviet system.”^ . v* - V*

'

f,
/ ^ised Question in 1955 ^ '

Hersaid he had raised the ques-
tion 18 months ago/in view of
Kremlin ‘approval of* “the, Tito
forhi of ^heresy.”. How could the
Soviet Union “deny the European
‘satellites -the ^right, to a similar
heresy?^. --/' * r

i “I-.only wish that this question
had been a prophecy/* Mr, Dulles
said,, “because it is proving to be
true . Poland' has already made
moves' in this direction. In:' Hun,-,

gary the; people were unwilling]
to accept a halfway station, to-
ward liberty 1 and have electrified

the world ;by
;

. theih struggle; Ion
complete independence. In, doing
so^ they have tended to disprove
the theory so long* Held that re-
volt against, tyranny equipped
with, modern weapons of war
was foredoomed to -failure.

‘^Whatever the final- outcome
in 'Hungary, those who have sac-
rificed themselves will, not havej
failed. They have alerted the
wbfId once more" tff the' meahing
of Soviet despotism, and have
struck^ a'blow for freedom which
will, rank iff history with tfie

American^ and French revolu
tions ”;

v -* :

Mass Education Backfires /
‘ Mr. Dulles vsaiff the ’Kremlin!
ma$ra—rfftkl e^or’/lir'/^aicru
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i Legal Attache. London

(

f

'

' ALLEN 17. DULLES
. DIRECTOR' > -

-

• CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY.

rr urig & x

’yfYellow
rLy^Mrli Belmont •

'£r~<S$di.son, Section
'

("* 4»0«s* 2, 'W
. I ~ ifr« Papidh

' ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEESIN is tittdflMfttftED EXCEPT

WHERE SHO'Vl? SE.

‘ i’or i/oztr information,. Mr* Dulles 'ts/schedulOd *

tq. leave Washington, D* Q*, on August 1, 1957,tffora trip
It A m-f 7 7 /)i*#7 7 5irfV»^ rtTAO V # Tr^kf* 7 1 i. rt&t

vy * »«•VWV/V " ** VfrJ w r »J ^ -vT ~ ~ ^ ;
— ' K^V ~

.
-

*o Europe where he will call at various .Gentraxlntelligetices\\r \
Agency (CIA) stations’ll He will .spend some time vacationing,
pery likely, in Switzerland* .

'

, . . /
,

‘7 / >

' ’

j/ Dulles calls at offices of any Legal Attaches

,

he should be treated courteously but you should not get
involved in the discussion of any official business without
first consulting the Bureau*'
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office M.eiMrandum • UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

to : Mr. A . H. Belmo DATE: July 30, 1957

FROM Mr, R, R, Roac

subject: ALLEN W, DULLES
DIRECTOR
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

all tefob;£A.tMt CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCWASSTFTED EXCEPT
VVHSES SH05VN OfflHER'iVISE.

Tolson
Nichols ^
Boardngh^—

Mohr

Parsons

Rosen
Tamm
Nease
Winterrowd -

A Tele. Room .
1

\ Tele. Ro
The Liaison Agent has been informed that Allen Dullest'** Holloman

rZ P. T)CL7%~fc Wrr 7*r> rrknn T) P •** cpu +*-**,*3 — Am, t. *»
Gandy—will depart from Washington, D. C., on Thursday, August 1,

1957,\£or a trip to Europe, where he will be calling ai*\*, , n
various Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) stations3 hG$\[(m
will also be vacationing, very likely, in Switzerland.

'7/L>
ACTION:

Enclosed herewith is a letter to our Legal Attaches
in Europe. In the past, Dulles has paid courtesy calls
on some of our Legal Attaches. It is not expected that
he will bring up any official business but the Legal
Attaches are being instructed not to get involved in
such matters without first checking with the Bureau .

Enclosure ^

^

1 - Mr. Belmont
1 «= Foreign Liaison
1 - Liaison Section
1 - Mr. Fapich

fol*
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Office Memorandum

XEMPT1B FROM AUTOMATIC
PSCLASSIFICATION
OTHORITT DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE '4!

EXEMPTION CODE 2SX(Hbflr €0324)

4

DATE 03-10-2010

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO MR. A . E. BELMONT

from : MR. R . R. ROA

SEE REVERSE
SIDE FOR
CLASSIFICATION
ACTION

per oga Setter dated 9/7/10

DATE: April 5, 1957

SUBJECT: JOSEPH ALS0R
is'-s—

FOE INSTRUCTIONS AS
TO DISSEMINATION
see 1 •mV

&
Dulles
•~~~TgenZy

On
and

April 4, 1957

,

Jam.es Angle-ton
Agent Papich met with Allen '

of the Central Int efTTgeWcf^

Mofi

Parson

Rosen
Tamn>

Ncast

Winter:

Tele, (

HoUon
, - C7 ”

'•'J ^ L, f V*-*. -t-t. l/OJLX 4r yC / * U a VjL ^(CIA) , at which time Dulles volunteered some comme/vs*^
concerning the instant case. Dulles had just finished reading L
a summary of information concerning Alsop compiled by the Bureau,
Dulles remarked, "This is really a tough one." He stated that
as far as he was concerned, it would be most important to identic/,
homosexuals in Government who might have been {utilised by Alsoj: jd\
a.3 sources'll since such individuals would naturally be vulnerable^ TC 1

l _l ^ the Soviets. [Dulles expressed the opinion ths.ff{pj
i

:\
divulge very much information alon

<jj.

'C *
v\

to recruitment
Alsop very 1
these 2ines^

(

Short

1

wa3 not yre_sent_.
„ . , Agent Papich met with Angleton ; Dulles
lAMll^jiQll advised ±2ia± a cahLe—LcLd ina± h* t

~pertTnent

—A/tyie luh

—

re
informat i on

caci e . The following was t

T

-

v\

Alsop manifested a casual attitude

|

interview and tried to give the i 7?inr<°.«ts f on
disturbed ahou± hi. a s-LLim±I. an. C

relative to
±ha± he. was

the
ZLO±

bl
b3

per
H
1
X''

CIA

^Misup as bS'ing under "heavy emotional
*that he had engaged in homosexual

V
N£U<yrT/i5ig§s, deserve!

"strain." Alsop admitted
. _ _ activity with several Govern-
\ment clerks in Washington , D, C. He emphasised that most of
\his homosexual activity had taken place in New York City. He

re_fĵ ed to iden tify any ind ividuals. He claimed
°t know of any TUpHJove rnrnent officials who were

homosexuals . He told Welch that he expected that an investiga-
tion was being conducted in Washington, D. C., concerning his
activities and as far as he was concerned, this would be
fruitless. He stated that while Guy Turgeps^

t
/*07vngr> British -*

'

emphqfJjzgJ 1 y
That'he did ?

5!

SiQu

V diplomat

,

\

iTovTrienJZ
TKat while
claimed that he has

was in Wg^jTjjxgt^n, T?. CL He an3 3urogss KaHUKT )am<

S
022a

He rffvpedto ijpntjjy__b]^ fcoiy^jgnd. Alsop~~sTojte

3

in MTsTTowfHie did noi see err s eek Tfurgess. He
never engaged in any homesexi

1 - Liaison Section
1 - Mr. Papich

LlPT<l>_rb

jj
i-j

.

*o APR lTrtfaw,-, i a.
M- 7!

i APR If

iLJL



Memo Mr. Roach to Mr.
Re : JOSEPH ALSOP

Belmont

with any
+ incident

Soviet other than with the exception of the recent'
in Moscow. Alsop indicated that he would remain in

. . „ hat he was proceeding to Cairo , Egypt ; that he planned
I '"fro travel to satellite countries; and^that he expected to
f*
return to Moscow for a visit . f

• Angleton advised Agent Papich that the foregoing
information had not yet been furnished to Dulles and that
for the time being, he was furnishing it strictly for the

\J 'Bureau's information. He stated that complete details, vgVg/ the interrogation^ would be furnished to the Bureau

Angleton then volunteered some observations on a bl per CIA
strictly confidential basis. He stated that at the presenti~o
time in CIA the only individuals who were familiar with the
recent Alsop development were: Allen Pul 7 a rnha7 7

ErsmlL barter. Cn7onfi7, Sheffield Edwards,
_| and Angleton . Angleton

-
"stated. tKat DuTTi

KTmseTJ Had been a ~gdod friend of the Alsops and that when
first came to yaa/itn.qrton a few t/eora ago; he stayed at

the Al sop home
the

Yn Angleton *s opinion, this had been a~ stupid
move oh The 'part of Dulles. Angleton personally feels that
Dulles is a man of integrity and that he has never left himself
in a position where he could be compromised by Alsop. Angleto)
was particularly referring to possible leaks of information
from Dulles. Angleton stated that a few weeks ago , Dulles and
Alsop had a bitter argument as a result of some information
which Alsop had printed in one of his columns. The informatioi
was directly related to a briefing which Allen Dulles had made
before the National Security Council. Dulled calJ&dyAlsop
and charged him with "treasonable conduct .

"

With regard to Visner, Angleton advised that this
was a different situation. He stated that Wisnejr . for years^x
has been a close friend 0/ AZsop f3 and Angleton is now greatly
concerned because Wisner mTgJvE be inclined to adopt a subjecti
rather than an objective attitude toward the case. Angleton
stated he is doing everything possible to make certain that
Wisner does not assume a dominating or directing position with
regard to action taken by CIA in this matter

A '

ve

Angleton stated that another
a problem is Robert Amory, Deputy Witector
Xwory„ is one
Estimate
Tof both Al s ops

Deputy Dire ct 0 r dj
in CIA 's ore carat

individual who
Trite 11 lg

7

ence~.
men
Angleton,

preparation
Tvnory Kas~~EeNH a rrttnTS

presents
tlA.

-or iWtell igance
friend ^

- 2 -
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Memo Roach to Belmont
Re: Joseph Alsop

Angleton made the
FBI should not forget the
Carmel 0££ie mas ./Wendli/
reliabTyrepofte^to be a

observation that
fact that in the
with Joseph
homosexual

.

both eiA
pasty at

e

and
least y

has been

Angleton raised one auestion with the
He stated that in his opinion

\

"fftnust have some Knowledge of the ttj.sujj
Angletgji jjuuiijzsd. i f ±2ls Bureau had any

Inn ±jiis
as to exacTTy wKcrB TKe

Liaison Agent,
by now

OBSERVATION:

mu men i
—

in wrScow,
objection if he checked

matter Be plans to inquire
ight have*

jiei per

Although Angleton feels that Allen Dulles himself
is not vulnerable as a result of his associations with Alsop}the Liaison Agent received the very strong impression on
April 4y 1957, when he met with the Director of CIA, that
Dulles was extremely worried. Dulles undoubtedly is going
ouer in his own mind concerning all meetings he ever had with

|

Alsop. Furthermore , he undoubtedly cannot forget the factthat many of his own employees have been closely associated
juuth the subject. In this connection , we should bear in mindthat several CIA officials have been very ac
Georgetown social set , which included Alsop

ACTION:

\n.ouia Dear m mi

If you approve , Liaison will advise
decision he makes coru^xiujin c ont acting the
that contact with ihA
with Bureau operations y

An n 1 pf. nn

t

that an
h is own

w

on this matteY wm nd't interfere
.

- - ana That if he develops any in forma,
oj interest to the Bureauy we would like to be advise

Q \
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THE FOREIGN SERVICE

OF THE

. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

.

'
. American .’Embassy
Paris 8, Prance

Date: 1 August 30, 195>7-

To: Director, FBI

Prom: Legat, Paris (66-128)
m

-.Subject: ALLEN W. DULLES
- • «s* • .DIRECTOR ....

-
• * "

- ‘CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
- CCf

. .

..

•.

.
-

. ' • • *-j
- • ‘

.

• '
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. V'
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- ReBulet to London 8/1/57.

Mr. Belmon£__ |

Mr, Mohr.
Mrw Parsons^
Mr. £osen
Mr. Tamm
Mr. Trotter.
Mr. Nease
Tele. Room_
Mr. NHollomai^_
Miss| Gandvj

This is to advi se that while Assistant Legal .'

^ r —
Attache,

|
| was. in Switzerland during the

period August 19 21 'last, it was ' ascertained that Mr,
DtJLLES -was in Zurich on August 1*9 and oh August 20 was * -

visiting in Bern. While in Bern, -Mr. DULLES- was the gues.t
'Of Ambassador HENRY J; TAYLOR. Assistant Legal Attache

was' not in personal contact with.. Mr'. TOEiS on- .'either
_ • ’ _ •' * ‘

' ' * * 5
I
of the; foregoing^ occasions*

. V
-

r ,

1
* ' '

‘
,

* r *
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*
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office MerrMandum • united stSes government[AT]

To

FROM

: Mr . A. E . Belmont dates September 18, 1957

Mr. R . R. Roach

Q
SUBJECT: ALLEN DULLES, DIRECTOR

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

27ie Liaison Agent was informed on September 17,
1957, that Allen Dulles., is departing for the West Coast
on the afternoon of September 18, 1957. He is scheduled
to make a speech at a dinner affair sponsored by the
Advertising Council , Incorporated . It is believed that
the speech will be made in Los Angeles.

On September 17, 1957, James Angleton of the
Central Intelligence Agency confidentially advised that
\Dulles had been requested by his brother, the Secretary
of State, to make the speech which reportedly will have ,

ramifications in our foreign policy field

.

ACTION*

None. For your information,

Nease
Winterrowd _
Tele. Room .

Holloman

Gandy

sip* bjt (^£ROIi|i3,^^vSSIF©
(6J

nt*vu*«iw — DV

1 - Mr. Nichols
1 - Mr. Belmont

. *>

1 -
‘ 1 -

1 -

ifr. W. C. Sullivan
Liaison .Seafion
Mr. Rapich

j ^-jv * ~

*T& &7
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64

I . Office JS/leml&andum •
9n A*fiT

riy

ro

FROM

SUBJECT:

Mr. A. H. Belmontkk

^

Mr. R. R. Roach

o
ALLEN W. DULLES

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

dates September 253 1957

CONTAINEDL

'HEREIN is U tJtjLASS I FIED . . 1
,

e

ADVERTISING COUNCIL3 INC

.

SAN FRANCISCO 3 CALIFORNIA
SEPTEMBER 193 1957

Boarc^nan .

Belmont .

'ason

Mohr

Parsons .

Rosen —
Tamm

fj&S Nease
terrowd

Tele. Room .

Holloman
Gandy.

&Enclosed herewith is a copy of a speech entitled ^The
Communists Also Nave Their Problems 3

" made by Allen Dulles befo re . ,mthe Advertising Council 3 Inc. 3 at San Francisco 3 California3 on f \

September 193 1957. This document was furnished to the Liaison AgenlTS^
on September 233 19573 by Dulles.

This speech has already been publicised in newspapers . Dullek

(

states that the ideological fervor "is seeping out of the international \
revolutionary communist movement 3 particularly in the Soviet Union."
He states that Marxism was not designed for the atomic age and Russia '

is now confronted with numerous and complex industrial and technological^
problems Which can’t be resolved by applying Marxi'st and Leninist .

principles . Dulles claims that collective leadership in Russia has
failed 3 as evidenced in the disposals of Molotov and Kaganovich

.

According to Dulles 3 the claim that the purpose of recent changes in
the Soviet administration was to return to pure Leninist communism
is "camouflage .’’ Dulles asserts that communist and Marxist theories
did not play decisive roles in the struggle in Russia and3 to the
contrary3 "ifupas a question of power politics."

ss,

n
^0

.O'
"vN
•P

3
u_

Dulles stated that the Soviet leaders are divided on three
Jissweg? (l) The decentralisation of industry. He points out that this
^decentralisation will remove some of the power from the central govern-T^-
„ vtent at Moscow to the provinces and 3 thus 3 create a problem. (2) Then'S
% agricultural problem. Dulles refers to this as the "Achilles heel" of ^

, the Soviet system. He states that Khrushchev’s responsibility for the
policy of investing heavily in the semi-arid and virgin lands is "great ^ cd

and may put Khrushchev on the spot. He points out, that 45% of Soviet
. labor is on farms as compared with the figure of 10% in the United
States. (3) Foreign policy and policy toward the European satellites

f)
Khrushchev continues fo be vulnerable because of the policy followed
with regard to Yugoslavia and for promoting a doctrine of "differing
roads to Socialism."

FECORRED ^6//

v $ -Dulles maintains that the Russian people stillgdigg
j
ip

dream world3 considering everything outside of Russia. ,He is of “fhe
opinion that the Russians will gontinue to restrict the ipppeppl e from

,

t

Enclosure , , / f*
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Memorandum Mr, Roach -bo Mr, Belmont
RE: ALLEN V, DULLES

ADDRESS MADE BEFORE
ADVERTISING COUNCIL, INC,
SAN FRANCISCO j CALIFORNIA
SEPTEMBER 19, 1957

learning what goes on in the outside world. He states that there

I

is student and intellectual unrest in Russia which may develop into
a serious problem. He further points out that the Soviet leaders
canH hold back the desire of their scientists and technicians to
learn and expand their knowledge

.

Dulles states that today , communism is more valuable as an
article of export than it is as a solution for the Soviet problems

.

He states that communism continues to have an appeal in undeveloped

I

areas but in those countries where industrialisation has expanded3

communism is losing its appeal.

Dulles makes an interesting analogy in comparing communism
as a revolutionary movement with the French Revolution . He describes
the pattern as follows: Intellectuals assert themselves and adopt
a "reform program

,

n Revolutionary elements then take over from the
intellectuals which leads to a reign of terror. Successive groups
of leaders are destroyed with each change in the revolution

.

n
.Eventually human nature rebels and demands a more normal life.
Then the practical political and military leaders depose the extremists

,

n

Dulles comments on the foregoing by stating that military dictatorship
is one of the possible lines of evolution in the Soviet Union.

ACTION:

None. For your information

.
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"THE COMMUNISTS ALSO HAVE THEIR PROBLEM"

ADDRESS BY ALLEN WELSH DULLES,

DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE

BEFORE THE ADVERTISING COUNCIL, INC.,

19 September 1957
ST. FRANCIS HOTEL,

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

It is a privilege to have this opportunity to recognize publicly

the generosity of the Advertising Council in devoting so great a share

of its time and resources '.in the general welfare. You have freely

supported those great causes which promote domestically and inter-

nationally the ideals- of our people. You have been in the forefront

of campaigns to alert the people of this country to the dangers of

alien and destructive movements such as international communism. As

one in Government who has had the opportunity of judging of the

effectiveness of this work, I wish to express gratitude.

It may seem a bit paradoxical that the Director of Central

Intelligence should be addressing the Advertising Council. You

represent the trend — which seems quite irresistible — that "it

pays to advertise."

I am the head of the silent service and cannot advertise my

wares. Sometimes,. I admit, this ‘is a bit irksome. Often we know

a bit more about what is going on in the world than we are credited

with, and we realize a little advertisement might improve our public

relations. For major reasons of policy, however, public relations

must be sacrificed to the security of our operations.

$ ALL IWFORMAWW CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
&bk/j



You and we, however, have much in common. We are both deeply

concerned with the impact of ideas on human behaviour. In carrying

out one of the Central Intelligence Agency's important tasks — that

of estimating future developments in the foreign field — the ability

to analyze public reactions is essential in our job. Vie, as you, have

to judge whether ideas have a transitory value or will have an enduring

effect upon the behaviours of people.

In particular, it is a fascinating study to follow the develop-

ment of the ideas behind certain of the great revolutionary movements.

•f

Some such movements were promoted by religious fervor, some by brute

military force, many by a combination of might and assertions of

right. These movements have had their day — long or short. Some

have had broad geographic appeal — some were limited to a particular

area and the history of some has never really been deciphered. Our

civilization, . despite the dark ages, has been tough enough to survive

the most vigorous and long-lived revolutionary assaults on mind and

body.

Tonight I propose to give you the results of an analysis of

the recent happenings within the Soviet Communist world and I shall

be bold enough to draw certain conclusions which support my conviction

that radical changes are taking place and more are in the making.

The initial ideological fervor, I believe, is seeping out of

the international revolutionary communist movement, particularly in
'
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the Soviet Union0 Marxism was not designed for the atomic age of the

mid-twentieth century* Effective as Communism has been in establishing

control of two powerful nations and imposing its will on a number of

Satellite countries, it is beginning to encounter difficulties in

coping with the complex industrial and technological problems of today*

Further, while some of the industrial and military achievements of both

the USSR and Communist China have stirred the pride of its citizens.

Communism has failed to devise a political system capable of commanding

the loyalties of governed peoples without resort to the cruel barbarities

of mass terror* It has satisfied neither the ideals, the aspirations,

nor the needs of the people subject to its domination*

Accordingly, the leaders of international communism are being

forced to review their situation and to consider major changes—changes
O'

which strike at the very heart of the system© The theories of Marx

and Lenin proved useful window-dressing behind which the Communists

established their monopoly of political power—^the so-called dictator-

ship of the proletariat* These ideas are of little aid in guiding

the Communist dictatorship in meeting the challenge of the world today*

v 3 —
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What prophet is there left in Soviet Russia? Marx and

Lenin are given lip service, hut their advice and counsel have

little applicability -today. Stalin has been discredited -

though his embarrassing remains are still on view in the

Kremlin. Khrushchev is unlikely to blossom out as a

(»j>gator of new Communist doctrine though his impetuosity and

unpredictability remain a matter of grave concern in an international

situation as tense as that of today. Mao retains his role as a

„ prophet in China, but he, too, is having his troubles®

When Stalin disappeared from the scene a little less than five

years ago, he left a clouded heritage. His later years of dictator**

ship had brought the Soviet Union close to war and disaster*, Ven*»

tures in Greece, at Berlin, and finally in Korea had opened the eyes

even of the credulous abroad. Domestically, harsh measures of forced

industrialization and military buildup, successful as they were

technologically, had left little place ,for meeting the needs of the
* /

people.

Moreover, the systematic cruelties of the secret police had

created popular unrest, suspicion and despair. Khrushchev told us

the story of how terror-bidden Soviet life had become in his now

well-known secret speech at the 20th Party Congress over a year

ago-*-a speech still unpublished in the Communist world. It was

too strong, medicine for popular consumption, although bits and pieces

of it were allowed to leak out.



Stalin*s successors had the difficult task of tempering a

dictatorship but yet maintaining complete authority, of doing away

with the Stalinist type of secret police repression and yet keeping

the people under iron discipline, of maintaining a tight rein but

still creating the impression, and giving some of the substance,

of a new measure of freedom0

Beria found it hard to fit into this picture* He did not want

to relinquish his personal control of the secret police through

which he hoped to gain the top position* His plot was discovered

and he was liquidated* Since then the military seems to have become

the decisive element where force or the threat of force was required

to support a political decision#

After the Beria crisis we were told that the dictatorship of

the proletariat’ had become a collective leadership—more properly

described as a collective dictatorship* ' True enough, the crisis of

readjustment to the post~Stalin era brought together in uneasy

harmony the surviving members of the governing body known as the

Presidium of the Party* Many here at home and abroad wrongly esti-

mated that this might be an enduring form of government* Actually

bitter personal rivalries and basic differences of philosophies

and outlook remain unreconciled*

The ultimate authority to make crucial decisions must rest

firmly somewhere and that Msomewhere 11 is unlikely for long to be
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in a collective* Majority rule is appropriate for legislative and

judicial bodies, but it does not function satisfactorily in the

executive field,, where decisiveness of action is essential*

For a time after Stalin* s disappearance from the scene,

Malenkov tried to lead the collective team, seemingly down a course

which promised a better break for the people than they, had ever had

before© In 1955 he was forced to confess his incapacity end Khrush-

chev took over, committing himself, like his predecessor, to the

collective rule formula*
’l

*

Then, last June, the inevitable irreconcilable conflict of

opinions emerged,- the collective broke down and, with the approval

of the military, in particular Zhukov, Khrushchev eliminated his

rivals—’Molotov and Kaganovich, who really felt that the old Stalin—

\

ist and foreign policies were preferable, and Malenkov, who due

to his relative youth, political experience, and apparent popularity,

was a dangerous potential rival* At the moment, Khrushchev is busily

engaged in implicating Malenkov in the crimes of Stalin* s later

days, classing him as **shadow and tool.” of Beria© Since Beria was

shot for treason, the threat to Malenkov is naked enough for all

to see*

So the history of Soviet governmental changes repeats itself,

although in a slightly different pattern from that of the two

previous decades* Those recently purged have not yet been liquidated
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like Beria or eliminated by mock trials such as those of the late

I93O

»

s* With a touch of almost sardonic humor, the miscreants

have been assigned to the oblivion of Siberia or the darkness of

Outer Mongolia,

It was the hand-picked Central Committee of the Communist

Party, with the backing of the Army, which played the decisive role'

in last summer *s changes in the high commando This suggests that

the Presidium on its own can no longer deal with recalcitrant

members, at least in a situation where the issues are closely drawn

and where those to be eliminated are not in a hopeless minority0

The claim that the purpose of these changes was to get back

to the pure Leninist Communism of the past is camouflage, No

differing theories of Communist and Marxist dogma played a

decisive role in this struggle. It was a question of power poli-

tics in a situation where hard decisions had to be made in both

the domestic and foreign fields. There were in fact very deep

and fundamental divergences, of views among the members of the

Presidium and the collective failed to function because the differ-

ences were not susceptible of compromise.

Three main issues divided the Soviet leaders. The first

concerned the decentralization of industry.

After years of extolling the virtues of a centrally planned -

economy, some of the Soviet leaders have recently begun to stress
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the need of local initiative to improve efficiency at the plant

level* By the use of local resources, it vas hoped to ease the burden

on transport facilities, minimize duplication of effort and stimu- •

late managerial initiative* Acting on these theories, Khrushchev

recently forced through a program to decentralize away from Jfoscow

many elements of control of the great Soviet industrial machine,

in the most sweeping reorganization of the economic management

' machinery since the first Five Year Plan wad adopted in 1928*

Some 27 specialized economic, ministries in Moscow were abolished

and replaced by 105 regional economic councils.

Last June, several of Khrushchev* s colleagues tried to

reverse all this*

•The reason for the reorganization is readily understandable

if one tries to conceive of the bureaucratic mess which we would

have if we attempted to manage from the Capital all the details

of a growing industrial complex more dispersed geographically

than that of the United States and approaching one-half of its size*

There should be eventual economic benefits from the decen-

tralization, but Khrushchev* s plan will creat as many problems

as it solves*

A long period of transitional confusion is certain while new

administrative command and coordination channels are worked out*

In the longer run, there is the danger for the Soviet Union that a



lHnfl of economic provincialism will develop to threaten the

dominance of the central government*

The reason for the bitter fight against this reorganization

by many of Khrushchev’s colleagues is clear* The decentralization

will remove some of the power from the central government in Moscow

and transfer it to the provinces* Here only two members of the

Presidium are in a position to exercise real influence, Khrushchev,

through his control of the party machinery throughout the Soviet

Union, and the military, presently represented by Marshal Zhukov

.

The second issue dividing the Soviet leaders in June last

was the agricultural problem, often called the Achilles heel of

the Soviet system. Khrushchev has been pressing for ever-increasing

areas of State-controlled farm lands, on the pattern of the huge

' development he had started in the so-called ’’virgin lands” east of

the Caspian, in order to wake good the shortcomings of Communism’s

greatest fiasco — the collectivized farm system. This involves

some 80 - 100 million acres j larger than the entire wheat acreage

of the United States.

For many years Soviet emphasis on heavy industry and military

strength drained manpower and capital investments away from the

farms, making agriculture the stepchild of the Stalinist 'economy*

In contrast with the rapid growth rate of other parts of the

Soviet economy, for the past twenty years Soviet production



of agricultural commodities has failed to increase as fast as the

population of the USSR#

After all, soil conditions, rainfall and temperature do not

favor the Soviet Union despite its vast area* Less than 10$ of

the country is likely to produce reasonable agricultural yields

in normal years. Moreover, the combination of bureaucratic

mismanagement, and Communist neglect of the motivating force of

personal incentives had resulted in an inefficiency of farm labor

so great that it take's about one farm vorker to feed and supply

every four persons in the USSR, whereas the ratio in the United

States is about one for every sixteen persons. Hence, 45$ of

Soviet labor is on. the farms as compared with 10$ of . American

workers

o

Khrushchev* s responsibility for the policy of investing

heavily in the semi-arid, agriculturally marginal "virgin" lands

is very, great. So far he has been lucky, with one excellent crop

and one fair one 0 This year (1957) promises to be only fair and

there is no doubt that many Soviet leaders fear a major crop

failure as the moisture is used up in the new lands. Even Mikoyan,

who has stuck with Khrushchev so far and now is probably the

number two man in the party, is said to have been dubious about

the "virgin" lands program.

The final success or failure of the program is still to be

determined and Khrushchev’s personal reputation is deeply involved.



He has promised his people equality per capita with Americans

in ™-pTf and butter by 1953 and in meat by 1961* This latter
^

would involve an increase of 3 l/2 times in Soviet meat production

which, to say the least, is an ambitious program, even taking

into account the noted fertility of the rabbit, which is

included in the Soviet calculations as well as their claimed

ability to produce a larger number of twin lambs.

Finally, a third point at issue between Khrushchev and his

opponents lay in the related "fields of foreign policy and policy

toward the European Satellites. Here Khrushchev was attacked

by Molotov and his followers for having weakened the Soviet posi-

tion by his policy of reconciliation with Yugoslavia and by

his Austrian settlement. He was, in fact, vulnerable to the charge

of having opened the flood gates to revolt by stimulating support

for the doctrine of “differing roads to Socialism,” a heresy that

is now threatening the monolithic structure of the Soviet empire.

For a time during the Hungarian Revolution, the ranks .in

the Soviet leadership had closed and Khrushchev personally as well

as his opponents must bear the responsibility for the ruthless

intervention in November 1956. The scars of dissent remained, how-

ever, and in the indictment of Molotov by the Central Committee,

his Yugoslav and Austrian policies are the subject of particular

criticism. Hungary goes unmentioned.
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Moscow* s future policy toward the European Satellites remains

unresolved. Though Molotov was vigorously attacked for his mistaken

attitude, Khrushchev, since the Polish and Hungarian revolts, has

feared the contagious influence of granting more freedom anywhere.

Certainly none of the Soviet leaders cares to remember the precepts

of Lenin, who had this to say in 1917:

"If Finland, if Poland, if the Ukraine break away

from Russia there is nothing bad about that**..

No nation can be free if it oppresses other nations"

These were the major issues on which Khrushchev fought for,

and by an eyelash won, the leadership of the Soviet Union.

There are many other burning problems facing the new group

ruling the Soviet Union.

First of all, they have the problem of East-West contacts,

which for propaganda purposes at least they strongly claim to favor*

Can the leaders really permit the people of the USSR to have know-

ledge of the facts of life? Do they dare open up to the press, to

radio, to television?

Except for certain supervised and guided tours, the answer

to this so far seems to be "no." We can guess how frightened they

are from their panicky warnings to Soviet youth about being deceived

by the words of the American boys and girls who went to Moscow

- 12 -



recently for the Mg Soviet Youth Festival.

Similarly, they do not dare publish such documents as the

Khrushchev secret speech, the U.N. report on Hungary, nor the basic

attack on Communist doctrine by the Yugoslav, Djilas, in his

recently published book, MThe New Class.H

Instead of dealing with such criticisms openly, Soviet leaders

try to sweep them under the rug,“and keep their own people in the dark.

There was recently published in Moscow a highly realistic novel,

with the eloquent title Not By Bread Alone . It evoked great popular

interest in the USSR because it showed some of the seamier side of

.political life and bureaucracy in the Soviet Union today. All the

big guns of the Soviet regime began to fire at the author, Dudintsev,

and Khrushchev himself recently lambasted the book as misguided

and dangerous. It is significant that they have not yet banned it.

Probably they were too late in realizing its subtle attack on the

foundations of the Coinriiunist system*

By and large the bulk of the Russian people still live in a

dream world about everything outside the USSR, and the most tragic

part about this is the distorted facts and fancies the Soviet leaders

give their own people about the allegedly hostile attitudes of

. Americans toward them. The exchange of a few controlled travelling

delegations is not enough. The barriers to information and know-

ledge must be torn down.
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The Soviet leaders also have to deal with the problems created

by their own educational system and by the development of an indus-

trial and technical elite. Under the lash of its pell-mell

industrialization program, the USSR in the past decade has

enormously speeded up the education of the Russian people , partic-

ularly in the scientific and technical field. As a result, the

USSR is turning out hundreds of thousands of graduates of schools

corresponding to our high schools and colleges.

It is true that in their educational system they emphasize

scientific and technical fields much more than social sciences and

the humanities. But knowledge is not an inert substance. It has

a way of seeping across lines and into' adjacent compartments of

learning. The Soviet leaders, I firmly believe, cannot illuminate

their scientific lecture halls and laboratories without also letting

the light of truth into their history and economics classrooms.

Students cannot be conditioned to turning off their analytical

processes when the instructor changes a topic.

Student and intellectual unrest is a troublesome challenge

to a dictatorship. The Chinese Communists experimented briefly

with placating critics by liberalizing their thought-control system

— enunciating the doctrine known as «let a hundred flowers bloom,

let a hundred schools of thought contend. 11 In the face of the

far-reaching criticisms promptly voiced by Chinese intellectuals

,
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the Peiping regime quickly reversed itself and has only a few weeks

ago resumed the practice of publicly executing students who dared

to suggest that China’ s ills result in part from flaws in the Communist

system itself*

The education which Soviet and Chinese Communist leaders give

their people is a dangerous commodity for a..dictatorship. Men and women

who have their critical faculties sharpened are beginning to question

why the Russian people cannot be freed from rigid Communist Party

and police-state discipline, given a greater economic share of the

fruit of their labors, and allowed to participate — at least by an

effective expression of consent — in their own governing*

In the past the Soviets counted particularly upon their ability

to appeal with success to the youth and the students* In 1905 Lenin

wrote, «We are the party of the future but the future belongs to

the young. We are the party of innovation, and it is to the

innovators that youth always gladly gives its allegiance. We are

the party of self-sacrificing struggle against the ancient rot,

and the young are always readiest for sacrificial combat — and we

shall always be the party of the youth of the advanced class.”

That proud boast could not be made today. The Hungarian

students were ready for combat, but against the Soviets, not for

them. The deep disillusionment of the Polish youth with the

.
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Soviet-imposed version of Communism can be read in their brilliantly

edited publications, and in spite of Soviet censorship there is

evidence that they are read eagerly by those who can obtain them in

the Russian universities.

The Soviet government can still organize massive propaganda

circuses like the recent Moscow Youth Festival. They can train an

ever increasing number of young scientists and technicians. They

can bribe the ambitious with the rewards of power and special privi-

lege in the swollen bureaucracy. But they are finding it increasingly

difficult to enlist in their cause the self-sacrificing and idealistic

young men that Lenin once so counted on and who are the real motive

power of successful revolutionary movements.

The Soviet leaders also have the growing problem of the tech-

nical and managerial elite which has been created to run Soviet

industry -- now being decentralized. It will not be easy to restrain

this class of people from using its critical skills to question the

Cumbersome governmental and Communist Party bureaucracy and what it

is doing — or not doing — to give the members of that elite a

better life.

Probably it is out of respect for the growing perceptiveness

of the people of Russia, and at least out of recognition of popular

yearning for peace, that Soviet leaders have been forced to give

lip service to disarmament, another - grave problem before the Moscow



leaders. Now that the issue of conceding some fom of inspection

and control in the USSR is squarely presented, they are hesitating.

This propsect goes against every tradition and instinct of the

secretive and suspicious Communist dictators.

These are some of the practical issues which Khrushchev now

faces. There is no easy solution. After all, dictatorships,

whether of the Stalin or of the Hitler type, can for a time exact

great sacrifices from their peoples and achieve great materialistic

accomplishments. In fact, for a limited period, it may be easier

for a dictatorship. to make steel than bread and butter •— easier

to build a mighty war machine than to satisfy the moral, spiritual

and material needs of a great and diverse people. This is certainly

the case with the Communist dictatorship in the USSR.

Today Communism is more valuable as an article of export than

it is as a solution for the problems of a country like the Soviet

Union, which is making great strides in, fields of material progress,

but which has still found no way of creating a government which

can meet the needs and aspirations of its people.

Undoubtedly in many areas of the world, particularly those

recently freed from Colonial rule, the image of Communism still

has an appeal. It seems to combine the advantages of strict dis~

cipline at the top with the promise of quick industrialization.



These factors appeal to new nations struggling with the task of

main wg a government work among peoples who have had little experi“

ence with it and who at the same time have the desire to become

quickly an industrial force in their own right*

The politically unsophisticated peoples .of the underdeveloped

nations have yet to learn what the peoples of the Communist world
" • i

are slowly coining to understand about Marxism and industrial growth*

Djilas, the Yugoslav Communist heretic, put it wells

“Modern Communism began as an idea with the

inception of modem industry* It is dying

out or being eliminated in those countries

where industrial development has achieved its

basic purposes* It flourishes in those

countries where this has not yet happened*”

"In fact, I would add to this that the force of ideological

Communism seems weakest in those countries like the USSR, where it

has been the longest in control. It has its strongest appeal to the

minds of these peoples in the underdeveloped areas of the world where

they have had no practical experience with it*

Viewed in broad perspective. Communism is only one of the

many great revolutionary movements that have swept into world

history. Such movements seemed to combine an ideology or a faith

expressed as a program of action j and a discipline through a



# .

•

political or military machine capable of organizing the energies

of the people in order to carry out the ideas that have captured

their imaginations and loyalties*

I realize that historical analogies are notoriously treacherous*

But there may be food for thought in comparing the evolution of

Soviet Communism with the classical periods of revolutionary move-

ments. Possibly the closest parallel in history is with the French

Revolution.

The pattern seems to be this: the intellectuals desert their

political institutions and adopt what they call a nReform Program.”

Then, revolutionary elements take over from the intellectuals and

seize power, generally beginning with the moderates of the Danton

type, and passing through the extremists like Robespierre, with a

reign of inhuman zeal and terror. Successive groups of leaders are

destroyed with each change in the tempo of the revolution. As

Vergniaud said in the course of the French Revolution, “The

Revolution, like Saturn, devours its own children.” Eventually,

human nature rebels and demands a more normal life. Then the

practical political and military leaders depose the extremists.

Finally, in the case of the French Revolution, there was the

temptation, to which they quickly yielded, to indulge in foreign

military adventure, and — eventually the access to power of the

military man on horseback , Bonaparte . There is , naturally

,
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considerable speculation these days as to whether this last phase ,

of the Trench Revolution will be repeated in the case of Soviet

Communism. I have no crystal ball answer, but certainly military

dictatorship is one of the possible lines of evolution in the Soviet

Union.

Prom this analysis of developments in the Soviet Union, it is

fair to conclude that I believe that the old Communist dialectic of

Marx, Lenin and even Stalin does not answer the problems of the

Soviet Union today — either those of its industrial growth or of its

lasting control over the great peoples living within the Soviet Union.

It would flow from this that Khrushchev and whoever he may

associate with himself in the leadership, assuming he keeps his control

for a time, will have to determine how they are going to accomplish

this dual task. Will they meet it by further relaxation, thereby

increasing the moral and industrial potential of the Soviet Union

itself, and the prospects of peace, but risking the loss of the

Satellite countries? Will they attempt a reversion to something

like Stalinism under another name as some of the tough, uncompromising

language and actions from Moscow of recent days would suggest? Or

will they be tempted to risk foreign venture with a view to uniting

their people and their energies to meet alleged enemies they claim

are encircling them?



These are the issues. I would not wish to suggest that what

.1 have referred to as the decline of the Marxist Communism has

left the Soviet Union materially weak in facing them* The Soviet

may be ideologically less menacing, technologically its power is

still increasing.

Throughout the entire revolution, once the Communist regime

was firmly established in Russia, the emphasis was placed on heavy

industry, and on building up the war machine. This has been a con-

stant policy and has been one phase of Soviet life that has not

been affected by changing leaders or interpretations of Communist

ideology. After all, the men who are at the helm in the Soviet

Union are not the original revolutionary heroes. Khrushchev and

Mikoyan their henchmen belong to. the ever-present class of

political careerists who see in a revolutionary movement the path

to power and privilege. They did not make the revolution, like

Lenin. It made them, and they want above all else to preserve

their positions.

While Marxism at one time or another has invaded most segments

of Soviet life, including the army with its political commissar

and indoctrination agents, those who have planned the Soviet mili-

tary buildup have been little hampered by it. In their concentra-

tion on the fields of nuclear energy, aircraft design and construction,

and the development of guided missiles, they experienced little ideo-

logical Interference except during brief periods of Stalin’s last

hectic days.
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Take, for example, the case of guided missiles* Here they

never ceased work from the days of 1945 when they took over the

German missile installation at Peenemnende with its rockets of

a range between 150 to 200 miles. Now we know they have developed

modern missiles of many times the power and efficiency of the

German wartime models*

The Soviet Union which we face today presents a series

of contradictions. Its leader has practically unrestrained

power except for such control as the military may exercise,

backed by a formidable war machine'—a leader committed by his

express policies to improve the lot of his people, and pre-

sumably committed also to relax the harsh controls of Stalin

he has described so vividly himself and which he purports

to abhor*

At the same time, this leader, Khrushchev, faces the

M 1 fttirnm that any substantial relaxation at home or abroad,

given the nature of the Communist dictatorship as it has evolved,

may spell his own downfall* For he faces, and he knows it, a

people who are questioning the basic tenets of Marxist Commu-

nism, and in particular a student body that is becoming more

anri more vocal in demanding the truth and may not be ‘Satisfied

with half measures*

The Communist leaders are also facing a growing body of

highly educated, technologically competent men and women in the
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field of industrial management and production. It may prove impos-

sible for them to stop the growing wave of intellectual unrest in

the Soviet Union. Khrushchev cannot turn back education or stop

technological development and -keep the USSR a great power.

Tet Khrushchev seems to be in a hurry to solve a whole series

of such problems as I have described and gain the personal success

necessary to maintain his own position.

In addition to all this, he has deeply committed himself in

certain foreign adventures, particularly in the Middle East — partly,

it may be assumed, to distract attention from problems at home and

in the Satellites. All this rightfully makes us cautious in our

judgments and does not suggest that there are any quick or easy ways

out in our relations with the USSR.

But over, the longer range, we can rest assured that revolutionary

Communist tyranny cannot provide a final answer or a satisfactory

answer to the needs of a civilized community. No power on earth
s

can restore the myth that Communism is the wave .of the future after

10 million Hungarians, after a decade of experience with it, and

at the risk of their lives, gave it such a resounding vote of no

confidence.

The people of Russia, if given the time to continue their

evolution to freedom out of the narrow bounds of Communist dicta-

torship, will themselves help to find a peaceful answer.
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It is certainly timely that a group of experts such as is

gathered here should consider America's human resources to meet

the scientific challenge. My share of the task is to discuss the

challenge presented by Soviet scientific and technological advances.

It is not easy to divide this problem into tidy compartments

.

*

Science pervades the Soviet military threat, its industrial and economic

progress. Much of the aid proffered to the newly developing countries

in the free world includes technological assistance. Even on the sub-

(

versive side of their operations they have shown great sophistication

in the technical and scientific training of their agent personnel.

It is a challenge which calls for united and coordinated action.

Henqe right at the outset I wish to emphasize the value of measures

to help pool the scientific assets of the United States with those of

the free world wherever it will advance the common good and mutual

defense. Steps in this direction have already been taken. More can



I appreciate the security reasons often advanced for moving

slowly and here is a field in which I can speak with some authority.

The security factor deserves consideration but when properly

balanced against the gain from freer scientific exchange, there

will be plenty of leeway to go further than we have.

If legislative bars against certain phases of our cooperation

with other countries in the nuclear field are removed, it will be a

major step forward. Exchanging ideas on weapons development

will certainly be of value in the field of intelligence since it would

improve our ability to analyze and understand the nature of the

Soviet nuclear threat.

Other informational exchanges between countries where each

has the capacity to help the other will advance the common cause.

For us and our allies to keep scores of top scientists working

separately and mutually uninformed on the same problems may be

a waste of scarce resources that we can ill afford.

In your earlier meetings today I understand you have been

considering the building up and marshaling of America's human

assets, particularly in the scientific field, to meet the Soviet threat.

In the somewhat circumscribed area of my own work, much of my

time during the last seven years has been directed to a somewhat
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similar end, namely how scientific assets and techniques can be most

effectively used to increase our overall ability to interpret develop-

ments in the Soviet Union.

One result of this study has been to emphasize the need for

current appraisals of our relative position to the Soviet in technical

fields of critical importance to national security. The missile field

is a good example.

Relative positions of course change from time to time as one

side or the other places greater emphasis in a particular field of

endeavor. This calls for constant study and re -study, but with a

proper perspective of where we stand relative to the Soviet Union we

can develop our foreign and defense policies with a better basis

for sound decision.

During the past few months the world has had a spectacular

demonstration of the great technical competence of the Soviet,

notably in the field of earth satellites and ballistic missiles.

To those who have been closely following developments in the

Soviet Union these came as no great surprise.

Contrary to what may be the generally accepted view, these

happenings have not caused us to make any basic changes in our

earlier estimates of the Soviet challenge. It was serious before.

It appears to be slightly more so today.



Here and there time tables of when various Soviet new weapons

might come into use have been moderately advanced, particularly in the

ballistic missile field. Soviet Sputniks and recent ballistic missile tests

have not altered the overall appraisals of Soviet capabilities and intentions

reached a year or more ago.

We must,really thank the Soviet for having dramatized their com-

petence and mightily reduced, in this country at least, the ranks of those

who could not bring themselves to believe in the high technological ca-

pability of the Russians.

Long complacently accustomed to being first, it has been a shock

to the American public to find that that is not the case in a particular

field and an important one. We were first in the development of long

range aviation, in the dramatic break-through in the atomic field and in

thermonuclear fusion, and then, as evidenced by the atomic submarine,

in the application of atomic power in an important military area. On

analysis one would find that the margin of our lead, here and there, had

been tending to narrow.

Then in a dramatic way the Soviets had their "first" and there

is a tendency to feel that there was some failure to keep the American

people advised as to Soviet scientific progress which led to this result.

Also, many have instinctively assumed that in the fields of

scientific achievement a free enterprise system would inevitably lead a

state like the Soviet whose economy was controlled by a communist-type

state dictatorship.



Achievements do not depend so much on the type of government,

*

so long as the latter is technically competent and has a willing or

subservient people at its beck and call. It depends on the goals and

priorities set, the promptness and the correctness of the decisions

reached, and the energy applied in terms of man hours with the

proper tools and equipment.

Under normal conditions a liberal free enterprise society

concentrates on the development of what the people want to improve

their living standards. In a society controlled by dictatorial leaders,

with the centralization and socialization of production, the leaders

are able, for a time at least, to fix the goals and priorities. What

the mass of the people want comes second. I have said "for a time. "

It may be difficult to carry on such a policy indefinitely. Some day

the people may rebel against such programming.

The USSR has a national product of some 40% of our own.

If one includes on our side the segment of the free world allied with

us and adds to the Soviet the questionable assets of the unhappy

European satellites, the margin in favor of the West is much greater.

Yet the Soviet today are producing in the military field,

hardware and assets very nearly equivalent to our own. The fact

that they are able to do this with less than half of our industrial



potential is due largely to three factors: (1) the different cost basis

for military manpower as contrasted with that for us; (2) the larger

percentage of gross national product devoted to military ends; (3) the

concentration of scientific competence in military fields.

Under these circumstances is it surprising that from time

to time, we will have the shock of finding that the Soviet have

outstripped us in some particular military field where for longer

periods of time they have put in more concentrated effort than we,

as for example, in the missile field.

Granting something like equality of brain power applied on

each side, the answer comes close to being a mathematical one and

there is no reason to seek any mysterious or sinister cause.

The fact is that since shortly after the close of the war in 1945,

when they took over the German missile hardware and a large group

of German scientists with their blueprints and plans in Peenemunde

and elsewhere, they have spent in this field more man hours than we.

They have done it under highly competent Soviet scientific and

technological leadership with the necessary tools, equipment and

priorities. While they profited greatly by German technological

achievement up to 1948, during the last decade it has been largely a

native Soviet achievement.



History is full of examples where the high standard of living

countries -- placing emphasis Upon those things which make the rounded,

developed and cultured human being with leisure for a broadened life --

have failed to comprehend the extent and nature of external threats

from the Spartas which have concentrated on military might. All

you need do is read your history from the Greek and Roman days

right down to England and France before World War II, or even

our own history.

A free people such as ours seem to require at periodic intervals

dramatic developments to alert us to our perils.

Some people seem to think that this shock treatment should be

replaced by a continuous process of indoctrination which could and

should be furnished by government officials. I am somewhat doubtful

as to the efficacy of this

.

Most Americans seem to be from Missouri. Seeing is believing.

By and large, the press does a good job in this field. Its sources of

information are wide and varied. Jeremiads from government leaders

are generally regarded as tinged with political or budgetary motives.

It was only by orbiting our own Explorer that an effective answer was

made to the American people as to our own technical competence in

the missile field. No amount of speech making would have done it.
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Recently it has been hinted that i£_ only the Central Intelligence

Agency had been believed, everything would have been well. This

is flattering but a great over- simplification. There never has been

a time in history to my knowledge when intelligence has had as clear

an opportunity to get its views over as it has had in this country in

recent years. The National Security Act of 1947, creating the

Central Intelligence Agency, has given Intelligence a more influential

position in our government than Intelligence enjoys in any other

government of the world. If in our government, intelligence estimates

have not always had the impact that in the light of hindsight they may

have deserved, responsibility must be shared by the intelligence

producer. We have the chance to sell our wares.

No intelligence appraisal could have had the impact of a Sputnik.

Maybe it was necessary that over the last decade in our

relations with the USSR, we had to have a series of political,

economic and military Sputniks -- costly as some have been -- to

keep us periodically alerted to our dangers, though once a particular

crisis is over, we quickly forget the past.

First came the Soviet threat against Western Europe, Greece

and Turkey after World War II. This led to the Marshall Plan and



the Truman Doctrine. Then there was the Berlin Blockade in 1948
s'

'

I

and the Korean War in 19^0. Each of these, plus the tragic loss of

China and Czechoslovakia, has helped to alert us to the elements of

political subversion and war by proxy in the communist menace.

Hungary should have convinced us that the Soviet will not hesitate

to use brute force in what they choos^-tr^call their area of influence.

Now with the Sputnik and ballistic missiles, the free world knows

better the nature of the competition we face in the field of science

and military technology.

Knowledge of the nature of this particular Soviet scientific

challenge has been brought home to the American people through

the length and breadth of the land. It is the greatest advertising

job ever done. The Soviet really wrote it in the sky.

For a time at least, it will not be hard to convince anybody

that we really are up against a competitor with a highly developed

scientific and technical competence. We can thank the Soviet that

this particular selling job was done effectively in 1957 and not

delayed until 1958 or later.

Under these circumstances we shall be better able than before

to mobilize our assets, human and material.

- 9 -



What are the immediate issues, the challenges we face?

There is no evidence, as I see it, that the Soviet Union

presently intends to follow a policy which in their view would involve

the serious risk of nuclear war with the United States. They most

certainly have a healthy respect for our present military capabilities

and Our great industrial potential. They recognize .the present

limitation on their own. They recognize that nuclear war at this

time would result in devastating damage to them. They probably

question their present capability to deal a knockout blow and

consequently would expect that their own devastation under

retaliatory attack would be very great.

7

Comparative estimates of military strengths do not lie in my

field of particular competence. This much I can say. I do not know

of any American experts in the field whose views I respect, who

take the position that today the Soviet Union has an overall military

capability superior to our own.

What rightfully concerns us, however, is the dynamic growth

in Soviet military and industrial power. Their further successes in

the ballistic missile field and in the development of an arsenal of

weapons with nuclear warheads would tend to change the nature of the

threat to our security.
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I am by no means suggesting that our concern is solely in the

missile field or that we take seriously Khrushchev’s remark about

treating aircraft as museum pieces. This quip was probably

motivated, in part, by the desire to downgrade our own Strategic

Air Command during a period when the Soviet were in a position to

flaunt their success with the guided missile. After all, we do not

credit the Soviet with the industrial potential of developing and

producing at the same time and with equal priority and on a massive

scale all possible weapons in the modern military armory. They

must make choices just as we.

We do have some evidence, however, that as much as a

decade ago the Soviet turned to the guided missile as a challenging

competitor to the bomber. What we badly needed back in 1945 was

a Billy Mitchell for ballistic missiles.

Today we need wisely to use the time, which intelligence

appraisals indicate we have, to build up our own capabilities and to

see to it that any gap in time, during which they may have any

superiority in the missile field, is reduced'to negligible proportions

and counter-balanced by the use of our substantial geographic advantage

and general retaliatory power.

In most of our scientific breakthroughs we have had the

disadvantage of being the front runner; the pioneer. In guided missiles



we can profit by the experience of others and we have just received a

fine dividend of confidence in our own achievements.

We are alerted to the problem, to the technical competence of

the opposition. We are still moving from a position of strength and

forewarned should be forearmed.

The mobilization of human and other resources to meet the

Soviet challenge in the military field will be an easier task than to

mobilize to meet international communism's programs of subversion

and economic penetration. Yet the latter today are their first lines

of attack, with the military buildup remaining in reserve.

They have given us nothing quite as dramatic as the Sputnik to

advertise what they are doing in the Middle East, Asia and Africa.

Possibly they learned a lesson from the Marshall Plan and have no

stomach for inciting us into a new competition on any grand scale in

the uncommitted areas oi the world.

But if we should ignore these warning signs and go missile-

minded to the exclusion of adequate defense against other dangers,

the Sputnik can become a kind of Trojan horse. We might win' the

military race and yet lose great areas of the world that are vital

to our own national security.
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The international communist apparatus with its communist

parties and cells, its economic, technical, and military aid programs

based on Moscow, Prague and Peiping, .has a closely orchestrated,

well disguised mechanism for the advancement of its cause. The

economic side of it outwardly looks somewhat like our own -- until

the objective is uncovered.

Communists work in and through the parliaments of many

countries of the world. They try to use the democratic processes

in order to defeat the basic aims of a free form of government. They

had a part in writing many of the constitutions in the free world in the

early post-war days and did so with the very objective of putting strong

authority nowhere and helping to produce chaos everywhere.

The policy of keeping countries divided -- Germany, Korea,

Viet Nam and until recently Austria and Laos -- was an example of

their techniques. This development is beginning to boomerang as the

free peoples in the divided areas are furnishing studies in contrast

between what a people working in freedom can do as contrasted with

people under the domination of Moscow or Peiping.

Soviet progress in the scientific and technological field is used

as a powerful argument in their appeal to the uncommitted areas

.
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Well before Sputnik the peoples in these areas were deeply impressed

by the fact that the USSR in less than four decades had come from

being a backward country into the position of the second greatest

power in the world and a leader in the scientific field.

Certainly we should be more effective in bringing home to

these people what has actually transpired in the areas that have been

subject to Soviet colonialism or have been the unwilling objects of

Soviet exploitation and domination.

Unfortunately, distance seems to lend enchantment and we can

hardly expect the people of Java, to take only one instance, to understand

fully the dangers which Soviet communism means for them.

Meanwhile in the Middle East, Africa and in South and Southeast

Asia, the Soviet programs of arms and economic and scientific aid have

helped to fan the flames of nationalism and anti- colonialism. The total

of communist aid, economic, scientific and military, does not approach

ours but they have cleverly concentrated on certain particular countries

where they feel they can make the most impact.

Soviet educational programs are helping to build up a reservoir

of technicians equipped in the lore of foreign countries. They also

bring to Moscow University and other Soviet and satellite institutions large

numbers of native students for training, particularly in the scientific
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fields. If the Soviet scientific educational program continues at its

present pace, they will have a growing reserve of trained scientists

for export.

£ I trust that one of the re stilts of this meeting may be to help

us to find in the free world competent technicians willing to journey

to the four corners of the earth to help build up the indigenous

capabilities of the new countries. In any study of our own human

resources to meet the scientific challenge it is well to remember

that this cannot be done solely on the drawing boards of our own

scientific institutions. It will also have to be done in the steel mills

of India, on the dams of the great rivers of Asia and Africa, and in

the industrial plants of the newly freed countries.

The contest for the minds and allegiance of millions of people

is just beginning to be engaged. We cannot afford to neglect it.

I have tried to sketch the nature of the military, subversive

and economic challenges of the USSR as we face them today. As one

looks at the longer perspective, it is necessary to take into account

the plans of Communist China to press forward on its own program of

industrialization and militarization.

We have the capacity to meet these present challenges. They

are definite in nature, measurable in amount and have back of them



far less in. the way of assets, human and material, than we and our

allies can muster if we will. But this is not just one confrontation.

The challenge may be one of considerable duration.

The Soviet Union is still programming a rapid increase in

its industrial production. It boasts that it will eventually close the

gap between its own production and ours. If this program is even

partially realized and also assuming some increase in the consumer 1 s

share of the total national production, the Soviet, if they are so minded,

can year after year put ever increasing amounts into their military

establishment and foreign economic programs.

To the extent that the Sino-Soviet peoples are willing, with

Spartan determination, or with unquestioning obedience to arbitrary

authority,to follow such a policy, they can make the going harder and

harder for us. Undoubtedly, no small segment of their future effort,

as in their past, will go into science.

A distinguished Indian editor who visited successively the

USSR and the United States, put this question repeatedly to the

people with whom he talked, "What is the purpose of your system,

of your society?" As well can be imagined, he received a multiplicity

of answers from Americans , but in one form or another, they had

to do with the improvement of the lot of the individual, man and
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woman. In the Soviet Union, he reports, he received one universal

response from people of low and high degree, "The purpose of our

system is the advancement of science."

For many years I have felt that the greatest hope for the

future in our relations with the Soviet Union lay in their advancement

in education even though in the short run this has been largely harnessed

to their military machine.

Education, particularly in science, was essential to permit

the Soviet effectively to compete in the power struggle in which it

had engaged itself. It has accomplished this initial purpose.

Great scientists are great thinkers and thought has no narrow

military limitations. It would seem incredible if the horizons of

Soviet scientists and educators do not become greatly widened over

the years and their talents devoted more directly to meeting the needs

of the Soviet people for a more satisfying form of life.

It would be pleasant indeed if an enforceable international

agreement could be reached that no more than say 5 or 10 per cent

of the gross national product of a country could be diverted from

the needs of the people to the production of armaments. As this is

hardly practicable we must place our hopes that the future education

in the Soviet Union will produce so many people who will demand this
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result that no government could act otherwise.

While we must he ready for those forms of sacrifice which

are necessary to meet the challenge of the Soviet Union, we must

also seize the opportunities offered to help their education build a

new life for the Soviet people.

Education may then be the key to the solution of problems

which otherwise would seem insoluble.

We have recently been celebrating the 150th anniversary of the

birth of General Robert E. Lee. It is interesting to note a passage

in the book by a German Major of the Royal Prussian Engineers who was in

the United States as a military observer in the Civil War. He was com-

menting on the fact that Lee's philosophy in his role as commander was

to get his forces to the right place at the right time, and then trust

his division and brigade commanders to do the rest. As an instance of

this he writes the following, "During the battle of Chancellorsville.

May 3, 1863, at the height of the combat, I stood beside the General

under pretty heavy fire and an interesting episode of the battle was

taking place before us . In spite of the great excitement in which the

progress of the battle kept the great leader, he spoke to me, to my

great astonishment, about the future education of the people." ^
Robert E. Lee had the genius for getting at the basic truths.
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,

:4«s*is*snsatfr^ .

munist leadership. :V •
,

>

" « - <

•*
-Tlie Statement issued by the Sovlet Unlon and their

allies and satellites in Moscow last ISfoyember oh the -

40th anniversary of - the Bolshevik revolution might

well have been written by Lenin, The. declaration, of

the recent Afro-Astan Conference fnv Cairo was on all

fours with the.program of the Confess of the peoples

Of theLast which the Soviet held in Baku, in 1920. Lenin

himself predicted In 192S that the outcome of the strug-

gle WouId.be determined by the population masses of

* Russia, India and* China. ,
/'c

f
.

‘ \
^Tactics change—the timetable' is altered as circum-

stances .demand. The over-all objectives and strategy

remain much;the same.-
’

“ \ -

- The "evidence as we now see it indicates that the

USSR, In strivingtoward, their objectives,' do mot pro--'

pose to Use their military power in a manner which

would Involve the grave risk of war.' They probably-

.Still estimate that our power of retaliation could more
than match their offense.-.

5 In any event they have now* alerted us to the dan-,

gers which lie in their growing: military .capabilities; .

.they, have shaken our complacency, and shown Us that

we could mot.always expect to be firstin all phases oT*

:

, military endeavor, neither * the U. S-'nor any other

country has-any monopoly on braihs. , l [

; Their Sputniks, and mlssfies-have also taught us that
tVe cannot afford to be.second in,any important military

field. :

- ; ~ ’ V,
,

.This particular conference is considering whether
,we can afford'to be.second to the' Soviet-in supporting

‘ friends- and allies and in our relations' with friends

and allies and in our relations with the uncom-
mitted newly developing countries of the world.

In pressuring for a period of relaxation of tensions

and coexistence it seems clear that the Soviets desire

this for two purposes: flrst> to build their military
’ strength and to develop tlia highly complicated modern
weapons—ballistlc and nuclear—and second, to press

forward in the area where they probably consider us-

most vulnerable; the winning of the allegiance and,

eventually, the control of the uncommitted nations of

the world by trade and aid, and by subversion.

They probably estimate that if they can induce us
to x devote our resources almost exclusively to the

military, field, they can the more easily; break our

economic and cultural ties with other nations and win
them over,

that .thetetrade and aid programs; backed with' subtle

propaganda, have 5had a significant'Impact.
;

^

'In effect, the [Sovietsl ^dffhuy anything, trade; any-'

thing and dump 'anything it it advances communism

. dr helps- to destroy the. influence of the West . /

The strings are invisible. ,The Soviets can move

quickly. They* have no budgetary limitations or legis-

lative restrictions. They have vast stores of obsolescent

military equipment which looks new and sniny to

countries In the infancy, of military development.. It

can be given a\vay without affecting the Soviets! own.

military position. They win take In barter payment

agricultural products and raw materials’ which we,

3

-

;an affalr.-LIere,;former President Truman (center),

Wiley- (RAVis.) ,
-Dcan Achespn, Senate Lemocratlo -

because of our surpluses, fliulitimpractlcable to *.

.The total-amount lit credits and grants extended,by -

- the'Sino-Soviet bloc for economic development, and mill*

iary aid to countries in the free* world'CUtsldeithe bloc,

over the last three years^amounts to- the equivalent of

about §2,000,000,000/ - J ,
%

>

,
*

.. Over 9o per cent* of Ms aid -has been 'concentrated - ;

- on , six' countries—Afghanistan, Egypt, Syria,-
' ‘

' Indonesia and Yugoslavia. In these, countries; over
;

the ,

past two and a half years Soviet programs in aggregate

have been, more than doublesthose, of the free WotIc!.

Of course, many other countries have received nttiac*

tive offers andmany are.today in the throes of deciding

whether to seek aid from East- or,West.

' The Soviet programs have also included ^'large*

•scale-movement ’of technical personnel fom, the Com-

munist bloc to the -free world countries where aid is

.
.2

,
000 -bloc

. ucti^e in nine' of the newly developing .countides in

.

which' comparable personnel numberless -than

1,000. Also large .numbers.\of te^nicians we goln^,

*fe» co»Wa;M Moscow, Pragu^
;

^^bgSev^thTSoviets can and will .continue -fhete

programs in. free world countries at a scale at least as

great as we now witness. .Both intra.-bloc and extern^

programs combined will require less than 1 per cent

ol their.gross national product. The net economiccost

over a period of years'will ”be even Jess than this be*

cluse from’thls program they vriU-receive' some needed

raw materials and consumer, goods. _
- - '

ssnssa

.r This month,is the 10th; anniversary 'of the take-.,

bver of Czechoslovakiabycommunism. Mot a shot was .

fired. ' It was not guided missiles but the so-called'

"guided democracy” which did the trick* -

Prague-last July, Khrushchev- said, "We can fight

Allen Dulles

A lesson from HiCtiM*

„ V| , ,t
Guns and No Buffer

'cs^JS53SaK!8S25^^

'I mentioned the Appeal of the Soviet Pr
?f

the newly developing countries oftheworld.Manyare

too far away fronuMoscow to understand the meaning

ofHungary; to analyze the dangers which communism

, spells for their newly found freedom.
; ;

They see that Russia, which economically and mdus*

'trially-was a backivard country a couple of decades ag<j

has in some manner mysterious to them hccome m n

relatively short -space of .time the second greatest indus.

. trial and military power of the world. Tliey do not

- realize-that much of this has been achievedbyprofiting

from the industrial revolution of the West; that It has

been developed at the expense of the standards uf llrinff

of the peoples of Russia; that housing and road-bufl^

JLng and consumer goods have been sacrificed to heavy

iridustiy and weapons of war. -
'

’
. They tend to feel that the American economic

standards are too high, too distant,, too hard for them

to attain.,-They are not overly -unpressed by the fact
.

that last -year we 'made about 60 automobiles to the

Soviet's one; or thatthere are widedispariti^between ,

i the Soviet and ourselves in- the standard of hving. They-

do hope that they can eventually aspire to something

like the economic and industrial advancement-of the

. Soviet Union, men the missionaries of Soviet society

appear with their offers, the temptation is great. BE .

there are no clear-cut alternatives the reaction Is often

To leave the field open to this type of penetration

presents us with grave dangers. What-tise is it if

we and our allies concentrate solely on building bar-

riers .against some future military attack while the

Soviet envoys of trade, aid and subversion get behind

those barriers? r . ,

'
, , .

On this day, 10 years since the takeover of Czecho-

slovakia, it is appropriate that you should be consider-

ing the countermeasures which will he most
^

effective

in meeting these threats to our national security. They

,
most certainly fcan be met with the resources which

' ' his country can Command.

r. ' NEW »YORlC POST, SUNDAY, 'MARCH* 2,' 19^8
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AMERICA. -’5&—In a troubled .moment when unem-
ployment Is around the 4.% million, mark, what do you
suppose turnsup atop the list of best-selling songs?

-- You guessed it: anItem called "Get a Job."

... ¥ , ¥ ¥
CANSPRING BE FAB BEHEAD? The Yanks

signedMr. Mantle for $70,000 ‘(Post)} $72,000 (News &
Trib), or $75,000 (Times, Telly & Journal),'

4 ¥ " ¥ „

'
^

f
’ XV HIGHLIGHT—Dr. Alexander Sas-Jawprsky, a

veterinarian- bom in the Ukraine but domiciled in

Abbeville, La., knows so
much American-- history

./thaC he took The $64,000

Question for $128,000,

The*, doctor could have
hung around and tapped the
Show' for another 64 Big
Ones without any ex-

traordinary effort but he’s

a married mam You know
what happened: wifeyxuled
he had been around New
York long enough and told him to get the- hell home.

_ , ,

¥
' ¥

s
¥

DIANA DORS: «T would Much rather be unhappy
In luxury than in poverty.” . , . /

!* ¥ ¥ ¥ ^ -

OUCH—The government revealed that consumer
prices had readied an all-time high during January*
’*

- . - ¥ '' ¥ ¥ -
’

IS THIS GOOD? Hike Todd' discovered an equal—
' nay, an even better mhn—in Russia. .A guy named
' Khrushchev, who’s in charge of everything over there.

“He’s the greatest showman of our times,? Mr. Todd
said. 4tl couldn’t even carry his hag.’?

- 4
POLITICAL NOTE—Sen. Knowland said that if he

doesn’t run for President in ’60„ he’ll back Dick Nixon.

¥ . ,

V ¥ „ \¥

; .
THE" WILD WEST COAST—Two items of 'intdli-

gence flushed out of a single

Hollywood columns - .
*' <J

* qJerry Lewis made", oh,
f

., ' $7,000,000 last year, give or
take a dollar or two. \

QHlm Novak’s new flop

y
has tliree'fireplaces. The one
In the living room 3s purple.

* The one in the bedroom is*

• suspended from the ceiling.

The third one . darn it,

the column didn’t even say
wheEQ the heck it was. .

¥., ¥ ¥'

HUSH HUSH STUFF—Mrs. Margaret Kelly of the .

Philadelphia Kellys said Grace and Rainier had a name
for the new baby, due soon, b.utltsn state secret.

¥ ¥ - ¥
. THEHAPPYPEOPLE—Americans spent something

like $150,000,000 on tranqulltelng pills during 1957.

tttf. ROYAL FAMILY—Tlie British Dental Assn.
madePhlttp an honorary" dentist, whatever that Is,

ONE HAN’S ORDEAL
—Have a -hot flash from
Dorothy Kilgallen: '

.

'
'Tfyou think the title of

the Vic Damono-magazine
story, TIow X Made a Mess
of My Lifef is pretty had,-

.consider what it was called

originally: T Was
Twerpl’” > "

Please, Vic, say It isn’t

*
4 * ¥ . , ¥ ¥ V

THE WAR BETWEENMEN & WOMEN—This came
smoking off the Reuters wire on a quiet afternoon:

"Bristol, England, Feb. 25-rA judge' today rejected

. the story of “a nursing home matron who claimed she

committed adultery with a.surgeon for over three years^
. without either of them .using the other’s first name.” -

It seemed a bit awkward to us, too.

¥ > ¥ ¥.

ONE FOB THEBLUENOSES—In Bangkok, the local -

strippers weretoldto quit taking so much off.

:

•*' ¥
,

*
¥

BIRTHDAY—John Foster Dulles, 70.

Dennis

- G

* EV6N UJ6 FILTER-TIPSWiseMS sick’

.

y‘ .
SHOP TALK T

This is a footnote to the lively municipal scandal

that broke- in Manhattan this week. „ ; *

When Buildings Inspector Bernard Malone was aryi

rested on perjury and contempt charges growing out of:

this newspaper’s reveFations about the rackets in ihode-V
partment, District Attorney Hogan issued this statement::

"I want to express my -ap-

predation to The Post for

giving us the information

which Jed to the' Gramf Jury

. investigation and to this in- NgW IfcjrifcPost

diriment and to thank them Lsaa,-^ -----
for their continuing cooper- „

‘ .* . A , f
ation." • The Buildings Dent. Scandal

Going further, Mr. Hogan *T

.

fold-a press conference that
‘

his men were at!e to dig put
the mess, because reporter

Bill Haddad; and his editors

- around here had held certain

ticklish facts out of the paper

to keep the track clear for

the Investigators^

So what happened?
. The other gazettes in the town all carried the*

breaking story but. not one of them found room {it onlyt

needed a line dr two} to tell their readers that the DA’.**

r J
had credited TheTo.rt with the. break. * / ‘

„'
4

' Let. the truth be toldrpur JitHe'bVnd of angels hasr;

sloughed, off some of.the competitionV beats, too. ^Buty'

isn*t it silly? Why don't we 'all fake a;bow for- a noble:
^

professiouyihen a piece of enterprise^ pays off?.
< * —a,

»

Hogan: PostStorles Sparked Prolft

' Theyadlo transmitter- (bat went dead In our baby
moon a couple of weeks ago started sending fresh sig-

nals back downstairs one* fine .day this week.,
Spooky, .Isn’t it? '

%

.

* FOB THE MAN WHO HAS EVERYTHING—You
can now buy art 18-carat g{>Id lawn sprayer^for $12,500.

\ r : : * * /fe r
4 A

\
J .*

,. y
BOBBY SHANTZ (the dandy little relief pitcher;

sweating out salary terms with the Yankees): aThey
[
may be rich but they ain’t* careless.?

> ' ¥ ,

11
’

nY <* *

FATHER & SON-rThl^
Is, borrowed from, an;' Es- 1

qiiire artide by JobnTJpyd
;

Wright, an architect: *

‘
'»

'^ly problem as a ‘great
;

man’s’ son 'started early in \

my life. For example/when
I was young my father was
so terribly busy establish-

ing himself as Tlio Archi-

tect of The Ages that he
]

often forgot his children’s

111X111
.. £ TRASK IiOTD VTRICirr

• ¥ * ¥-
‘

; THE BOOB SPORT—Wo flushed this one out of a
society column In a morning rag: ^

* “A bfg hassle started irr Palm Beach the other night
when one married man came up to a second married
man and said belligerently: ‘Who was that lady I saw
you with last night?* The/second man sneered: ‘That
was no lady, that was your wife.’ Friends literally had
to pull them apart Now they’re talkinglaw suits . .

” x

' in Our Set, the men don't take offense so; easily.
*

.
* ¥ ¥

THE COLUMNISTS—Lee Mortimer ’(Mirror), - W.
WinchelTs stand-in, ran this squib Tuesday:
“Mystery mama -Eva Bar-

tokandlKurt Jurgens,a new ^
London item. (He’s her ex-
husband.”)

But - back *further Jn
the same edition Slieilah
Graham had itanother way:

‘‘CurtJurgens and Clairs
Bloom caught up with each
other In London,and here’s
a quote—reportedly from
Miss Bloom: Maybe I Witt
marry him.”*

The spelling, not the "conflict of female Interest, Is

what worried us* Is if Kurt or Curt ?

* >•-- h *
FOR THE WOMAN WHO HAS EVERYTHING

—

Schiaparelli slapped together a pair "of glasses In a
platinum frame garnished -with diamonds. The price is

$10,OOO. Xenses extra, presumably.
4

T*

BRINGING UR BABY—
Let’s listen to James Ma-
son’s wife, Pamela:

“Our son Pqopsie, 2,

leads a baby’s, life but he
is niad about clgarcts. X
thought, if you let them do
what they want to do, they
won’t"want to do it We
light the dgaret. Poopsie
holds It and blows out He
doesn’t inhale ...”

¥ ¥ r *
* ¥ \ ‘

v
ELIZABETH TAYLOR; ‘(Russia fascinated me,. IPs-

like a Grade B motion picture.”
.

.

'"‘
H

¥ - ¥ ¥ - ^
BRITAIN ’68—This' London husband took pieces of;'

the TV set; to work wlthhlm ,so that his bride wouldn’t
;

languish before the little ' Screen ill day. *

The courts called it grounds for divorce. -

. ^ \,¥' * ¥ '

’ ^
AH, FAME! The new Japanese Who’s Who omits j

the name of Douglas MacArthur. >
' 4

’ ¥
‘

*¥ ¥ '*

'\*f
HOME, SWEET HOME—We were minding our ownl

business^ see? We were dawdling over the. lilting prose
pain of Dylan Thomas’ wld-
owed^Caitlin and listening

to sOme fine piano on
WPAT. Suddenly, thfs wom^
an burst into the cham-
ber and spoke as follows:

.

“Have you always been
true to me. Bones?”

“Every day,** wo said,

hoping she would-go away.
‘X know that,” the wom-

an snapped. “What about
the nights?”
How can a man fight against such heavy odds?

wm
if# i



CENTRAL. INTELLIGENCE AGENCY »‘

^-WASHINGTON, D. C.

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR
\
Ml*.

* Mr. pardons-

l
Mr. K' —
Mr. Tritimi—

t .

I Mr. -

25 FEB 195£kr. Ctayton—

I Tele. Room—

.

I Mr. Holloman
The Honorable J. Edgar Hoover
Director
Federal Bureau, of Investigation
Washington 25, D. C.

Dear Edgar:

Your publisher has sent me an advance copy
of your book. Masters of Deceit, which I have
read, with great interest.

I think that unquestionably Masters of
Deceit will do a vast amount of good in our fight
against Communism in the United States. Your
exposure of communist history, tactics, hidden

^
aims, and real purposes will act as a warning
that no 'citizen cadf ignore if he feels the slightest
temptation to align himself with the Communist Party
or any of its fronts. It should give an equally
strong incentive leading those Americans now caught
in the communist net to extricate themselves from it.^s /">

EX-136 REC-56 h&zl&ss£r3l
Congratulations on this excellent contribution VCa^

to anti-communist literature. „ jq MAr 19 1953 /

qj> *1*

GFfj

5 7 MAR 3 1 1958
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polfzkb***
All FBI INFORMATION CONTAINED

no deletions per OGA letter 9/7/10
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fSom^CdjtsUtency -

/.
‘

; / .-1 ;- j^jpj|- \ \ ,/77

Allen Dulles^ director, of i s From .this correspondence, ; cash. Toward {he conversion
. Central IhleUigence,. occa_- lone discovers how continuous ’of .the indigenous econoinic
sionml^. denvers; an address^|the. Russian policy is.^ Fri.end- and social' system to Russian1

•ship or. enmityi are ‘aU onef style communism, $900 mil*
they are manifestations of lion went .to Poland, $650 mil.
the - same policy and to me, libn 'to East Germany, $450
at any rate; it is clear th^it million to Red China. In'

a

. Tuirushchey,. like*\Stqlin 'be- word, Soviet Russia is"throw-
for> him and

; Lenin T before ing money around as though
Stalin, regards the, economic H‘-:rry Hopkins were mv

*:
jwar as.of equal

: importance. charge. That money is taken
with: the * military ? warXaiid1 out of the standard ofdiving"
fchat 'success is. more likely in I of Hie Russian people. Jt does

.

the economic field.. Oii this I notymatter whether* an, ebon*;
SU
5JS?£ P^es says:/ I oray is capitalistic or social-'

1'sionaliy. delivers an address*
l ^which' generally

‘
goes

4 by , uri-

\ itatic edi for
• Some^" 'reason

. tains^ essential •>

\ ought toonake |

pi? * prof ound
jdmpressioruon
;
AmeHcans/Iri
one of the

; speeches. , li e

|

sbid?
fc

'>
'

- A %

L. ‘Tnthe^case y * Sokolsky
'

sl*hjcct, Dulles says:-'
,

-
;

i oray is capitalistic or social-
'

yuey f

t- probably
x
extirpate

| istic, governments can only

W' ^ I
hat

, Jh?y canv^iduc'e^usl rfechiv v .the., bulk -of their

i
s°k?lj*y :

'
; t0 devote* pur resoutces /al-,’ revenue frpm the .earnings of"

of the Soviet Union there hasvmost exclusively
:

to; 'the*' mili- * their' people., vv’
^ T V

; #\*
beep an; extraordinary pdn- tary field, they can the nfOrh '*T v

;
y/--/; ^ ^ ' t

sistency y over the;/ years- in, easily /break, .our ecdndmic
,

WHILE;IT is/true that all

bbsie : policy declarations'’ and ; and-eultutfal ties with other * this is a drain on Russia’s
>lthe;subsequent actions of the /nations and lwin them dyer.” economy, it is also true that 1

f; allies hhd'; satellitesj in MosVfslcilt we ^ coulh tuih their^ad- t^be'rdraihon itsrraw
n
maTeP"

Lfcow./last' November;.<ort* theivantaees v^ rials, or; competitive with its

?i0m anniyersary/of > the Bol, militaryTor; i>olitical program;^
: shevik Revolution: might well yf

n
. ^

e
{

.

economic. field, ^they * Outside of Russia, the social- •

* have bPeh; written. By Lbhin. !^vt * -
n0

,
budgetary Timita; istic economy of Russia seems

, The declaration of thdrecen^ f|°-
or

a n
lslative11

res^ic'> to be; miraculous,, although

h ; ; w'vi u ^is; thex tiieoryj m .practice,/ it
• indin,**>lndpnpsia^.andr -Yiigo; jmearis'-that" they AdP; the best

;

v-aye, countries,

|

with our development .that
^letters - and. other, documents

;
.rthat ar6 also* being/aided by ’they can.

w

;

\

'

'

^entitled ^GPrresppndOhcevbar r the Pnited Statfes. ^They are '

fcoDyriKht /1958 ^ Kintr* Features

|

.t«7een- the > chairman^ of - the ;the ^honest,
; mneommitted^^.h ' ;/.* syndicate^ inc. v:/ 1 ^

^Gonncil of 'Ministers of the,; tionsf ^honest’! ih the.,sense; I
‘ ^ '• .7- x-

' v;

'

r JJSSR and ‘the Rresidents of' ' tKat ;they will takd;#om both I

1, /

f i”®. Tinited /States and^ the sides/ Offers are also beirig

r
Rrime *Ministers > of Great'* nrade. to. many .other cohn* L >

1 cturing th^Grdkfe P^tbtekl It is ridw.kiibwri^hat p w

i
,triotit 3¥ar of 19414945.” ; The ^ S6viet ,Russia is pursuing:its r1

. volumes were >published; m| aid'progrmn.m arid. I * x
^ .^tdgether | ^outh;3r.;mcnca. J._ r:L^;l*LL

! , / n y
1^90 .letters -were exchanged ‘Soviet Russia is required td }

- ' X- > ^ 4

t and/Sta-7 provideVaid 'farther ddnimuV. ^ yd
^'}m^The‘291si letter is Staling hist countries. %RPd China;has ^ »WOT REGOEfiSfi

f
fng^talm’s^regret that Mr. /a; decade as. -miUtaryt crdditsl

XXi * yDt}

l^9S§S^uS^dL ^:X.^:^Xxand,i Ihardwm:e . and^otttrffiit)

117 APR 18 195S

Belmont &L-
Mohr
Neas^>^2l
Parsoifp

Rosen
Tamm
Trotter

Clayton

Tele . Room
Holloman
Gandy

/ /}

mu

ij-P

Wash, Post and^-i.

Times Herald

Wash. News
Wash. Star

N. Y. Herald

Tribune

N. Y. Journal-

American

N. Y. Mirror

N. Yv Daily News
N. Y. Times
Daily Worker

The Worker'

New Leader

i-S 1958
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Hr. Tolson—
OFFICE OF DIRECTOR

Mr. Boardman

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Mr * Be1mont

UN ITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
Mr ‘ M°hr

Mr. Nease

Mr. parsons

11:20AM April 29, 1958 Mr. Rosen

Mr. Tamm

Iin the office of Mr, Mr. Trotter

Allen Dulles, Director of the Mr - Jones

Central Intelligence Agency, Mr * c,ayton
r

.telephoned to extend an invitation

to the Director to attend a fix Miss Ho1mes jj
given by Mr. Dulles on May 12, Miss candy

1958. at 8:00PM in honor of
'

General Paul R. Grossin, Director of the French

External Intelligence Service.

|
The dinner will be held at the Alibi Club . 1806 I

I Street, N. W. and will be black tie.

•H t

[
asked to be called and advised whether

the Director could attend. She can be reached on

Code 143, extension 601.

It is noted that the Director is scheduled to meet

General Grossin and his administrative assistant,

Colonel Louig^Smier, on May 13th at 10:00AM.

JBNCLCSOTS

of the French

b3 per CIA

b3 per CIA

i 2 1958

DATeTl^l



OFFICE OF DIRECTOR

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE /
Mr

Mr

Mr

Mr

Mr ist
April 30, 1958

I called in the office of

Belmont

Mohr —
Nease

Mr. Parsons

Mr. Rosen

Mr. TammI

Mr. Trotter.

Mr. jpnes

Mr

b3 per CIA

Mr. Alleift)ulles, Director of the

Central Intelligence Agency, and
expressed your appreciation for the

kind invitation to attend a dinner
given by Mr. Dulles on May 12, at

Gandy
8:00 p. m. ,

in honor of General Paul K.

Clayton

Tele. ’Room*'

Mr.^liplloman

Miss Holmes-

IfGrossin .

[

A
t

] was advised that you regretted very much.
Ithat a prior commitment would preclude your,

•acceptance.

declination.
*

a
1 Telephone Room

stated Mr. Dulles would be advised ofo

Fcirrm
(3)

bl per CIA

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN.IS UNCLASSIFIED. K
-

DATEnf^^-BY /0pl'Uj(Lllhfid



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office Memorandum • united states government

TO

FROM

Mr. A. E, Belmont]

Mr. R. R. Roach

date-.May 233 1958

iXsxjSUBJECT: ALLEN DULLES
DIRECTOR
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

Parsons
Rosen _
Tamm _
Trotter -

Nease.

On May 223 19583 Janes Angle-ton 3 Central
Intelligence Agency (CIA) 3 advised Agent Papich that
according to all reports received3 Dulles’ performance
before the Senate committee last week in connection with
the anti-Nixon riots in South America went off very well.
According to Angleton 3 Dulles was in the position to show
that CIA had developed plenty of advance information
indicating there would be troubles during Nixon’s trip.

Later the Liaison Agent met Frank Eisner of
CIA and Wisner commented that his ’’boss” had done a good
job before the Senate committee . He commented ’’this is
one time when we can produce the facts.”

ACTION

t

ft
ALL INFORMA FiOft- CONTAINED

’None'' For your information, -UNCLASSi FfED . • .

DATETj^fe BySLImII

SJP:bjtPrW *

1
1
1
1

1

. Nease
Mr. Belmont

- Mr. Branigan
- Liaison Section
- Mr. Papich

no deletions per OGA letter 9/7/10
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STANDARD FORM 1*3. 64

fATE:Office Memorandum • united states government

TO

FROM

Mr. A. E. Belmonti

Mr. B. B. Boac ,

SUBJECT:

DATE: August 11, 1958

ALLEN DULLES, DIBECTOB
CENTBAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

Tolson
Boardman
Belmont
Mohr
Nease
Parsons
Rosen
Tamm

Dulles customarily takes a vacation in August.
In past years he has traveled to Europe. The Liaison
Agent has been informed that Dulles will not take any leave
until the end of the month and he will then give considera-
tion to making a trip, possibly to Europe.

Trotter
Clayton
Tele. Room
Ifolloman
fGcmdy

ACTIONS

None. For your information .

sbjt^ffSJP
(4)

1 - Mr. Belmont
1 - Liaison Section
1 - Mr. Papich
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Mr. Tolsor

,

Hr. Boardt^tt^l

, Mr. BolmorfC-fs*
,

§

i

Mr. Mohj.

Mr. Nease

i
Mr. ParscMs-

[

Mr. Rose*

j

Mr. Tamm

—

Mr. Trotter-

Mr. Clayton-

i Tele. Room — '

1

Mr. Holloman-

—

L Miss Gandy-

\ ^ppj-Hd'ward'Weiospflperi,

f .IvA^HINGTON, June>4 -In

Ms, era of 4he’ underpk yed|

pqfei t^e ,Xmderstatedf'premise,

kt is not 1 surprising^ to find

khat America’s bossvspy looks-

linorei life a Yale’ .professor

ithah:, a4 secret .wholesaler in

?doaks t arid daggers!
4
; ; / .

1- VThe mame vis Alldn Welsh
ipulles, a big, broad-shouldered

imah with tousled whijt.e hair,

a high, forehead and ah.ample
jgray mustache: *!\y *:.:/< k V

1 * .His 1 title is Directorhof-Gen-

ftrah Intelligence, andHe ; site

:J_or strides—these days.in at

birch-paneled .office hi one ofI

fa
v

duster of nondescripthuHd- 1

dngs : occupied "by the ' Central

[Intelligence Agency iii a grimy;

Avarehoule- district of
;
Waste

IngtohsfFoggyfHotedm/;^
' -Pi^e-Bed Target.

M .TTftl

i

«**

|thi^ amiable.. . 65-year-oldV oner

?timh- schoolteachers Afteh, allr

fhe did, his:£rst spying' for^the

[United’ ‘States! in World War
u and since has been readily

Available,when a delicate - job

fheeded doing;W? -v ! / U>

vfeut;. he rtdl^^vlsiidrhjheSjas

1nesrer even, heenjshot at-r
U^ J

[Im sure no one- has .ever t

|to|Kidnap me” His boon
[hatl-fellow laugh makes $fhe
khoughtridiculous --

6 JJJUN181955

Mfhid out. everything he q n

White.House for use in shap

*President Eisenhower 'ior I
the

! likelihood of :
;a

;

cddp, by
;
.iiie

"wartime resistance?*‘lead&^V-:
* Mr, Dulles dbes hot see Gen.

[He- disagrees! >tvith‘ many^ei
perts about Gen. de Gaulle’s

[character— 'he ' is - not a map 1

’drunk with .power, for: power*

m

sake^ ;

, ^
'""/'Fpoh-Pcohs, 'Crift^yV-;;

,

Gesturing7*'with^a-^^corncob
Toll'llper ,r»nOh.T>nohS

! teiiigerice for the insults su©
I ferehloy Vice presiderit Rich^

! ardvM. ^Nixoh; origins recent

ifrip fo„ SouthsAmerica. ijCIAj
! had good formation on anti?

i AmericaniSm south of thebor-,

ider, he .told a .recent visitor^

l“bu£y<mi can’t predict when;aJ

3~f
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I

ese days; as for seftera

’months past, Allen Dulles' and
ihisjCIA have been gatherhSW
Intelligence > bearings on tfe

I

|ongprojected"meeting at ti| e
I submit between Preside! t

Eisenhower and the heads of
state of the Soviet Union and'
our Western allies. CIO sug-
gests no policy, nor does it
recommendor disprove a sum*
mit meeting, at gathers wliaf
Mr*

T

Dulles calls the "pros and
peons' of the situation/'

. ; * ,

v
\

L tn effect, says to the
iv^ltite House and State Depart*
|ment:, If you -hold a summit
meeting, Here are the.probable
.consequences. . White /House
and State then add. it up, for!

fthomselvds.,
‘

* ^7
[’ Routine Is Boutine. < v

, *
j

|
For a master :spy, Allen

Dulles’ daily; routine is .start-
lingly/ similar to: that of any
Mies/ working* -executive* Hp
|eav^ his home In fashionably
pohebim Georgetown at 8:15
jam/after listening to a world
inews.roundup

H on, the radio—

[lot faster:” At' the office, he
Sfirst wadeS; through a pile of
idecoded Incomi ri g . cables.
[Thrice weekly he -has a staff[Thrice, weekly he -has a staff
(meeting, ; once a -week -he
mee^S'Withthe Intelligence*Ad-
jidstfy Committee,
aI^|ecuaty^jCprnxcU,/and|aie;

ope^tiW^coor^atini^[J|ard
—the latter an ‘ interdepart-

mental? bottleneck-beaker/ V

'.Mr- Dulled tries to see as

many' ^people*; as he.-can, not

only from. Kfs own organiza*
tion;,btit from the; butside/TMs
is explained by amexperieribe
a much younger. .Allen: Dulles
suffered during World War
f When. he : was working;with
cloak vandf dagger in neutral
Switzerland. Somebody -asked
him to see ah obscure Russian
then in ; a nearby. Swiss city,

because he had some inferest-

mfe ideas. Mr/ Dulles ?played
Ct4bpb:

; instead; . and: aOew
yffieks later Nikolai Lenin be-

igan his.trip by rail across Ger-

many . an : dinto Russia—which
[was- one* of the turning-points,

ofthe war;, J/.-'U’
8 ''

/
*

; In 'World:^ II, he set up
operations -for: theT Office of
Strategic Seryices .m Bern and;

built ;a spy network that*coh-
ered Germany, Czechoslovakia,
Yugoslavia,;B ul g a ri a; Hun-
gary, Spain, / Portugal, North
Africa, Prance, Italyand. Aits?

trla.. A contact ,witha, Nazi
c o u.n t er - intelligence . .agent

named‘Hans jGisdvius kept him
in touch with the -plofeagamst
Hitler

?
s7 life/ arid he .produced

ihe/tosfTr^jpbffe oh;the:NSzisT

experiments with rocketh;//
.

is considerably streamlined',

from- World War I days. For

;

instance,:' *‘the beautiful

spyun^^
placed by the electroni

I gadget” As
,
for .his; dealings. ..

! ^r|
v

;ITl

witii hisvelder/ brother, Secre*

.

feryuAf; State- Johif Foster
Dulles,* the-spy master admits
to' no. sentiment

;
. y Ve get along fine,". Alien/
Du les likesyto-say; "but he Mm

duWbf sdmethihg uiiless Jia&rvL:

the facts
”

-,v; //- , -

: ^



standard form no. 6* A £
Office Memorandum • united states government

Mr... A. <Mys<r date : No vembe r 4, 1 958

Mr. B. R. RoacM,

ALLEN^DULLES
DIRECTOR
.<CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

i ,
. You may be interested in the following information

relating to Dulles * personal life. This data was obtained
on 'a strictly confidpxtial basis by the Lisjj^m Aa£2LL* As
nrevijm&lii reported.

I

Tolson
Boardman
Belmont
Mohr^
P arsons/
Rosen L__
TamL[___
Trotter
Clayton
Tele. Room
Holloman
Gandy /

I

Dulles* wife underwent a serious operation this
last summer and she reportedly is in very poor health at
the present time.

b6
b7C



Office NLemajcandi-fm r** > T 7 'T-*

TO

FROM

Mr. A. H. Belmofi

70 ST^ES GOVERNMENT

'SUBJECT:

Mr. R. r. Roach
l'

\
'

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY (CIA)

date.- October 31, 1958

Tolson

You may be interested in the following informa

-

}_
on developed by the Liaison Agent which touches uponvia organisation and personnel.

Boardman
Belmont
Mot
N«

Clayton
Tele. Room
Hoi Ion

^-Gandf

star as a
that Allen
bring'Hiore
allegedly
of V. S. i

official

.

raised to
served

.

A few weeks &9<>> General Cabell received his fourth
s>he Liaison Agent has been reliably informed

MMl££~Bu*hed this move very strongly in order to
prestige to "the intelligence community." Dulles
told the President that it would add to the prestige
n ^ e21i9en ce if CIA had a very high ranking military
Dulles reportedly suggested that if Cabell were

a higher rank, intelligence interests would be best

77
N

.

0W that CabeLlhas acquired a fourth star, Dullesal
]
e9edl V is ready to make his next move. He hopes to have

a National Security Council (NSC) directive issued which
atren9then the responsibilities of the office of Director,via, bringing him closer to Cabinet rank. It xs not knownexactly how Dulles wants his respons i b U it x - described buthis motive is to bring more prestige ana str^n.-th to the officewhich he now holds

.

•

ACTION:

None. For your information .

4)<
>6 -

c! ? I

SJPsbjt .

(5)

1 - Mr. Belmont
1 - Mr. Kuhrtz
1 — Liaison Section
1 - Mr . Papich

1/
J:UT

!

i ^ •' 1

Y?7, « C 1958'

£/
5 j

JwW $
no deletions per OGA 9/7/10
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,/STANlWIO FORM NO. 64

Office Memorandum

A. H. BELMONT

SUBJECT:

4>

MR

.

i?. 5* ROAC^^Sj

ALIENEDULLES
DIRECTOR
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY (CIAJ

BECIA.S S I FICATIOH ALTTHORIIY flERITOD : F0.CS4 :

FBI AUTOMATIC OIOXASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE OS-14-2010

UfJTTTtTi STATT7S ^OV^RNMENT
no deletions per OGA 9/7/10

*

date: November 5, 1958

X Bpardman
elmon

Mohr -TOj
Nease 1

Parsons i

b (q Rosen
Tamm

b7C Trotter
Clayton
Tele. RoorA
Holtetnaa-^

v(

^ "7^ While discussing other official business with Agent' Pap

i

- on November 5, 1958, Allen Dulles brought up the following matters:
XS J KjC. SulffW
'

' ^ j 2. Dulles ma& reference to the recent "Nation" article
ZHwhich attacked the Bureau . He stated that many years ago /T)

v ^ ^he made up his mind that he would not read the magazine
cause he did not approve of the political line and had I

use for most of the contributors . He stated that
had heard about the article attacking the Bureau, but had——

^ ^ $seen no reason to read it until recently when one of his X
subordinates succested that it might be worthwhile to do so . /

x. rsc
Wjf

subordinates suggested that it might be worthwhile to do so %
^

Dulles stated that he read the article and that he was shocked

f ||
at , the extremes to which the writer had gone in striking at

I
||

the Bureau . He referred to the material as "trash" and stated

[®l that he wanted the Liaison Agent to pass a message to the

3 Director to the effect that if CIA 1 s assistance was needed

£ inc running down any leads concerning any organization or
S)v^ individual involved in a plan to attack the Bureau, he would

be most willing to give full cooperation. ' J \l\

> Dulles' made brief reference to Cyrus Eaton. He state
that several years ago he had personal dealings with Eaton
when he was ,practicing law.* He described Eaton as having.ffieen
"very sharp," but he is of the firm opinion that Eaton fis*

& ^ ca

® g © rv

m a, ®

8 I

when he was ,practicing law. He descrioea havon as naving^peen qqq
- "very sharp," but he is of the firm opinion that Eaton is* 33d

now "batty." .* - .
’

/ #V- /f}L A»^i

3. Dulles stated that he had been invited by^Go rdpffi^im}^ ggg
to sit in‘‘0n a Cabinet meeting scheduled for November 6% 1958,
at which the Director was to speak. Dulles stated he 'ion,s- g gg
looking forward with great interest ‘ to hearing the Director. 3 33

. * , 8 88

<d o J
1 U U ujft, Irmt* utifG us yrw ou i a/u-o uu o o tvy* wwy; g js

^Jl looking forward with great interest" to hearing the Director.

^ si 4. Dulles made Reference to pending action concerning \a.g
« the implementatio

r
n_.oJ*fRat ional^H.e.curttuUlounc il intelligence ,j a \ g,-|

Ifi Directiv

e

nN&GID.) No. 5. which deals with U. S, espiojiage^ ahd^^jf
> p cou?t^gj^rate^ ;<7Sjtc

1

e--Oc tiv itu abroad. DuTl’es^s'iated that ^ilTToas

E si h is^iMderstanding that' the Bureau was opposed to some of the^ 1 ^ - — ....
language in the proposed ;implementing procedures. He asked the

Liaison Agent for his observations. Papich told Dulles that the

o ^^jp:jikf^ffif HOV 1 9
- Mr. Belmont * 6

gig 1 - Mr. M. W. Kuhrtz
1 - Liaison Section
1 - Mr. Papich

'S&i:!?58? ~fr
m NOV 7 1958



Memo Roach to Belmont
RES ALLEN BULLES

DIRECTOR
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

proposed implementing procedures carry language which indicates
that CIA would virtually control our Legal Attache operations
abroad , It was pointed out that the. language reflects that
CIA possibly could examine or even inspect our Legal Attache
system , Papich advised that the Bureau could never approve.

J
any language which would give such an interpretation and if
\ciA did not have such intentions it would appear that a
|modification of the language proposed would be in order. The
Liaison Agent emphasised that the Bureau would not support
any directive which would grant any other agency control of
our activities, Dulles was taken back by the comments stdtiyg
that he never realised that such an interpretation could be
given to the proposed language and he emphasised that he had
no intention. to establish control over any of our Legal

i Attaches, He expressed the opinion that language could be

introduced which would be satisfactory to the Bureau, Dulles
\ also introduced the matter of coordination which allegedly is the
main objective of the proposed implementing procedures, Dulles
was told that the Bureau regularly is furnishing information
to CIA abroad and at headquarters level concerning matters
which relate to counterintelligence operations abroad.
Liaison is closely following this matter and will keep you 'advised

of developments ^
ACTION:
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office • Memorandum #
STATE

TO MR. TOLSON

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

date: January 27, 1959

FROM : G. A.

SUBJECT:

n) (h
- \L*

was published in 1933. Frank called attention to the marked jDg^tion of the
first paragraph on page 13 wherein it is stated that, *Allen WrThilles . another
former State Department official, joined Loomis in the fight for the Mellon-
Morgan concession. ” He thought that due to the age of this pamphlet we- may
not have seen it or that this statement may never have come to the attention of
^A-UerFbulles.

" ——••'-immmMm

Frank also called attention to the last paragraph on page 23
which he feels is a stronger statement concerning capitalism than has bet
generally attributed to O’Connor. ^ WC
RECOMMEMDATIQN:

That this malfer be referred to the Domestic Intelligence Division
for its consideration in the event the attached pamphlet has no t previously come
to our attention. ^ 1NF0RMAT |0N CONTAINED

& !&Sbl.wjfifybjdkA
V,

i

Enclosure
1-Mr. Belmont *

1-Mr. Jones'
~

GAN:jmr <

(4)
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publisher’s note
(

'

(,

This pamphlet
,
prepared under; the direction of Labor Re-

search Association
, is one of a series published by Interna-

tional Pamphlets
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,
New York, from whom

additional copies may be obtained at five cents each . Special

rates on quantity orders.
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HOW MELLON GOT RICH

,
By Harvey O’Connor

The Mellon Fortune

Towering among the financial giants is the Mellon family with
its billion-dollar hoard, probably the largest in America. The
Pittsburgh titans of finance capital, are directly interested in cor-
porations with assets of $10,500,000,000.

Although he is usually described as king of aluminum, Andrew
Mellon, former Secretary of the Treasury, raked in his billion from
an amazing variety of industries. In this the Mellbns differ from
the Fords and their auto fortune, the duPonts and their chemical
millions, the Rockefellers and their oil empire. For the Mellons
draw tribute from real estate, banking, steel, railway equipment,
oil, coal and its myriad by-products, aluminum, utilities. Workers
in almost every industry you can name are being exploited to
enhance the financial power of the Mellons.

Count off the major enterprises of Mellon and you will include
most of the basic industries. His hundred Pittsburgh Coal Co. and
Koppers Coal Co. mines stretch all the way from western Penn-
sylvania through feudal West Virginia into Kentucky. He prob-
ably draws more interest and dividends from the labor of steel
workers than, any other person in America. His family has
important interests in Pittsburgh Steel, Crucible Steel, and Beth-
lehem Steel and a sizeable block in U. S. Steel.

Coke links coal and steel. It is the pure fuel left when gases
have been driven out of coal, and it is used to smelt iron ore.
Through his Koppers Co., Mellon is the most important commercial
coke producer in the United States and Canada. The by-products
derived from coal constitute the base for explosives and all war
gases. The Mellons hold key positions in the war industries
through steel, coal, and by-products of coal gas and petroleum.

3



Bethlehem Steel cashes in handsomely by the sale of armor plate

for battleships built in Bethlehem’s own yards.

The Mellons *sell the gas from their Koppers coke ovens to

domestic consumers in scores of cities. They have become major

owners of so-called public utility systems. Gigantic holding com-

panies in which they have an interest include Eastern Gas & Fuel

Associates in Boston, Plymouth and New Haven; United Light

and Power, which sells gas and electricity in a thousand communi-

ties; U. S. Electric Power Corp., and others. They are big

stockholders in the Philadelphia Co., the monopoly which controls

all the gas, electricity and street car services in their home city,

Pittsburgh. Their Brooklyn Union and Brooklyn Borough Gas

companies “soak the poor” in Brooklyn. They make a minimum

charge of $i a month, although most working class families actually

never consume a dollar’s worth of gas in any month.

Most famous of all Mellon’s corporations is Aluminum Company

of America, which, through its control of raw materials and

patents, holds a ioo per cent monopoly on the manufacture of

this extremely useful light-weight metal. Aluminum is one-third

the weight of steel and just as strong when properly alloyed.

Aluminum Co. of America, ever since its organization way back

in the 8o’s, has enjoyed the express protection of the United States

government through patents, tariffs and failure of government de-

partments to prosecute it under the anti-trust law. Its tremendous

profits have exceeded $20,000,000 in one year. The sweatshop

inquiry in Pennsylvania in 1933 found that Aluminum was firing

men, earning $4 and $5 a day, from some departments, and hiring

women to do their work at 18 cents an hour.

Biggest of all Mellon companies is Gulf Oil Corp. with gross

assets of $743,000,000, and exceeding those of the Ford Motor Co.,

whose owner has been considered the second richest man in the

country. Gulf, like Aluminum, also profits from monopoly for it

has quiet price-fixing agreements with Standard Oil and other big

oil companies.

The full list of Mellon companies fills many pages. They are

heavy stockholders in the Pullman sleeping car monopoly, Pitts-

burgh Plate Glass, American Tar Products, and National Lumber

& Creosoting.

4



The Mellons are the perfect example of the fusion of industrial

and finance capital. Their $250,000,000 Union Trust Co. in

Pittsburgh has the highest cash dividend rate in the banking world:

200 per cent. Their $250,000,000 Mellon National Bank finances

industries far and near. Another $250,000,000 is represented in a

chain of banks which covers western Pennsylvania. The Mellons

maintain close relations with the Morgan and Rockefeller banking

interests in Wall Street, and have considerable holdings in other

corporations dominated by one or both of these groups.

v Judge Thomas Mellon

Andrew Mellon was born rich. His father laid the foundation

of the family fortune in Pittsburgh as a corporation lawyer and

money-lender. As soon as he was out of law school, Thomas
Mellon began buying mechanics’ liens, making loans on notes.

Then he went into real estate. Through marriage he acquired

control of East Liberty, most important of Pittsburgh suburbs, and

made millions as the city grew, through mere ownership of land

that other people had to have to build homes. He became the

trusted confidential attorney of corporations and later he organized

corporations of his own. After serving ten years as judge, he

opened the T. Mellon & Sons bank in 1871. Here young Andrew

learned the secrets of using money to make money.

Old Thomas Mellon was the perfect embodiment of the small

competitive capitalist and money lender of the middle nineteenth

century, before the age of imperialism. He was a studious old

skinflint. More far-sighted than many, he foresaw the inevitable

conflict between the classes. “The employees and their families in

the larger manufacturing and mining establishments,” he wrote in

1885, “are often designated each by his number and live in num-

bered tenements, and are all subjected to the same routine, and

treated alike; too much like the soldiers of an army or inmates of

a prison. The opportunity to work up and out and better their

condition is rendered so remote as to v appear to them hopeless.”

But when the “hopeless” workers rebelled, Judge Mellon was for

drastic action. “The vicious classes,” he wrote, “seem to be

greatly on the increase or at least show more boldness than ever

5



before. It indicates a demoralized condition of public sentiment,

which may require blood to purify.” ’Two years later the Hay-

market anarchists were hanged in Chicago.*

Judge Mellon hated Karl Marx and studied Herbert Spencer to

find arguments against Marx’s statement that labor is the author

of all wealth. He believed in religion, not so much for himself as

to assure the stability of the capitalist system.

Aside from amassing more millions, Judge Mellon’s chief satis-

faction in life was to see his sons develop into “smart business

men.” Very smart they were. The older brothers kept on sub-

dividing real estate and selling it at a handsome profit. Then

their lumber firm sold building materials for houses to be built on

the lots. Their street car companies carried people back and forth

from Pittsburgh to East Liberty.

When Judge Mellon retired, it was Andrew who took charge

of the money-making end of his fortune, that of T. Mellon & Sons

bank, already the largest in Pittsburgh. He early formed a close

alliance with Henry Clay Frick, the coke king, whom Judge Mellon

had helped by loans to acquire control of Fayette County, source

of much of the country’s finest coking coal. From Frick, Andrew

Mellon learned the technique of,open shoppery. Frick engaged in

bloody wars with his coke workers until in 1889-90 by starvation

and bullets, he stamped out their union. Carnegie took him into

his steel corporation as general manager, and in 1892 he smashed

the steel workers’ union at Homestead and established industrial

tyranny in the steel industry that was unchallenged until 1919,

when William Z. Foster led the great steel strike.f

Frick sat on the board of Union Trust, Mellon’s new bank, along

with representatives of the Pennsylvania- Railroad and the big

corporations of the Pittsburgh district. The two men made millions

speculating in downtown real estate. In one deal Mellon made as

much as $200,000, although he added not a penny to the real worth

of the property.

)

* See The Frame-Up System

,

by Vern Smith. International Pamphlets,
No: 8.

fFor the story of Homestead, the 1919 strike and other struggles of
steel workers, see Labor and Steel, by Horace B. Davis. International

Publishers.
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War—Mellon’s Ally

War has been the Mellons’ best ally. The peace-time stride of
their fortune then quickens into the double march. The Mexican
War started Pittsburgh off, and with it old Judge Mellon, chiefly

through his transactions in real estate, laid the foundations for his
fortune. The Civil War placed him in the millionaire class. The
Spanish-American War, with its fat contracts for guns and ammuni-
tion, made his son Andrew a peer of Wall Street bankers and the
lord of Pittsburgh, the seat of war industries.

The Mellons did not believe in fighting during the war. There
was no money in that. Old Judge Mellon, instructing his sons
during the Civil War, wrote: “It is only greenhorns who enlist.

You can learn nothing useful in the army. ... In time you will

come to understand and believe that a man may be a patriot
without risking his own life or sacrificing his health. There are
plenty of other lives less valuable or others ready to serve for the
love of serving.”

The conquest of Cuba, Puerto Rico and the Philippines, the
coming to age of imperialistic America, stuffed the Mellon banks
to bursting with the profits wrung from the workers in Pittsburgh’s
glowing mills. Armed with the profits of war, promoters began
forming whole industries into gigantic trusts. Mellon worked
feverishly in Pittsburgh. He helped form two coal combines in

1900-01 from which emerged Pittsburgh Coal Co., at that time a
monopoly in western Pennsylvania coal mining. Mellon’s banks
sold their watered stocks to the public and then obtained mortgages
on every scrap of the coal combine’s property in return for float-

ing bond issues. Crucible Steel and a score of corporations’were
products of Mellon financing in this era. Nearly every big enter-

prise in Pittsburgh was financed by the Mellons in return for

mortgages which covered all their property and gave them the
right to foreclose in case they didn’t pay. .

'
‘

About this time Andrew Carnegie fell out with his general
manager, Frick, over the division of the tremendous wartime
profits which flowed into Carnegie Steel Co.’s treasury—
$40,000,000 in the year 1900. Frick was fired. In revenge he
and Mellon formed Union Steel Co. and threatened to build milk
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rivalling Carnegie’s. A company town was built around the new

rod and wire mill at Donora, Pa. Eventually the new Union

Steel Co., Mellon and Frick threatened, would add blast and

open hearth furnaces to offer thorough-going competition to

* Carnegie’s mills.

Carnegie capitulated before this threat and settled with Frick

to the tune of $31,000,000. The bluff had worked so well for

Frick and Mellon that Carnegie himself used the same tactics in

forcing J. P. Morgan to pay a fancy price for Carnegie’s steel

mills when the New York promoter organized U. S. Steel.

Mellon watched the success of these tricks as used by Frick

and Carnegie, and decided to take a hand at the game himself.

So he announced that his Union Steel Co. would build a rail mill

that would put the U. S. Steel Corp.’s rail mill at Braddock, Pa.,

out of business. Further, he would construct a railroad from

Pittsburgh to' Lake Erie to haul his iron ore cheaply. He bought

out the Sharon Steel Co., a big independent, and was in, position

in 1902 to compete with the steel trust in nearly every branch of

steel making.

The U. S. Steel Corp., thoroughly frightened, bought Mellon’s

company for $75,000,000. Mellon had put only a few million into

Union Steel. An example of his tremendous profit from this deal

was an ore mine for which he had paid $150,000 and which he

sold to U. S. Steel for $4,000,000.

It was a handsome piece of poker-playing that brought perhaps

$20,000,000 into the Mellon pockets.

Industrial Capitalist

Up to the Spanish-American War, Andrew Mellon had been

primarily a banker and real estate promoter. Then he began to

blossom out as a first rate industrial capitalist. Back in 1888 the*

owner of patents for refining aluminum in electric furnaces sold a

share in their Pittsburgh Reduction Co. to the Mellons in return

for $250,000 to set up a mill at New Kensington, Pa. This

company controlled by the Mellons has grown into properties

valued at $300,000,000, known as Aluminum Co. of America and

its Canadian affiliate, Aluminium, Ltd.
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Monopoly is the essence of Aluminum’s success. The govern-

ment protected Mellon’s monopoly rights through patents until

1909. From the first, subservient U. S. ^Senators saw to it that

Mellon’s company had a high tariff to keep out foreign aluminum.

It has ranged from 2 to 7 cents a pound and is now 4 cents. The
Mellon company has understandings with the European aluminum
companies regarding production and prices. These agreements

also provide that the Mellons are to be sole sellers of aluminum
to the United States government, while the German, French and
British companies are guaranteed no competition in selling'

aluminum, made into a multitude of war uses, to their respective

governments. -

Mellon’s monopoly ran smack up into the opposition of power-

ful industrial interests—particularly automobile and airplane in-

terests—who wanted to buy the lightweight metal cheap. They
succeeded in 1912 in getting the U. S. Department of Justice to

file suit against, Aluminum Co. of America. The court ordered

Aluminum Co. not to monopolize bauxite, the ore from which

aluminum is refined, not to delay shipments, or ship defective

material to companies which competed with Aluminum’s sub-

sidiaries in fabricating the raw metal into finished products.

How utterly useless the court order was, came to light in 1924

when the Federal Trade Commission found that Aluminum was
not only continuing its price-fixing and its discrimination against

competitors in fabricating aluminum, but had gained a 100%
monopoly over the mining of bauxite and the refining of raw

aluminum.

The full extent of this monopoly was brought out in court

when George D. Haskell, a Springfield, Mass., manufacturer, sued

for $15,000,000 damages for conspiracy in restraint of trade. The
jury awarded him an $8,000,000 verdict, but the court of appeals,

happily for Mellon, reversed the verdict. Haskell had formed

an aluminum company with James B. Duke, the Carolina tobacco

magnate who had . cheap water power in Quebec. * The Mellon

company bought out Duke for $15,000,000. Testimony also re-

vealed that the Mellons had forced the Canadian government to

get bauxite concessions in British Guiana for them, in return for

furnishing aluminum during the war.
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Aluminum was a gold mine during the war, for the Mellons
charged the United States government 32 cents a pound for this

indispensable war metal. After the war was over, the price

dropped to 22 cents and1 even now the government has suits pend-

ing against Aluminum for wartime over-charges.

Oil and Imperialism

* When a penniless prospector struck the Lucas oil gusher in

Texas in 1901, he unwittingly gave the Mellon family a big boost

toward their $743,000,000 oil corporation. This was the biggest

gusher ever struck and the first one in the Southwest. Lucas and
his backers, Pittsburgh men, had to turn* to Mellon for cash to

develop the new oil field. The result was Gulf Oil, a profitable

and completely integrated independent oil company.

The Mellons had their hands in oil before. They speculated in

the western Pennsylvania field and trimmed Standard Oil to the

tune of $2,000,000 when in 1895 they forced the Rockefeller com-
pany to buy their pipe line from Pittsburgh to Philadelphia. That
involved changing the Pennsylvania law forbidding pipe line

mergers, but the Mellons and the Rockefellers took care of that in

the legislature, thus illustrating their control of the government

machinery.

Gulf Oil Corp., in on the ground floor in the great Texas field,

was too big for the Rockefellers to push under, especially when
the Mellons stood behind it. So Standard Oil, Gulf and a few

other big companies came to an agreement regarding prices and

production and a virtual monopoly was set up. The little fellows,

the owners of the wells, protested long and loud to the Federal

Trade Commission and the courts against the price-fixing tactics

of Standard and Gulf. But all to no avail. The big companies

encouraged the little fellows to take all the chances in developing

new wells. Standard, Gulf and others then stepped in and dictated

the prices at which the small producer could sell. Profits naturally

were fantastic. In one year Gulf made $40,000,000.

“Oil is as necessary as blood in the battles of tomorrow,” said

Clemenceau, war premier of France. Mellon understood the

patriotic importance of oil in the next slaughter; fdr that reason
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his Gulf Oil Corp. made use of the XL S. State Department to

gain vast reserves of oil in Colombia, to uphold, with other United

States interests, the gruesome dictatorship of Gomez in Venezuela,

and to change Mexican oil legislation.

Independent oil producers of the southwestern United States

fought bitterly against the flood of Mexican, Venezuelan and

Colombian oil which poured into the United States market, ruining

them. They claimed the imported oil was “foreign”; but to the

Mellons and the Rockefellers, the countries along the Caribbean

are just as American as Oklahoma or Texas. As a matter of

fact, from the towers of Wall Street, Colombia and Venezuela are

, even more American, for there are bigger profits in petroleum

wrung from the forced labor of semi-colonial countries than in the

domestic product.

For that reason the little independents were never able to get a

tariff on oil comparable to the tariff that kept foreign aluminum

from competing with Mellon’s Aluminum Co. of America. They

failed to understand that tariffs, as well as other government

measures, are framed by the big industrial capitalists to suit their

private interests, regardless of the effect on petty competitors or

exploited workers.

Soon after the workers and peasants of Mexico declared a social

revolution in 1910, the Mellons, along with the Dohenys, Sinclairs

and Rockefellers, found themselves in mortal combat with theories

of social ownership which declared Mexico’s natural resources

belonged to the people. For the next decade the oil interests

played cleverly among the politicians and generals of Mexico,

subsidizing this one, overthrowing that one, hiring guerilla bands

of their own. All the while, the U. S. State Department threatened

invasion to protect oil rights and twice American troops marched

into Mexico.

In the meantime, oil was discovered around Lake Maracaibo in

Venezuela, and there the Mellons followed Standard and Deterd-

ing’s Dutch-Shell, to exploit rich concessions. Venezuela was

different. There dictator Gomez, rivalled only by the recently

overthrown Machado of Cuba, held power, thanks to his army

and his jails. He gladly signed concessions' giving British and

American companies the right to Venezuela’s oil in reton for
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subsidies to maintain his own rule. The oil companies thereupon

threatened a boycott of Mexican oil. The Mexican government

made peace by 1928. A branch of the National City Bank was

opened in Mexico City. Dwight Morrow, until then a partner in

Morgan & Co., was sent as ambassador, and Lindbergh, soon to

be his son-in-law, flew down to cement good will between Wall

Street and the rising bourgeoisie of Mexico.

With Mexico safe for Mexican Gulf Oil and Venezuela pouring

liquid gold into Mellon tankers, the Pittsburgh bankers now turned

their attention to Colombia. Righfnext to the Venezuelan border
_

was the Barco concession, owned by a firm composed of H. L. Doh-

erty, the oil magnate, and J. P. Morgan & Co. The Mellons paid

j

Doherty $1,500,000 for his share of the concession, which the Co-

lombian government had just announced it was about to cancel.

If this cancelled concession was worth $1,500,000 to Mellon,

why did Doherty let go of it? There were two reasons. Millions

of dollars would be needed to lay pipe lines and develop wells

before the first barrel of oil was pumped into a tanker. Standard

Oil already being busy in the Carare district of Colombia, the

Mellon company was the only one with enough free capital to.

undertake the development. Even more important, however, were

the diplomatic angles involved. Tremendous pressure would be

needed to get the cancelled concession validated. Gulf Oil, whose

’ proprietor, Mellon, was Secretary of the Treasury in the Harding-

Coolidge Administration, could see that the proper pressure was

applied.

Colombia had distrusted the United States long before the

seizure of Panama in 1903 by Theodore Roosevelt who wished by

building a canal there to assure United States naval supremacy

in American waters. The United States government tried to buy

off Colombia’s hatred with a $25,000,000 payment in a deal which

let Standard Oil into the Carare district. This deal involved a

scandal in Colombia comparable to the Teapot Dome expose in

the United States and resulted in the resignation of the Colombian

president. The Colombian Congress thereupon passed legislation

which stated that petroleum resources were national property, and

I

that the Mellons must show documentary proof to their title in

the Barco concession.
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The Mellon and Rockefeller firms retaliated. They hired

Francis B. Loomis, former State Department official who had
helped Roosevelt in the Panama grab in 1903, to present their

case to the State Department and President Coolidge. Secretary

of State Kellogg ordered the United States minister in Bogota

i

t to intercede for Mellon. Allen W. Dulles, another former State
|

I Department official, joined Loomis in the fight for the Mellon-

1

* Morgan concession.

When Colombia refused to knuckle down, Herbert Hoover’s

Department of Commerce declared a practical embargo on loans

to the Caribbean country. That crippled Colombia and, in the

resulting industrial paralysis, discontent increased. At this junc-

ture the presidential election was held, and the Colombian minister

to Washington, Olaya, a man thoroughly imbued with the Wall
^

Street point of view, campaigned for the presidency. He was
elected by 121,000, a thumping majority in a country where

workers and peasants have no vote.

President Olaya immediately invited National City Co. (Na-

tional City Bank affiliate) to send a representative to Colombia,

and he himself visited Wall Street and Washington where he talked

with the bankers and with Secretary Mellon. Mellon, of course,

later denied that he had mentioned his concession when he talked

with Olaya.

As a ‘matter of fact, Olaya shortly after the interview got a

$20,000,000 credit from the National City Co. and returned to

Bogota to force Mellon’s concession through Congress. With him
went a Princeton University professor and the oil law expert who
helped Ambassador Morrow clean up the Mexican oil tangle. As

soon as the Mellon oil law was passed by the Colombian Congress

and signed by Olaya, the National City Co. released the last

$4,000,000 of the loan.

All this came out in testimony before a U. S. Senate committee

investigating the flotation of foreign loans. Witnesses revealed

that excited cables flew back and forth between the State Depart-

ment and Bogota while Mellon’s concession was hanging fire and

that Secretary of State Stimson was concerned in helping with

the deal.

The upshot of this piece of dollar diplomacy was that the
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Mellons were confirmed in ownership of oil lands valued by a

U. S. State Department official at from $350,000,000 to

$2,000,000,000, and all for the trifling price of $1,500,000 plus

the pressure of the United States government.

International diplomacy was again called into use when the

Mellons shouldered their way into Iraq oil. . When Standard Oil

learned that the British oil companies had staked out the rich Mosul

field in Iraq as their own, thanks to a British mandate from the

League of Nations, it indignantly protested to the State Department

that the principle of the “open door” for all capitalists was being

violated. It was arranged finally that Standard Oil was to have

one-fourth interest in the Turkish Petroleum Co.

When Gulf Oil executives heard that, they boiled over with

indignation. They demanded that the State Department pry the

door open even wider so they could get in. Accordingly, the

Near East Development Corp. was formed by the Standard Oil

companies and Gulf, and the Mellons were given one-fifth interest.

%

Profits in Explosives

War brought another rich treasure to the Mellons. That was

the Koppers Coke Co.

Dr. Heinrich Koppers was a German scientist who had come to

America before the World War to introduce a type of coke oven

which made use of the valuable gases which the old-fashioned bee-

hive coke ovens wasted when converting coal into coke. When
war broke out in 1914, Mellon saw that explosives meant millions,

and these explosives were made out of those very gases that Dr.
1 Koppers saved in his by-product coke ovens. So he bought out

Dr. Koppers’ patents and business giving him $300,000 worth of

shares in the new company and a salary of $10,000 a year.

Mellon proceeded to sign fat contracts with agents of the Allied

nations.

When the United States entered the war in 1917, the “alien

property” law was passed. The law declared that all German and

< Austrian property, including patents, in the United States, was

to be confiscated.

Mellon’s Koppers Coke Co. immediately informed the govern-
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ment that one-fifth of its stock was owned by Dr. Koppers, a

German citizen. Accordingly, the stock was confiscated and then

offered for sale at auction in 1918. The Mellon company bought

Dr. Koppers’ share for a mere $302,500. Profits for the first six

months of 1918 alone easily exceeded what the Mellons paid for

Dr. Koppers’ one-fifth share in a $15,000,000 company.

The Koppers company hastily erected by-product gas plants

throughout the country during the war, to cash in on the high

prices paid for ammunition. The government designated the

Koppers units as “war order” plants whose products were essential

to the manufacture of explosives. After the war was over, the

Mellon company continued building these gas plants, and became

a big factor in the so-called public utilities companies which sell

gas to industrial and to domestic consumers. Koppers Gas & Coke
Co. was organized and grew rapidly until in 1931 its assets were

$177,000,000. To control big gas properties in New England, the

Mellons then organized Eastern Gas & Fuel Associates, a

$203,000,000 firm. In 1931 this company alone had profits of

77S,ooo.

Through their control of valuable St. Lawrence River power

for use in their aluminum plant at Massena, New York, the

Mellons acquired 21% ownership in the Morgan-Niagara Hudson
Corp., a vast holding company which controlled light and power

throughout New York State. They became powerful in the United

Light & Railways Co., a $498,000,000 concern; in United Light

& Power Co., a $575,000,000 concern; and in U. S. Electric Power
Corp., whose assets are $1,257,000,000.

Low Taxes for the Rich

Banker Mellon’s rise to command of the U. S. Treasury was
logical. What more reasonable than that one of the nation’s

greatest money masters should take charge of the nation’s finances?

A variety of reasons dictated the choice of Mellon as Secretary in

1921. First, the war had been terribly expensive, and the question

came up as to who should pay for it. For the Republican Party

there was only one answer. Those who had coined millions out

of the war must not be called upon to pay for it. What better



assurance was there that taxes would be eased on the wealthy

than to have the richest banker in the key tax position?

Second, the Republican Party had incurred a tremendous deficit

in the 1920 campaign and somebody had to pay for that. Andrew

Mellon made the biggest contribution, reported by the New York

Times as $1,500,000. He must be rewarded.

Mellon was glad enough to change from Pittsburgh to Wash-
ington. His corporations gathered dividends as the earth soaks

up rain; the process was nearly automatic. Although he was on

the top rung of the millionaire ladder, hardly anyone outside Pitts-

burgh had ever heard his name. He felt the need for public

acclaim in keeping with his position. Further, no family ties

bound him. His two children were away in private school and he

had divorced his wife back in 1912.

That divorce showed Mellon’s power. Mrs. Mellon came from

a wealthy Irish brewer’s family, liked gaiety, hated the smoke and

grime and coldness of Pittsburgh and her husband’s concentration

on financial affairs. She obtained a legal separation, but Mellon

refused to permit her to have their children part of the year. She

defied him by moving back to the Mellon house in Pittsburgh.

Thereupon he sued for divorce. The Pittsburgh newspapers re-

fused to publish Mrs. Mellon’s statements defending herself against

his charges, and even the telegraph agencies helped to keep any

news of the sensational divorce from getting out of the city.

Mrs. Mellon found a parallel between her position and that of

thousands of foreign-born workers who toiled in Mellon, mills.

“It crept over me,” she wrote, “that perhaps I, too, a foreigner

like his Huns and Slavs, had been weighed coldly, dispassionately,

on the scales of demand and supply and as a wife ranked merely

as a commodity in the great plan of this master financier’s life-

work. The babies were there; even the male heir was there.

Was the wife to be laid off like other hired help when the steel'

mills shut down?”

Mellon wanted no publicity on his divorce. Accordingly Boss

Penrose had a law passed quietly in the Pennsylvania legislature

providing for secret divorce hearings. Then the banker discovered

he wanted testimony taken in Europe. This too was arranged

by Penrose.
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Nevertheless news leaked out and was published in certain

eastern newspapers. Mrs. Mellon demanded a jury trial and the

court granted it. Then Mellon was all for settling. Grounds for

divorce were changed to simple desertion and the decree was

granted in 1912.

The whole incident illustrated Mellon’s influence on Pennsyl-

vania politics in obtaining passage of special laws to suit his needs,

in hushing publicity and controlling courthouse officials. Boss

Penrose naturally was anxious.to please the powerful Pittsburgher;

Mellon was a heavy contributor to Republican Party funds. These

gifts ‘had run as high as $150,000 at a thrmy. Penrose and other

bosses of Pennsylvania, then as now, got their support from

Mellon, General Atterbury of the Pennsylvania Railroad, Joseph

Grundy of the Pennsylvania Manufacturers Assn., and similar big

employing interests. No wonder all efforts to obtain minimum

wage, child labor, and old age pension legislation invariably failed

in the legislature I

In Pittsburgh, Mellon worked hand in glove with the Magee-

Flinn Republican political machine and its successors, including

the Coyne machine. Vice, poverty and corruption flourish, mak-

ing the name of Pittsburgh pre-eminent in that regard among

American cities. The big employers care not at all about that.

Their workers live in miserable houses and' shacks in the steel and

coal towns surrounding the city, work long hours, or not at all,

and get barely enough to hold body and soul together.

Senator Penrose and Senator Knox, faithful servants of the

steeland coal interests and political messenger boys for the Frick-

Mellon interests, both saw to it that their friend Andrew Mellon

was made Secretary of the Treasury. Mellon’s first job in Wash-

ington was to see that the excess profits tax on the fat earnings

of the big corporations was done away with, and to reduce income

taxes in the “higher brackets,” that is, upon the very rich. Be-

sides sparing the rich the burden of keeping up their government

this also avoided leaving extra money in the Treasury for the

veterans’ bonus, for federal unemployment insurance or any other

social legislation.

Money which might have gone into social insurance funds was

dumped into the stock market, into further expansion of industrial
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plants and info foreign loans. Building more factories when those

already built were not being used to capacity hastened the in-

evitable crash of 1929, and the foreign loans brought nearer the '

day of United States participation in the next imperialist war.

Under the Mellon regime the Bureau of Internal Revenue made
tremendous refunds to great corporations and wealthy persons.

These refunds were returns to them of taxes on war-time profits

years after the war ended. Refunds to the capitalist class totalled

close to $3,000,000,000.* U. S. Steel alone received $96,384,000.

Mellon served not merely himself but <his class, and in serving

his class served himself. He made refunds to his own corporations

totalling about $14,500,000. His own personal refund amounted
to $405,000.

Mellon himself, as the result of these favors to fellow-million-

aires, and corporations, became the idol of the Big Business press.

He was regarded as more powerful by far than President Coolidge,

and as the Greatest Secretary of the Treasury since Alexander

Hamilton I He was undoubtedly the power behind the throne in

Washington from 1921 to 1929.

As befitted such a power in finance and government, Mellon

had his daughter married to the son of a reactionary Maryland
Senator in a million-dollar wedding that was the talk of society,

and recalled those feudal rites in Pittsburgh where Mellon girls

were married to the sons of steel magnates in made-to-order

medieval castles. Hundreds of thousands of dollars were lavished

on these affairs, even though thousands of Mellon miners might,

at the time, be living on starvation rations while striking against

Pittsburgh Coal Co. On the very day Sarah Cordelia Mellon was
married, Mellon coal and iron police were evicting miners from

their homes.

The Mellons did not believe much in' charity and gave little.

One exception was the $3,000,000 given to build the East Liberty

Presbyterian Church in Pittsburgh, known locally as the “Mellon

fire escape.” Millions were invested in the Mellon Institute, a

research laboratory for manufacturers and for Mellon corporations.

The Mellons and allied magnates controlled the board of the

* See Wall Street

,

by Anna Rochester, p. 12. International Pamphlets,
No. 30.
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University of Pittsburgh, which became notorious for firing pro-

fessors and radical 'students and suppressing freedom of thought

on the campus.

The Mellons continue to invest heavily in the Republican Party.

They gave and lent $250,000 in the notorious 1926 Republican

primary in Pennsylvania. Mellon defended his gifts on the ground

that they were the same as gifts to the church. Each vote for

the Mellon candidate for U. S. Senator in Pittsburgh cost $4.14.

The Mellons also controlled the Democratic Party in Pittsburgh,

through alliance with its chiefs, a fact that became doubly im-

portant after the Democratic victory in 1932.

Mellon’s Workers

Mellon is a staunch believer in long hours and low wages for

his workers. The state sweatshop investigation in Pennsylvania

in 1933, as we have noted, revealed that his aluminum factories

paid 18 cents an hour to women. His aluminum plants worked

the nj4-hour night shift even in 1933.

Strikes periodically convulsed his spy-ridden factories and mills.

In 1913 his aluminum workers in New Kensington revolted, and

wives of strikers used blacksnake whips to beat off strikebreakers.

State police were rushed to the,plant to break up meetings and

picket lines. After six weeks, the workers were forced back under

promise of arbitration.

In T915, at Massena, New York, his aluminum workers struck,

took possession of the aluminum plant and threw up a barricade

in front of the main gate. Governor Whitman (Republican) ' of

New York, sent in companies of militia which stormed the barri-

cades and finally drove the workers out in a series of bloody

encounters. Strikers 5 homes were raided and a strike leader later

died of wounds inflicted by guardsmen. A hundred workers were

jailed. The strike was soon settled with the company promising

slight wage increases and correction of grievances over rents.

Again in 1916 the Aluminum workers in New Kensington struck,

demanding" the 8-hour day and recognition of A. F. of L. unions,

but were defeated when the company shifted its war orders to

other plants. The workers were forced back after three months.
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In the Standard Steel Car Works at Butler, Pa., in 1919, state

troopers beat back workers who joined the great steel strike. The
troopers’ horses were trained to kick in the doors of workers’

homes and to enter, scattering terror among wives and children

of the strikers.

In Pittsburgh Coal, however, the Mellon labor policy came to

highest fruition. R. B. Mellon, once chairman of the company’s

board, practically admitted before a Senate committee that “you

can’t run coal mines without machine guns.” Pittsburgh Coal,

Charley Schwab’s Bethlehem Mines Corp., and Rockefeller’s Con-

solidation mines, took the lead in 1925 in breaking a contract

with the United Mine Workers and smashing that union. Miners

were evicted from the company towns in which they had been

forced to live; coal and iron police, licensed by the state and paid

by the coal and steel companies, terrorized strikers. Tear gas and

machine guns helped the operators. When miners joined the

National Miners Union in 1931 and conducted another great

strike, Pittsburgh Coal Co. exceeded its previous efforts. Dozens

of miners were shot, hundreds were gassed, others were sent to

prison for long terms, their families evicted and starved. But a

Pittsburgh Coal superintendent and a bunch of company guards

at Arnold, Pa., who shot and killed John Philipovich, a strike

sympathizer, were convicted of mere manslaughter and paroled.

Two Pittsburgh Coal guards who tortured Mike Barkoski to death

in their police barracks were given light sentences.

Company towns are an integral part of the Mellon apparatus of

oppression. Andrew Mellon’s partner, Henry Clay Frick, found

the company store convenient in the hard times of the 1870’s, for

paying his miners and coke workers when he was short of cash.

He gave them scrip redeemable at the company store, and found

the practice so profitable that it was continued and adopted by

other coal companies. Workers were forced to trade there, and

high prices kept them in debt to the company. Popular outcry

against these “pluck me” stores became so vehement that the

Pennsylvania legislature abolished them. Thereupon the coal and

steel companies organized dummy firms to operate them, and they

flourish under this thin disguise to this day.

In the company town the company owns not only the stores, but
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all the drab, monotonous shacks, the school, the church and

everything else. The company is also the “law.” It hires and

pays the private police who patrol the streets and roads, help

keep organizers out, spy on militant workers, and try to disrupt

their organizations.

The East St. Louis race riots of 1917 were laid at the door of

the Aluminum Co. and other employers by a Congressional in-

vestigating committee. Aluminum Ore Co., fighting its low-paid

white workers then on strike, imported hundreds of Negroes from

the lower Mississippi valley. So many were brought in that there

were jobs for only part of them. Race hatreds were fanned. In

the terrible riots that followed at least 25 Negroes, men and

women, were burned to death, shot, drowned, hanged and their

homes burned. The^police and militia refused to interfere.

In 1933, the Aluminum Co. signed a code stipulating 30 cents

an hour as the minimum wage in the industry. But even this

hunger wage was too much to suit the Mellon company, and

within a few weeks it was paying hundreds of its women workers

at New Kensington, Pa., 25 cents an hour, in flat defiance of its

own code. The workers at the New Kensington plant made their

opposition felt by an overwhelming vote against the company union

which was to be set up on the basis of the code.

Mellon’s Pittsburgh Coal Co. signed a N.R.A. code and a working

agreement with John L. Lewis of the United Mine Workers which

took away from the miners, on strike at the time, the right to

strike. Under this agreement between Pittsburgh Coal and Lewis,

the checkoff was forced on the miners, to be paid into the district

office instead of to local unions, the previous practice. In this

way the local unions were robbed of their financial autonomy.

The Panic Helps Mellon

During the 11 years he held the office of Secretary of the

Treasury, Andrew Mellon’s private fortune and that of his family,

leaped from the hundreds of millions to over a billion. The
policies he sponsored—low taxation of the wealthy, easy money
for speculators, unchallenged sway by the big corporations

—

padded his own fortune and those of his fellow-millionaires.
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After the economic crash of 1929, his usefulness to the Re-
publican Party declined. During the years of stock market pros-

perity he had been praised extravagantly as the author of good
times; when stocks crashed, factories closed and millions roamed
the streets looking for work, he was blamed. Veterans whose
demand for a bonus he defeated; workers who knew his anti-labor

policies had been responsible for low wages during “prosperity”

and for lack of adequate relief and unemployment insurance during

the crisis; and farmers who had been “deflated” since 1921 under
his pro-corporation program, joined hands to denounce him.

President Hoover thereupon sent Mellon as Ambassador to Great-

Britain. This, of course, meant no change in U. S. Treasury
policy as millionaire Ogden Mills out-Melloned Mellon in his

favors to his class.

Mellon used the crisis of 1929, as he had those of 1893 and

1907, and as his father had used the panic of 1873, to “clean up.”

His corporations, if necessary, paid interest and dividends out of

vast surplus funds which had been piled up in good times. They
bought up small companies in distress for a song. Mellon acquired

numerous banks in western Pennsylvania when they became in-

solvent. He could have saved these banks and the workers money
deposited in them. Instead he waited till they went on the rocks

and then bought them up.

His Union Trust Co., keystone of his financial structure, con-

tinued to pay 200% annual dividends. An analysis of his family’s

income showed hardly any decline during years which saw at

least 15,000,000 unemployed. In 1929 the Mellons received about

$35,000,000 in dividends alone. In 1930, their estimated income
went up to $38,000,000 and even in the panicky year 1931 the

figure declined only to about $33,000,000. (These figures are based

on our estimate of Mellon share of control or ownership of particular

companies.)

Despite this personal prosperity, however, his companies ruth-

lessly slashed wages and working forces. Some of his aluminum
workers, by 1933, were working for as little as 18 cents an hour.

Thousands were laid off by Gulf Oil, No unemployment insurance

protected them. In 1931 Mellon and his brother gave a grudging

$300,000 to Pittsburgh charity, less than 1% of their income for
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the year. Later they were obliged to contribute $750,000 more.

But that was just a fraction of the sum that Andrew Mellon

"spent in that year for art treasures alonel From Union Trust in

1931 his family drew dividends of more than $2,400,000, and
other banks yielded him a million more.

President Roosevelt, seeking desperately to save the capitalist

.....system from collapse, announced the “New Deal” in 1933, and

instituted the National Recovery Act. Mellon continued to fight

unionism, higher wages, and shorter hours with all the forces at

his command.

Mellon—A Class Symbol

Mellon is the supreme expression of predatory, acquisitive capi-

talism. In this system of exploitation and individual acquisition,

he did his best to search out, control, acquire and hold on to

everything he saw that looked as if a profit could be made out

of it. The more he, and all capitalists, acquired, the deeper in

misery became the masses.

I Mellon did not create this wealth, which he today controls. He
sought only to gain control over wealth, that he might intercept

the profits. And he used these profits to gain further control—the

-process being almost endless. But the source of this wealth and
these profits remained as always—the exploitation of the resources

of the country and the labor of the masses.

It is against this system of capitalism—mass exploitation for

individual gain—that the workers fight. It is capitalism that pro-

duced Mellon, just as it produced the wretchedness of workers’

lives, the horrors of our civilization and the army of half-starved

unemployed.

Capitalism yesterday produced its great fortunes, today produces

imits Mellons and Rockefellers and Morgans, and tomorrow another

^et. \ Under capitalism all wealth becomes concentrated. It is for

a ne.w order of society, granting no place to exploiters, as in the
• Soviet Union, that we fight. The workers, creators of this wealth,

;

will then have its use.



RECOMMENDED BOOKS

'

I

the labor and industry series already includes six volumes; In these

books the chief American industries are for the first time treated

from the viewpoint of the workers. Prepared in collaboration with
The Labor Research Association.

labor and STEEL, by Horace B. Davis $1.00
labor and coal, by Anna Rochester $1.00
labor and lumber, by Charlotte Todes $1.00

labor and textiles, by Robert W. Dunn and Jack Hardy $1.00 .

labor and automobiles, by Robert W. Dunn $1.00

labor and silk, by Grace Hutchins $1.00

labor fact book, by Labor Research Association $ .85

the molly magujres, by Anthony Bimba ; $1.00

forced labor in the united, states, by Walter Wilson $1.00
the soviet worker, by Joseph Freeman. $1.50
toward soviet America, by William Z. Roster $1.25
bill haywood’s, book, An Autobiography $2.00

ten days that shook the world, by John Reed $1.50
history of the American working class, by Anthony Bimba . . $2.75
state and revolution, by 7 . /. Lenin $ .30

barricades in Berlin, by Klaus Neukranz (a novel) $ .75

storm over the ruhr, by Hans Marchwitza (a novel) ........ $ .75

tales of modern china, by Oskar Erdberg
#

$ .35

the cannery boat, short stories from Japan . ..; $ .75

day with lenin, by Maxim Gorky $ J.25

f
l

l

I

voices of revolt. The outstanding utterances of famous revolutionary
leaders, with introductions and notes. Volumes now/ready on
Robespierre, Marat, Lassalle, Karl Liebknecht, Bebel, Wilhelmr~™
Liebknecht, Lenin, Debs, Ruthenberg. Each volume, bound iir

boards 5c# '

t

The publishers of these books will -be glad to send a complete l

list of titles of interest to workers on request. t

INTERNATIONAL PUBLISHERS
381 Fourth Avenue New York



STANDARD FORM NO. W

Office Memorandum • united states government

J£R. if. BELMONT (S Y<

R. R

.

date- November 14,

A -?-/
;

SUBJECT:

ALL INFOmiAT
HEREIN Is UNA
Were show/

CONTAINED
'ASSIFTED EJtffisrp'

2955

WILLIAM TOMPKINS WERE SHO-w/Vhi
FORMER ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENER.

Reference is made to my memorandum of November 13,

1956, advising that Tompkins was meeting with AllenOoulles
Intelligence Agency (CIA) on the same date

.

"

Tolson
Boardmcm
Belmont
Mohr CV/lA
Neastffeqj
Parsonaf __

Rosen
Tamm
Trotter
Clayton
Tele. Rfltar

Holloma^L
Gandy
W.C.VUB

of Centre

On the evening of November 13, 1956, James Angleton, CIA,
advised the Liaison Agent on a strictly confidential basis that he had <

developed the following information, Tompkins called on Dulles to V /

discuss the appeal of Rudolf Abel which is now before the Supreme \
Court, Tompkins indicated to Dulles that he had been called in by ^
the Department to assume the responsibility of preparing the Government's^
argument before the Supreme Court, Tompkins advised Dulles that the
Department fully realises that there is a good possibility that the ' \

'

Court will rule against the Government and the Department is already

j

making preliminary plans for a new trial, Tompkins stated that if there
is a new trial, Reino Hayhanen again will be a witness, Tompkins " |

wanted to know if he could have legal access to Hayhanen for the ^
next few weeks in order to ao over testimony . Dulles took the positions^
wanted to know if he could have legal access to Hayhanen for the ^
next few weeks in order to go over testimony . Dulles took the pos ition\s'
that at this tine it was not necessary to make any kind of committal, v\
concerning Hayhanen and he told Tompkins that they could discuss the
matter at a future time, Tompkins expects the^^snirt to rule on the
Abel appeal sometime in February, 1959. «|Y tit -q

Angleton did not know if other matters may have been E
discussed wilh Tompkins, but he is of the opinion that Tompkins' interest

,
>-

in Hayhanen may be related to apoth^r Motive, namely the writing of a o
book concerning the Abel ca

^^7
-- ^

Amm
None, For your information

~
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2 - Mr. Belmont
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1 - Mr. Papich appeal#^
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STANDARD FORM NO. «4

Office Memomndum • united sta^
?

*

TO s ''MR. A. H. BELMONtO^^ da -

S GOVERNMENT

SUBJECT:

H. BELMONT v

MR. R. R. ROACl

DATE: April 13, 1959

1 - Mr . Belmont
1 -Mr. Roach
1 - Mr. Papich

ALLEN W. DULLES!
DIRECTORs CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

( JJeLoacfcr

,W«Ci Sullfvan

Tolson
Belmont
Mohr
Nease
Parsons
Rosen
Tamm

Room «

Holloman
Gandy

You may be interested in the following comments which
were volunteered to Agent Papich on 4-13-59 by James Angleton,
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA).

As indicated in the press, the condition of John Foster
Dulles is very serious. Angleton advised -that there is

, considerable speculation within CIA concerning the possibility
that President Eisenhower might appoint Allen Dulles as
Secretary of State. Angleton made it very clear that as far as
he knew, this was all restricted to speculation within his own
Agency. However, he personally knows that Allen Dulles definiieLy.
would like to receive such an appointment

.

With regard to Allen Dulles 1 meeting with the
President this past week-end, Angleton stated that the interview
dealt with the international situation and he was quite certain
that it had no relationship to the appointment of the CIA *
Director to the position of Secretary of State.

ACTION:

None. For your information.

mjPthrt
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y/

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
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mMt'iTandum • .UNITED st®es government

>ont WE: jfay 25, 1959

FROM
i to/

SUBJECT: AEIgJir J.DULLES. DIRECTOR
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY StjT> crp?*????*}

BSFBTIJ ?S ?SKTj.8 SSTPtSs) 32GSPZ

Reference is made to the enclosed &opy of a
Washington City news release date$ May 1S3 1959 3 which briefly
describes a speech made by AllerrDulles before a group of

Gandy

describes a speech made by AiieTjriJulles before a group of w ^ ,

businessmen at a meeting of ~tne iva-ci oimj Defense Executive -y
Reserve, The article indicates that Dulles had been prepared
to maize some off-the-record remarks when he learned that 3-^
reporters were present. After consultation with Defense officials ,
it was announced that Dulles would make off-the-record remarks
in the presence of the reporters. His remarks apparently did
not include anything that had not already been stated by other
Government officials • »

On May 24, 19593 Assistantr~F6
DulJ.es confidentially furnishedTthe /o22oii>£ng information to
Agent Papich. per CIAl

Iadvised that Dulles usually makes his speech

{

from a prepared text. In the above-described jjisJuinc e he did
I not have such a text and talked from notes, implied

I

that some confusion resulted when Dulles learned, reporters were
present but no damage was done because Dulles /actually did, not
get involved in any sensitive material. ,

c

i

I

Dulles has made speeches on af\ infrequent basis ever
since he became director of CIA in 1953, Very interestingly ,
in the past year he measurably has increased the number of speeches
before, various groyps throughout the country. The reason for ,

this is not specifically known but CIA officials have remarked to
the Liaison Agent that in some instances Dulles has made tTre talks
at the request of the State Department , and more specifically

,

from his brother3 John Foster Dulles. Comment has also been made
| to the Liaison Agent that Dulles hjJs expanded all his public

SJPtsal (d)

1 - Mr. Belmont
1 - Mr. DeLoach :

2 - Mr. W. C. Sullivan
1 - Liaison Section V;

;

2 - Mr. PapJLch fu K
1 M C‘V • aS,

2 - Mr. Panich

i

i
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Memorandum. Roach -bo Belmont
RE: ALLEN W. DULLES 3 DIRECTOR
CIA

addresses in order -bo build prestige for himself and his
agency in anticipation of possible opp osition which might
be encountered by CIA from a new Admini strati on in 1961 *

In this connection3 y/ou may be interested to Enow that
Dulles allegedly has a very strong ambition to continue as
Director of CIA until the new building is officially inaugurated

.

Dulles wants to be Director of the agency'.when that takes place

.

The building very likely will not be ready for occupancy until
the middle of 1961.

ACTION:

None. For your information .
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ce Memorandum • .mwsbd staD STATES GOVERNMENT

MR. A . H. BELMONT & \ /
DATE: 7-57-59

DEClASSiEY0FMZE_=

b6
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SUBJECT:
. 0 tyaiftfr

v
ALLEN DULLES* DIRECTOR ' \ /
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY ***• IHFOEUAMW CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT1

.

WHERE SHOWN CTijERWISE.

Tolson /f?Jaffj

Belmo^iS
DeLoach ±_
McGuire ___
Mohr .

Parsons
Rosen
Tamm
Trotter

W.C. Sullivan .

Tele. Room
Holloman

p On 7*25*59 Allen Dullea personally asked Agent Papich 1
\&if the Bureau would be kind enough to transmit a message for him tfy^jM/§P
^Governor Munos Marin of Puerto Rico . Dulles adpised that he had been/

3

jfa invited to speak on 8*4*59 before the Governor's Conference . This isj-y.—.

iban annual conference held by Governors of all states* and will .last farj
k approximately 4 days beginning 8*3*59. Dulles stated he had not been

able to confirm his attendance due to several pressing problems* and he
is ftNSr anxious to get a message to Governor Munos. Dulles explained

wbhat unfortunately his Agency has no means of fast and secure
communication with Puerto Rico* and that he is very hesitant to use^commercial facilities since he wants to avoid publicity . He commented

in view of the tense Caribbean political situation, advance publi

*

l
*%city concerning his visit could be misinterpreted by the press . Dulles

j
^stated he would be most greatful tf the Bureau could pass the message

5 Won to Governor Munos and at the same time ask the Governor to withhold

'J
any publicity concerning Dulles' trip

.

V *

^ , Dulles volunteered that his speech would pertain to the
international situation as it might relate to the civil defense problems
of the Governors . He will speak in general terms and will not touch on
any classified information •“ He also plans to have a personal meeting v

with Governor Muno3* the objective of which is 'to obtain the Governor's
views and observations concerning the Caribbean political situation

.

_

Dulles considers Governor Munos an astute politician whose comments
could be of value . Dulles also indicated that he would endeavor to /pay
a courtesy call on our Agent in Charge « San Juan

• j()j

Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) sent a teletype dated
7*25*59 to the Bureau regarding Dullest visit to Puerto Rico* asking
that a message be passed on to Governor Munos. This teletype was pre*
pared- by one of Dulles' subordinates who had not. been aware of the CIA
Director's conversation with the Liaison Agent . On 7*27*59 the Liaison
Agent was informed by Mrs . Jane Roman* CIA* that the teletype could be
disregarded and the Bureau instead ac.

between Dullea and the Liaison-Agents,
basis of the conversation

SJP/nim^
(8) '

1 * Mr. Belmont
1 * Mr. DeLoach
1 * Mr. Baumga

appeal#
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Memorandum for Mr« Belmont
Re: ALLEN DULLES, DIRECTOR

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

ACTION*

Heretofore we have not received requests of this type from
CIA, and we have always been most careful not to be doing leg work for
that Agency • However, since this is a personal request from Allen
Dulles, who has been most cooperative with the Bureau, it is believed
that in view of the emergency circumstances described above, it would
be advisable to transmit the message to Governor Munoa via our
San Juan office •

There is enclosed herewith a radiogram to San Juan instructing
the SAC to inform Governor Munoa that Dulles will be arriving San Juan
8-1-59 for speaking engagement scheduled for 8-4-59 * Munoa will be.

informed that Dulles has asked that the Governor not issue any press
release concerning Dulles * trip and speech •

SAC is being told that Dulles may pay courtesy call at his
office • If so, SAC should extend usual courtesies and not get involved
in discussions of a policy nature •

bf
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Tele. Room
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to: director fbi

fm: director cia
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OUT 79295

Z^z//G2{) 07}

per OGA letter 9/7/10

3 y

mj&J® fra#lOK CONTAINEDHM IS UNCLASSIFIED

.£- onv>

PLEASE TRANSMIT THE FOLLOWING MESSAGE TO YOUR OFFICE IN PUERTO RICO:

t

1* MR. ALLEN DULLES ARRIVING SAN JUAN BY EAL S01 ON 1 AUG

TO ATTEND ’GOVERNORS* CONFERENCE. ’* WOULD" LIKE TO MEET BUREAU

REPRESENTATIVES AND WOULD APPRECIATE THEIR TELLING GOVERNOR

MUNOZ. WILL WELCOME OPPORTUNITY TO MEET WITH GOVERNOR

AND DISCUSS PROBLEMS WITH HIM-^ DESIRES NO PUBLICITY UNLESS

s

RELEASED BY HIM,

0*
C. AUG 7

2. NOTIFY MR. WILLARD GALBRAITH OF ABOVE. (j »

--

TOT: ^25/1956

TOR: 25/192SZ

-Ju. &
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FROM SAC SAW JUAN 282105

ALLEN DULLES, DIRECTOR, CIA, REBURAD JULY 27, 1959. GOVERNOR
MUNOZ WAS PERSONALLY CONTACTED AT HIS SUMMER RESIDENCE, CAYEY,
PR, AND FURNISHED INFORMATION IN REBURAD. HE SAID HE WOULD
MAKE APPROPRIATE ARRANGEMENTS TO HAVE SOMEONE MEET MR. DULLES
UPON HIS ARRIVAL. BUREAU INSTRUCTIONS NOTED.
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//fAe intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated outsia/the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably
paraphrased in order to protect the Bureau*s cryptographic systems .
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1. PLEASE CHANGE ARRIVAL OF MR. ALLEN DULLES TO READ

"ARRIVING SAN JUAN BY EAL 2S01 ON 1 AUG LEAVING NEW YORK AT

1215 HOURS | ARRIVE SAN JUAN AT 1650 HOURS." 3 a £— •• EX109 - REC- 23 -’^^£®f
2. NOTIFY MR. WILLARD GALBRAITH OF ABOVE

TOT: 29/23 13Z

tor: 29/2314Z
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office MemoMndum • united staIIs government

TO Director, FBI DATE: 8/6/59

FROM

SUBJECT:

4

SAC, San Juan (66-565) ATTN: Liaison Section

0
ALLEN DULLES
DIRECTOR, CIA

ILK ..
M (v;

\\ Reburads 7/27/59 and 7/30/59 concerning the arrival of DULLES
U in Puerto Rico.

I personally met Mr. DULLES on his arrival in Puerto Rico on

8/1/59 at 4:50 p.m. I remained with him until such time as
his plane departed for the Dorado Beach Hotel where he was
staying. He departed for Washington, D.C. on Tuesday, 8/4/59.

, During the time he was here I saw him on several occasions
and extended the usual courtesies to him. He expressed
appreciation for the Bureau's interest on his behalf.

1

Bureau .

San' Juan
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NOTEs Dulles scheduled to make speech at Governors 1 Conference

,

San Juan, 8^-59. CIA does not have radio communication with San Juan
and Dulles asked^on 7—25—59 if we would send message to Governor
Mimes through oup office . San Juan was instructed to do so by
radiogram dobed r

ff—27-59. On 7-29-59 CIA advised that flight number
^of plane has beejg changed and instant radiogram therefore being
sent to San Juan.
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CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
WASHINGTON 25. D. C.

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

The Honorable J. Edgar Hoover
Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation
Department of Justice
Washington 25, D. C. ” /T

Dear Edgar: ('$Jm

W
I have just returned from a brief visit to San Juan, Puerto^

Rico, in connection with a talk I made to the Governors* Conference,
which assembled there.

During my visit your representative there, Mr. Joseph F.
Santoiana, was most helpful to me on several occasions, and I want
to express to you, and through you, to him, my appreciation of these
courtesies. ^ \

^ I*

f0 i

Utl FBI INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

M Imo

JEVai^hfullV yours.

Allen Julies

hreoftor
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STANDARD FORM NO. *4

Office Memorandum • united st^es government

TO

FROM

MB. A. H. BELMONT

SUBJECT:

y

$
ALLEN DULLES
DIRECTOR, CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

DATE: II-5-59

b6
b7C

Trotter .

For your information, there has been some rumor
within Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) that Allen Dulles
may be .preparing to leave the Agency within the next three
or four months. Apparently these rumors originated after
publicity was given to, the cornerstone laying ceremony which
is to take place at CIA ts new building on 11~3»59. One report
was, that Dulles wanted this particular ceremony taken care of
Jbefore really cold weather set in, and furthermore wanted
Ijthis done before the spring because he would not be with the

W.C. Sullivan .

Tele. Room
Holloman
Gandy

FaAgency at that time

.

This has been only rumor among certain employees

.

1

Officials such as James Angleton and Colonel Sheffield Edwards
have advised that there is no basis for the reports. They
stated that Dulles has not made any statement indicating
that he^ would be resigning from his position . Angleton
commented that if Dulles has such plans, he certainly has not
been divulging his secrets to anybody within the Agency,

&g£IQN:

None . For your information,

SJPfnmn
}
J

1 - Mr. Belmont
1 - Liaison
1 - Mr. Papich

/
i
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mu- HARVEY:

American Spies Ineffective
’ Socially; AllenVDulles isjt Perceptive' s t ud'enfs of

j

something of'acharffitTT.- One public affairs visiting or

get# the impression that' he ,Working overseas often get

would like-to.be remembered the, impression that - C.I.A.

'.by history, but probably will agents^and the intelligence’

not be. a . / - operatives ' of other govern:

As head" man of our far- pent agencies, are operating

flung network of Americanb unco-ordinated fashion in

spies (Central Intelligence every dark alley, , behind ev-

jAgency),- he. appears ..to , be by bush and apparently often

I r.ather a cib a'kVbd-daWgj?
1

'-'V,

I Harold Stassen/'well meaning if yon want. to know bri
!

I’but ineffectual. - which side your money is b'e-

The ‘ .Central- Intelligence ing spent in.the Quban rev.o-

Agency isijwice as big as, our lution/for example, there ,is

'entire State -Department! - no way for 'you,,tofind?touk

Jj ,
It spends tremendous sums No way’ for" your congress:

l of your tax-dohars- with, little ban- to- determine which side

1 or no supervision. * American spies and their lim-

• There is little accurate' in- atless funds may be aiding.;,

formation available even to But the testimony of for-

the members ofCongresswho eign service officers, retired,

must vote; gigantic appropria-' before the Senate, foreign, re-

tions for’ this purpose’.'
‘

’ lations ’committe'e; leave# ‘the

Government “bureaus’-’- are distinct impression thatnjost

inclined,,' to." extravagancy ..in
of hls organization’s'.activjties

spiter ,o£ :the : most - care&il ^eP^.^ybaVhvbpep blrnidey-

watchdog scrutiny by C6tt-ffhSA^lrs and. most, if: not

gress and the public; Imagine J® ~
aye rs‘

'the: phenomenal, w a s t e that
i

shlte^ to the. disadvantage of

bay- be "cloaked” behind the the' Unit.ed States. Sometimes

"secret” label where no con- in failure' of .disastrouspro-

gressional eye is' allowed to portions. < .

‘ ~

pry.?-, n *v »

-Harry Howe Ransom’s re-

cent book, "Central' Intelli-

gence and National Security,’’

presents a'frightening picture

of this’ self-policing orgahiza-

Siiice nobody wants- a" row

that would expose our. hand

in -vital areas of intelligence,

perhaps the only answer is

for Congress to designate and
authorize a committee of such

proved Americans as Douglas
MacArthur, Mark Clark adp
A1 Wedemeyer ... . to spy dp

the spies.

|
6? "J

not RECORDS^
149 SEh 17 19Sb

THE HOUSTON CHRONICLE
9 /4/59
Houston, Texas
HOUSTON DIVISION
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REGISTERED

Date: September 29 , 1959 !

Director, FBI

Prom: ^Legat , Ottawa (80~lQ^/)(^^

Subject: RELATIONS WITH THE CENTRAL
INTELLIGENCE AGENCY ( CIAW
jT^orposed Visit of Aiieir^Dulles to

|
Canada 10/2 - 9/5>9l

— ———,v^

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED *v

V HEREIN T S UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT-''
> WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE.

As the Bureau is po'rbably well aware, Allen D^lles^
Director of CIA, is sche,dulec$ to arrive in Ottawa, Optarib,
Canada, on Friday, 10-2-59, and following a dinner with., l

various Canadian officials on Friday night, will leave on
Saturday morning accompanied fey U* S. Ambassador Wigfllesworth
and a party of approximately thirteen .l — . ..—J /

9v

*
\ > V

™ Tl

I and. will fly toW
Greenland, the various. Distant Early Wafnirig

1 Line (DEW Line)

posts and will also fly over the NQrth Pole. The ogety is

scheduled to return to Ottawa on or about 10-9-59.y^

This office, anticipated no contact with Mr. Dulles

during his visit.
. .
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CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
WASHINGTON, D. C.

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

VIA LIAISON
2 DEC 1959

Mr. 5^onV^^ Mr.

.

Mr. McGxufe
Mr. Mohr

.

Mr. Parsons
* *** ** Mr. Rosen

Mr. Tamm
Mr. Trottfa^l.1.
Mr. W.C.sjMivan
Tele. Rppjn
Mr. Holloman

j
Miss Gandy^v. >n

Honorable J • Edgar Hoover
Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation
United States Department of Justice
Washington 25, D. C.

Dear Edgar:

Thank you very- much for your thoughtfulness

anfl

S
Sf'Sf-

Ine
.

th
S

mejnorandum on "Soviet Russia'sand Red China's Reaction to Nikita Khrushchev's
Peaceful Coexistence."

I have looked it over with interest andhave forwarded it to some of my specialists
nere on a need-to-knov basis for a further study.

With kindest regards.

faribtetH' ex i

comm •

IIS?QNI»USSIFia)

2tOCO/*L<$*Mr

0<O S'/xf/co

EX 109. ^noer^
S3 DEC 7 1959

^lenwl ûlles
Director

EC 1 C 195t
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STANDARD FORM NO. 04

Office * ^A$TyJ!mlYldui7l • UNITED ST^ES GOVERNMENT

Mr. A. H. Belmont

Mr. W. C. Sullivan

DATENovember 4, 1959

J DeLoacft^

SUBJECT: ALLEN W. SlJLLES
DIRECTOR, CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
REMARKS BEFORE NATIONAL STRATEGY SEMINAR
NATIONAL WAR COLLEGE, JULY 24, 1959 a

(CENTRAL RESEARCH MATTER)

b6
b7C

McGuire
Mohr

Parsons _
Rosen
Tamm —

V

TroUerCT
W.C. SyHlg

Telg^Rtfoir

Hdlloman _
Sandy

In connection with Mr. Tolson’s request this day for the full remarks of /
Allen Dulles before the National War College in which Dulles allegedly made
statements deprecating the menace of communism, there is enclosed the full text
of Dulleh’ speech.

It will be recalled that, by memorandum August 14, 1959, Sullivan to
Belmont, captioned "National Strategy Semiia r, National War College, July, 1959,

"

W. C. Sullivan, who lectured at the Seminar, reported comments regarding Dulles’
speech made byT [ one of the professors handling the Seminar.

pad said that Dulles left the Seminar with the over-all impression
that there was no crisis at the present time; that the problem generally was under
adequate Government control;

-

~Hiat tab patient attitude on the part of Americans
toward the Russians and, other foreign communists should be adopted ; and that "

\

some changes for the better could be expected to take place in the communist world.

'

/ The following are excerpts from Dulles’ speech on that occasion:

"”In dealing with analyses of the Soviet threat I find that there is

often a tendency to go to extremes. There are experts in this
field who tend to magnify all aspects of Soviet power and become
prophets of gloom. . . . "-(page 1)

b6
b7C
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Memorandum to Mr. Belmont
Re: ALLEN W. DULLES

’*. . . The threat of mutual nuclear destruction is a night-

mare that cannot be dismissed, but even though International

Communism expects to gain the world, it does not wish to

acquire a world in ashes. ..." (page 3)

’Despite occasional missile rattling, as at the time of Suez,

during the Middle Eastern crisis last year, and more recently

in talks with Mr. Harriman and. others, we do not estimate that

it is the Kremlin’s present intention to advance Communism by
deliberately provoking war. ...” (page 5)

’’The basic strategy of International Communism, with its

primary emphasis on measures short of war, has remained
remarkably unchanged over the years. So too have .its

objectives. ..." (page 6)

’’. . . To a considerable degree the Kremlin’s international

objectives are not well understood or necessarily shared even
by the Soviet people themselves with whom our tourists and
exchange missions come in contact, and with whom as individuals

the American people have so much in common. ...” (page 7)

’’Today the Communists, with their progress blocked in Western
Europe and to a great extent in the Far East, are concentrating

a major effort in the newly emergent states of Asia and-Of Africa. . .

.

(page 10)

’’. . . there is no reason to adopt an attitude of pessimism as we face

this particular challenge of International Communism.

)

"We are far better prepared than is generally believed, to deal

with the Communist political and subversive threat.



Memorandum, to Mr. Belmont
Re: ALLEN W. DULLES

"In the last ten years, after going through far too long a period
of naive complacency, this country has been awakened to the
danger. We have also learned to understand Communist operating
techniques. We know about the orders, given in Moscow to leaders
of other communist parties. This is not too difficult. - The
security of these parties as they operate in the Free World varies
from medium to poor. We iiaye ways of covering their activities

and we get the basic information we need to gauge their strength
and tactics. Like too many of the rest of us, they talk too freely
for their own good.

"Furthermore, the efficiency of the Communist organization in the
less developed areas of the world is itself not well developed. In
the post-war days they had in many European.countries, as in
France and Italy, for example, sophisticated old-line Communists
of the Thorez-Togliatti school. Through death and old age this

type of leadership is wearing out in Europe, and it will be a long
while, if ever, before such leadership could be developed for
Asia, Africa,, or Latin America.

I

'In area after area Moscow and Peiping,' and their covert spokesmen
in their far-flung apparatus, have overreached themselves. ..."
(pages 11 and 12)

"Many of the states in Europe, Asia, Africa, and even in parts
of this Hemisphere, which have tended towards neutralism, have
markedly changed in their attitude about communism over the
last few years. Their former complacent approach to the danger

I

is being replaced by a far greater degree of sophistication. Here
some of the initial appeal of communism is wearing off. The
uninitiated are becoming initiated. ..." (page 13)

"Finally, there are signs of change within the Soviet Union itself

which over the years might bring about some relaxation of the
aggressive expansionist policy of the International Communist
movement.

- 3 -



Memorandum to Mr. Belmont
Re: Allen w. dulles

I "The rigid police state of the days of Stalin has been relaxed. ...”

I (page 14)

"While the Soviet government is still a closely regulated autocracy,

it is not today quite as free as under Stalin to disregard wholly
the desires of the people among "which the yearning, for peace is

foremost. As long as the Soviet people are only permitted to

hear, to read and to learn what the Soviet government dictates,

progress will be slow. But as long as there is some progress
there is hope of gradual evolution. Increasing contact between
the American and Russian peoples should contribute to this end. ...”

(page 14)

Apparently aware that he might have left the Seminar members somewhat
complacent about the threat of communism, Dulles, in the conclusion of his remarks,
stated:

"I would not leave the impression, in concluding, that this

listingTof favorable trends should in any sense cause us to relax

our sense of urgency in taking measures to counter Soviet

political, economic and subversive penetration in the Free
World!

"Quite the contrary, the moment a tide shows signs of slacking,

then is the opportunity to drop holding operations and press the

advantage. Since I appreciate there are many "Doubting Thomas’ 1

on this score, I can assure you, that we are better prepared and
better coordinated to deal withthis challenge, and are dealing

with it more effectively, than many of you realize. ..." (pages 14 and 15)
—i

'

RECOMMENDATION:

For your information.

- 4 -



REMARKS TO THE NATIONAL STRATEGY SEMINAR
THE NATIONAL WAR COLLEGE

By ALLEN W. DULLES
'

DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE
July 2k, 1959 (8:00 p.rc., EDST)

I appreciate the opportunity to make the concluding remarks

to the National Strategy Seminar for Reserve Officers. From the

reports I have had of your meetings, and ray intelligence on this is

good, I realize that you have broadly covered the various elements

of Soviet strategy and tactics, the nature of the Communist threat,

the relative military strength of East and West, and the face of war

in the nuclear age.

In dealing with analyses of the Soviet threat I find that there

is often a tendency to go to extremes. There are experts in this

field who tend to magnify all aspects of Soviet power and_, become

prophets of gloom. Others tend to discount Soviet accomplishments

and unduly magnify their internal difficulties. This could add up

to an unhealthy complacency.

The first class of experts is the larger, though recently we

have seen the other extreme in some magazine articles which have

attempted to discredit, on what appears to me to be the flimsiest

evidence, recognized Soviet accomplishments ,
particularly in the

field of outer space.

Certainly it is more dangerous to underrate than to overrate,

though the latter can well be expensive in terms of our budget.

/*

All iMt-UKMAIiON CONTAINED



In these estimates of where we stand in relation to the Soviet,

one of the crucial areas where some tend to underrate the Soviets is

in the assessments of the relative economic output of the two great

power blocs.

True, the gross national product of the United States alone is

over twice that of the USSR. If we add to U.S. production that of

other countries of the Free World, while adding to Soviet production

that of Communist China and the Soviet Satellites, the ratio is still

more favorable to us.

But as against this we must recognize that the rate of growth

of the Communist Bloc is substantially greater than that of the Free

World, and will probably remain so for some time.

Even more important is the extent to which Soviet present pro-

duction and investment are keyed directly and indirectly to their

military power. In fact, Soviet military outlays are now about equal

to ours in terms of what they would cost us. Similarly, their annual

investment in industry - vital to military power as well as economic

.growth - is now equal to that of the U.S. To achieve all this from

their lower economic base, they have to devote about twice the propor-

tion of their gross national product to military purposes as we do.

Of course, to achieve such goals within their much smaller

economy, they are forced to curtail consumers t goods. But by

emphasizing guns instead of butter, they have greatly reduced the

significance in the terms of the power struggle of the still great

,gap between their over-all economic strength and ours.



Naturally, Khrushchev would, like to have his people believe

that the USSR has already achieved a state of military parity, if

not superiority. While it is not the role of intelligence to attempt

detailed net estimates of our relative military position vis-a-vis

the Bloc, we have good evidence on which to reject any such conclusion.

Furthermore, the theory that either of the great nuclear

powers could destroy the other, without the attacker himself being

devastated, is not, I believe, subscribed to on either side of the

''Iron Curtain. The threat of mutual nuclear destruction is a night-

mare that cannot be dismissed, but even though International Communism

e-xpects to gain the world, it does not wish to acquire a world in

ashes

.

From Soviet statements as well as from other evidence avail-

able to vls, it seems clear that the USSR is placing more and more

reliance on the development of ballistic missiles as its chief

instrument of strategic nuclear attack. But the Soviets are not

immune to the many difficulties inherent in developing new and -untried

hardware into reliable weapons systems.

- 3 -



Meanwhile Khrushchev and his military aides have done their

best to deprecate the manned bomber, both to their own people and

abroad* In fact he has called them "museum pieces*" This may be,

in part, to quiet the fears of their people and to bolster their

assertions of superiority in one key military field.

Last May, Khrushchev told a delegation of West German Social

Democratic editors that, though the NA.TO countries really possessed

a large air force, it was, he said, technically outdated and it

could be shot down by ordinary anti-aircraft artillery, and even by

ordinary fighters.

* "Why then," said Khrushchev, "do the Western

military leaders base themselves on bomber aviation

and talk a lot about it? Because their rocket tech-

nology is still weak" . . . "Therefore it appears

that talk about a large number of bombers is being

indulged in for purposes of deceit."

From Khrushchev's viewpoint this is undoubtedly good

propaganda if he can make it stick, since the USSR today is in a

position of inferiority vis-a-vis the U.S. with regard to maimed

bombers. The tremendous effort which we see the Soviets putting

into advanced radar, ground-to-air missiles, and other defenses

against aircraft would seem to belie the deprecatory statements of

Khrushchev about them.



Obviously both our military defenses and our ability to

retaliate by missile and aircraft should together be kept adequate

to meet the threat. Here is where the superior industrial capacity

of the Free World and of the U.S. in particular can and must play

its role;

In the past when a technical, scientific, or industrial

problem, such as that we face today in the missile field, has been

put up to the ingenuity of our scientists and production experts,

we have not long remained in second place. It is certainly incumbent

upon us to see to it that we do not fail in this instance.

If we do keep up our military defenses, the most immediate

threat to us for the years immediately ahead is not likely to be

physical destruction by all-out nuclear war. The danger is rather

the slow attrition of the power position of the Free World by a

combination of political warfare, and economic penetration and sub-

version.

Despite occasional missile rattling, as at the time of Suez, /

during the Middle Eastern crisis last year, and more recently in
'

talks with Mr. Harriman and others, we do not estimate that it is

the Kremlin’s present intention to advance Communism by deliberately

provoking war.



We cannot entirely discount the risk, however, that the

Soviets might miscalculate Western strength or the firmness of our

intentions, and adopt positions from which it would be hard for them to

find an acceptable line of retreat. The Soviets have miscalculated

before, as in the 19U8 Berlin blockade and in Korea. We can hope

that Khrushchev, after having castigated Stalin for adventurism

in the famous speech of February 1956 will not fall prey to the

same temptation at Berlin or elsewhere. Aggression by proxy

against the newly emerging and less developed countries may be

a tempting but it obviously is a dangerous course.

The basic strategy of International Communism, with its I

primary emphasis on measures short of war, has remained remarkably '

unchanged over the years. So too have its objectives.

These were never more bluntly stated than in Khrushchev’s

ebullient speeches in Poland these last days.

Obviously referring to the phrase attributed to him, MWe

will bury you," he explained that when he said that Communism would

be the graveyard of Capitalism, he did not mean that Communists

would take shovels' and start digging j "History,” he said, "would

take care of capitalists." They too, he suggested, would become

museum pieces, and added that "If there were a God and he could

act, he would take a good broom and sweep you out."

- 6 -



Certainly Khrushchev pictures himself as devoted to the

task of helping in this burying and sweeping.

The "we will bury you" theme has been the fanatical tenet

and credo of communism., sophisticatedly preached by Lenin, brazenly

carried out by Stalin, and more subtly practiced by Khrushchev.

If Soviet policy were restricted to building a better Russia

for the Russians, we could not object. To the Kremlin leaders,

however, the USSR is merely the base from which Communism is to be

expanded to cover the world.

As we are entering a period of greatly increased personal

intercourse between the two power blocs, with exhibitions, tourism,

cultural exchanges, and the like, it is important not to lose sight

of the fundamental nature of this conflict.

This is too often overlooked by the casual visitor to the

Soviet Union. To a considerable degree the Kremlin's international

objectives are not well understood or necessarily shared even by

the Soviet people themselves with whom our tourists and exchange

missions come in contact, and with whom as individuals the American

people have so much in common.

- 7 -



We should remember that the Soviet Union is a dictatorship,

run by the high command of the Communist Party, that the Party

itself numbers only about eight million -- about five percent of

the adult population of the Soviet Union and only about 13 percent

of the number of actual voters in our own last Presidential election*

Furthermore, these eight million party members have no real

freedom even in choosing their local party leaders much less the

leaders in the Presidium. It is these latter who determine the

policies on which the fate of the Soviet
.

people depend, including

the policy of the secretly subsidized export of Communism on a world-

wide basis.

This policy is an insidious interference in the internal

affairs of free countries. If the Communist program were advanced

in the international field by open and peaceful means as a form of

competition between two great conflicting views of how society and

the lives of people should be organized, we could well accept this

challenge. Let us compete, let the peoples choose and decide which

system is the better. Khrushchev claims he is inviting us to such

a competition.

But this is a mirage.

- 8 -



Where behind the Iron Curtain have the peoples themselves

had a free opportunity to choose? Certainly not in Czechoslovakia

in 19U8, or in Hungary in 1956, or in East Germany today. And

where in the Free World would Khrushchev give this choice, if our

liberties had once been taken away. And if Khrushchev wants sax

open competition why does he shield the Soviet people from a full

exchange of ideas, of information, and of persons? Why the almost

pathological concern to hide things from us and from his own people

also.

The answer is that Communism, despite its brazen ideological

pronouncements, cannot tolerate free competition. Nowhere has a

nation fallen under Communist domination and then been allowed to

test its choice by resort to free elections.

Instead, peoples are faced with the fait accompli of being

taken over before they realize what has happened. In Hungary this

was helped on in the immediate postwar days by what I understand

has been vividly described to you as the Bakosi "salami” technique

— biting off, bit by bit, elements of freedom until the whole

structure was eroded.

- 9 -



In Czechoslovakia the popular front technique succeeded

in putting a minority party into power. This illustrates the

grave danger of a situation in any state where the Communist

party and its allies succeed in gaining even a substantial min-

ority position. Once in power, the voting ends and popular say

has no peaceful way of recovering control. In the case of

Czechoslovakia the danger point was reached when the Communists

gained less than 1|0 percent of the electorate, with the non-

Coramunist parties, as is so often the case, hopelessly divided.

Today the Communists, with their progress blocked in

Western Europe and to a great extent in the Far East, are concen-

trating a major effort in the newly emergent states of Asia and

of Africa. Here they exploit political weaknesses as well as

dynamic nationalism and the surge of rising expectations which

are not easy to satisfy.

Their weapons include economic penetration, the develop-

ment of hard-core Communist parties — underground or above-

ground -- propaganda both open and black, and in the areas around

the periphery of the Communist bloc itself, they maintain the

overhanging threat of their military power.

- 10 -



Tet there is no reason to adopt an attitude of pessimism as

we face this particular challenge of International Communism.

We are far better prepared than is generally believed, to

deal with the Communist political and subversive threat.

In the last ten years, after going through far too long a

period of naive complacency, this country has been awakened to the

danger. We have also learned to understand Communist operating

techniques. We know about the orders given in Moscow to leaders of

other communist parties. This is not too difficult. The security

of these parties as they operate in the Free World varies from

medium to poor. We have ways of covering their activities and we

get the basic information we need to gauge their strength and

tactics. Like too many of the rest of us, they talk too freely for

their own good.

Furthermore, the efficiency of the Communist organization in

the less developed areas of the world is itself not well developed.

In the post-war days they had in many European countries, as in

France and Italy, for example, sophisticated old-line Communists of

the Thorez-Togliatti school. Through death and old age this type

of leadership is wearing out in Europe, and it will be a long while,

if ever, before such leadership could be developed for Asia, Africa,

or Latin America.

- 11 -
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In area after area Moscow and Peiping, and their covert

spokesmen in their far-flung apparatus , have overreached themselves.

Their true hand has been shown in Hungary, Tibet, Egypt, and in many

other countries that could be mentioned. It may be that in their

over-eagerness to promote a Communist-dominated Iraq, the Communists

have overplayed their hand with the new Iraqi leaders and damaged

their position in the Arab world.

Here is an interesting sidelight on Tibet. The agreement of

May 23, 1951} between the Peiping government and the local government

of Tibet provided that the Chinese Communist army units entering

Tibet should not "arbitrarily take a single needle or thread from

the people." Eight years later they took the lives of many Tibetans,

the liberty of all.

The Communists are fond of saying that the forces of history

are on their side. One of the great forces at work today is that of

nationalism, particularly in the newly emerging countries of the

world. However, not the Communists, with their goal of domination,

but the West, with its ingrained respect for self-determination, is

coming more and more to be recognized as the ally of the new Afro-

Asian nationalism. As anti-colonial feeling subsides in the new

states, it is being replaced by growing realization that Sino-Soviet

expansionism is a far greater threat to their cherished independence.

- 12 -
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Soviet economic aid is beginning to run into the same type of

problems we face in our own aid programs, including too many Soviet

experts and technicians and here and there shoddy goods. Also the

political petticoats of the programs have shown up badly in several

instances, notably in Yugoslavia where aid was promptly terminated

and half-built projects left to the weather, when Yugoslav policy- no

longer pleased the Soviet.

Here as in certain other instances the so-called "aid without

strings" has been shown up as "strings without aid."

It is significant that little or no publicity is allowed to

reach the Russian people themselves about the Kremlin's loans and

aid to foreign countries. This, leads one to believe that this use

of their assets would not go down well with people who are themselves

denied so -many of the good things of life.

"When things don't go as the Soviets want, they tend to lose

their temper in public, as most recently in the cancellation of

Khrushchev's Scandinavian trip and in the Chinese Communists' retort

to India over Tibet.

Many of the states in Europe, Asia, Africa, and even in parts

of this Hemisphere, which have tended towards neutralism, have

markedly changed in their attitude about communism over the last few

years. Their former complacent approach to the danger is being replaced

by a far greater degree of sophistication. Here some of the initial

appeal of communism is wearing off. The uninitiated are becoming

initiated.

- 13 -



Finally, there are signs of change within the Soviet Union \

itself which over the years might bring about some relaxation of the

aggressive expansionist policy of the International Communist

i

movement*

The rigid police state of the days of Stalin has been relaxed.

Education is being pressed and while special emphasis is being placed

on education in scientific, technical, and engineering fields,’ which

would add to their industrial and military strength, there is

nevertheless, a general broadening of the educational base in the

Soviet Union.

While the Soviet government is still a closely regulated

autocracy, it is not today quite as free as under Stalin to disregard

wholly the desires of the people among which the yearning for peace

is foremost. As long as the Soviet people are only permitted to

hear, to read and to learn what the Soviet government dictates,

progress will be slow. But as long as there is some progress there

is hope of gradual evolution. Increasing contact between the

American and Russian peoples should contribute to this end.

I" would not leave the impression, in concluding, that this
|

listing of favorable trends should in ary sense cause us to relax

our sense of urgency in taking measures to counter Soviet political,

economic and subversive penetration in the Free World.

- Ill -



Quite the contrary, the moment a tide shows signs of

slacking, then is the opportunity to drop holding operations and

press the advantage. Since I appreciate there are many "Doubting

Thomas' M on this score, I can assure you that we are better prepared

and better coordinated’ to deal with this challenge, and are dealing

with it more effectively, than many of you realize.

But too much talking about plans and practices would only

alert the challenger to our counter measures . Hence silence in face

of criticism is better than any bragging about past accomplishment,

or programs for the future

.

One of the key purposes of this reserve officer seminar has

been to alert a highly selected group to the nature and implications

of the challenge which we face from International Communism. I would

like to give my fullest endorsement both to the objective of the

seminar and to the manner in which it has been carried out. But the

job does not end here tonight. Each of you in turn can help to give

the thinking citizens of your communities the benefit of your own

impressions . In a free society like ours an informed public opinion

is indispensable to give the backing to those men and to those

measures that are needed to meet Khrushchev's challenge to us.
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WASHINGTON-*'" FEB, 9-'-Allen Dulles, Central Intelligence

Agency director,' is- spending much of his time on Capitol Hill

these days testifying in secret-’and open sessions about Russian

affairs;

In recent months the Q,T,-Ar> .chief has briefed Congress on

the Soviet economy*. -the 'progress’- .of the Red missile program, .

and overall • Russian- military -capabilities <

As the guardian of America %’"intelligence” secrets, Dulles

speaks with an authority -that few dare to challenge. His organiza-

tion is shrouded in secrecy,- .‘invulnerable to Congressional

scrutiny. Yet ’despite -those ‘ barriers to knowledge, one thing is

evident: The Central- Intelligence Agency.^s by no means omnipotent,

|

its half-billion dollar -a -year budget guarantees no truth. The

1

C;I.A,* ' for example,' was ’‘ 'totally ’unaware of the approaching

Hungarian Revolution,- of the ail—important events in Lebanon and

Iraq two years -ago;

(

Congressional leaders- ‘are stymied when they try to delve into

C,I,A, 'activities* ’ -little' -information* therefore* can come from

them. The most voluminous' source- material is probably Harry Rowe

Ransom, who wrote the “ semi-official-, '-friendly story of the C.I.A.,

"Central - ’Intelligence -«nd ;
. -National* -Security, " in 1958,

Ransom quickly' dispels- -the- romantic notion that C.I.A.fs

sources are furtive - agents, dashing iover 'borders and through curtains

of iron and bamboo with top-secret' information. The major sources

of C*I,A. ,s "inte-lligence^hinstead^.are 0
. "the "college graduate or

Ph;D, sitting at their desk creating-' a mosaic from multi-rcolored •

j

data gathered from around--the :globe,' ; most likely from non-secret -

sources',"- *
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These "agents" spend their working hours wading through public

information—radio broadcasts, military journals, newspapers and

periodicals—that the Communists have- made- available to us.. Dulles

himself admits that "getting good information from behind the Iron

Curtain is the toughest job intelligence has ever faced. American

pipelines to the Kremlin are scarce,, if they exist at all."

Ransom, rationalizing for Dulles, says: "It would obviously be a

waste of effort and money--and possibly of human life—to attempt to

procure information from, behind the Iron Curtain which might be

available otherwise from a. translation of Pravda, or from monitoring

a Russian radio broadcast."

There seems to-be little realization that the Communists can

easily plant false information to mislead the intelligence- people

themselves.

This is but one reason for the severe criticism that followed

Dulles’s recent testimony on Soviet economic growth. His official

viewpoint was that the Russian economy is growing at a much greater

rate than ours,,- and that the Reds are rapidly approaching the U.S.

in economic output. His. source: the official Red figures released to

the West, not clandestine agents roaming behind the Iron Curtain.

Knowledgeable students of the Soviet economy, such as G-.. Warren

Nutter and Colin Clank, later reviewed those statistics and found

them to be grossly exaggerated. They declared the real industrial

output gain to be a fourth of what the Kremlin claimed* Nutter put

the Soviet economy at a state of development comparable to the U*S.

economy in 1914.

All this makes Dulles's analysis of Red military power seem

less authoritative than some would have us believe. It lends credence

to the contention of Rep. George McMahon, chairman of a House Sub-

committee on Military Appropriations, that the intelligence people

are "unable to give Congress any estimate as to what Russia has in

the way of weapons. .^intelligence representatives answer questions

as long as we ask them, but they still don't have the facts with

respect to the power of our opponent."

Tomorrow, we shall examine a cage history of U..S,. Intelligence,

the.air.force "crisis" of ^956 . Its lesson for today is great...
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May 9, 1960

KEC- U __
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PERSONAL

>-

Tolson

Mohr

Parsons

Belmont
Callahan

DeLoach
Malone

McGuire
Rosen
Tamm
Trotter

W.C. Sullivan

Tele. Room

Mr. Harvey G. Foster
Federal Bureau of Investigation

New York, New York

Bear Foster:

I have received your letter of May 2,

1960, and appreciate your thoughtfulness in bringing

to my attention the remarks made by Allen W» Dulles.
*

I
W

*

I hope you will continue to keep me informed'of- matters

of this nature in your Division.

Sincerely,
CD

MAIEED 27,

MAY 10 1960

COMM-FBI

J. Edgajj ilooxec } :—
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINS

HEREIN JS UNCLASSIFIED .

1 - Sam Papich - Enclosure

1 - Personnel File pi SA Sam Papich - Enclosure

NOTE: SA Papich mentioned in SAC Foster’s letter EOD 3-10-
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In Reply, Please Refer to

Fite No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE A

. FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

0
'

*’
i

New York, N. Y.
May 2, I960

Mr. Tolson

Mr. Mohr-y
Mr.

JrMr. Gallahan^_

/Er. Ma&ne—t

Mr. McGuire-

d Mr. Rosen-

| Mr. Tamm-
3 Mr. Trotter-

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover
Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Hoover:

V
Mr. W.C.Sullivan

Tele. Room
Mr. Ingram

I attended the Communion Breakfast o
the New York City Police Department St. George Asso-
ciation at the Waldorf yesterday. The Association’s
Golden Rule Award was presented to Allen W.^'Dulles of
CIA. There are two things I thought you woTHcFbe
interested in knowing - first:

During his speech, Mr. Dulles paid
tribute to you and to the organization led by you,
for your most effective combatting of Communism in
this country.

<

Secondly, during a conversation withQ,

Mr. Dulles, he commented about Special Agent SamPapich
as being an outstanding liaison officer. He advised %
that he has found him to be a "tough”, hard man whose ^

Jj
word is his bond, and who is respected and trusted- by

~

•’himself, Mr. Dulles, and his staff. i ^

m

*

g

^./b6
b7C

Special Agent in Charge.
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Memorandum

pPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

UNITED STATES GOVlS^MENT

TO

FROM

subject:

MR. BELMQ $ ib
6

)

R. 0. L'ALLIER '

1

O
ALIEN W. DULLES
DIRECTOR, CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

date: 6-3-60

ALL IMR3fiMAT/dN-C0NTAINtu

HEREIN .IS UNCLASSIFIED

date^zmb

Tolson .

Mohr

*

Parsons

Belmont
Mahan ,

DeLoach tL_

Malone

McGuire

Rosen
Tami

Trotfer

[.CONTAINED

SSIFIED, , i.
w

You may be interested in the following observations
which were volunteered to Agent Papich on 6-2-60 by Dulles.

Dulles referred to his recent appearance before congress-
ional committees relative to the U-2 incident. He commented that
he actually had not been treated roughly, but was asked many
sensitive questions which were difficult to answer because he did
not wish to reveal vital intelligence information. He stated that

I Senator Gore of Tennessee, was by far the most capable interrogator.
I He described Gore as one who asked very intelligent and
penetrating questions.

Dulles is of the belief that the Democratic critics of the
Administration will not be* ‘picking on him any more. In his opinion
the Democrats feel that there is nothing to be gained politically *

by hitting the CIA Director. He is certain that the Democrats will///7

(

continue using the U-2 incident and the Summit failure during the Ipli*

election campaign. He stated that it was ”tragic" that the President
would continue being a target of the Democrats in connection with the
U-2 matter. -

Dulles was not specific, but did leave the impression with
' the Liaison Agent that he might be concerned over allegations that he
let the President down when he appeared before the congressional

! committees . He emphatically stated that although the President had
made the final decision (apparently concerning the last U-2 flight)
he told the Congressmen that he personally would have made the same
decision.

Dulles commented that from a propaganda standpoint Khrushchev

J
is continually gaining advantages being made available as a result of
this being an election year. He referred to the letter which Democratic

SJP/nmn
( 5 ) ym

1 - Mr. Parsons V
1 - Mr. Belmont f;

\

1 - Liaison i

*'

1 - Mr. Papich

L



Memorandum for Mr. Belmont
RE: ALLEN W. DULLES

DIRECTOR, CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

leaders Adlai Stevenson, L$ndQn B. Johnson, Sam Rayburn, and
William Fulbright had sent to Khrushchev asking him to prevent the
collapse of the Summit Conference. This letter was sent shortly
prior to the time when the Conference was to convene. Dulles
explained that Khrushchev has now answered this letter, which will
be publicized throughout the world. It has given him an excellent
opportunity to expound his views in typical Soviet fashion. In
Dulles 1 opinion, the Democrats made a mistake when they sent the
letter. He commented that there was much to be done by the U.S. to
combat Khrushchev’ s propaganda, but unfortunately, "Nobody knows

mi how to play.” By this he implied that there was not the leadership,
|q organization and unity to effectively combat Khrushchev’, s tactics.

Dulles is making available a copy of the statement which
he made before the Senate committee. He stated that if the Bureau
was interested in reviewing the complete text of his testimony,
which apparently would include questions and answers, he would
permit the Liaison Agent to review the material.

ACTION:
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

UNITED STATES GOVE^tfENT

Memorandum y
to : Mr. Belmontv date: 6-30-60

Tolson

Mohr

Parsons

Belmont
Callahpn

McGuire .

Rosen
Tamm

FROM : R. 0, L*Allier

»

ier

Trotter

W.C. Sullivan I

Tele. Room —
Ingram

Gandy

<S>
subject: ALIEN Tf. DULLES

"DIRECTOR, '"tiENTSAL INTELLIGENCE AGENC
'

9*\ /
As you know, Dulles has been in Europe for the past

three weeks and for your information he is scheduled to return
July 5> I960. The Liaison Agent also has been informed that Dulles
will again leave the country either in August or in the fall of this
year. He is scheduled to make a trip to Africa where .he will make ~
stops in practically every country.

.
The Agent was told that Dulles prefers to be outside of the

I United 'States during i&ost of the election campaign. Central

§
Intelligence Agency officials take the position that by being

8 outside of the country Dulles can maintain a nonpartisan position
I in the political picture.

ACTION:’

None, for information.
<

*

SP-basJ/4UO /
1
1
1
1

Me? Parsons
Mri Belmont
Liaison
Mr. Papich

/ / »

KC- 73

.18 JUL 6 I960
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Memorandum

iOPXipNAL- fOaf^ NO. 10

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
y
9®

Tolson .

Mohr

TO Mr. Belmont

FROM R. 0. L'Allier

Parsons

eftlmpnt

r
date: July 7, I960

<M
/©

subject: ALLEN W. DULLES
gIStSAl intelligence agency

Reference is made to the enclosed article which appeared
in the "American Weekly" section/of the Washington Post, Sunday,
July 3, I960, authored by K

.

>vS^^ni^er . The article is a favorable
account of Dulles" activit1?^'fff^tireH.*ntelligence field. All of the
information has been previously printed before and is well known --

.

to us. Giniger indicates that Central Intelligence Agency’s (CIA)

^

annual budget amounts to $350,000,000 and the Agency employs as X,„

i

manyrais 16,000 people. Very interestingly, it is believed that V^these figures are close to being fairly accurate. Brief reference
cv»is made to Dulles’ employment in the State Department many years
^ago ai^d his well-known connection with Office of Strategic Services

%

indicate? that as of IQ SB I

New York, New York.
traft~smxtted~io the Director aTetter dated July 23. 1958. 1

~
copy df a specially bound edition of "The Catholic Bible in the
St. Peters’ edition." Receipt of the book was appropriately
acknowledged by letter dated August 7, 1958.

111

, Our files further indicate /that in the past
reportedly was an associate of former

b7C

member or

If

Communist Party and for the pas'i severarr'year^ conn^f^a*nra-th the
New York“?dsT.—In. 1952 we received information indicating ethat

I
and a third unknown person spent some time in

Jthe Statler Hotel, Washington;, D. C., with three "trollops."

4/SP:
(5)

1 - Mr. Parsons
1 - Mr. Belmont
1 - Liaison
1 - Mr’.'Papich

ftll

JS&fSAH ^
: U U

Enclosure
•Jv’J i oii>r v c/'tm 5z „

\
so JUL 2 8 1980

no deletions per OGA 9/7/10
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Memorandum L fAllier to Belmont
Re: ALLEN If. DULLES

DIRECTOR, CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

While was connected with CIA one of his
responsibilities allegedly was the preparation of the history of

the Agency. He also had occasion to handle matters of a public— — •‘•in*a. Tri view of this background, it would appear
would be readily used by CIA' for publicizing*

jrelations na
'logical that
the Agency.

For your information. /

\

2
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Mohr

a^SSZ^z
Callahan
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—

^ Malone

McGuire
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Tamm
Trotter

W.C, Sullivan

Tele. Room
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fWe tell the Russians too much

£.v

v.

THERE’S* NOTH ING SECRET about the location of the
'•' most secretive 1 agency of theU. Si Government.,. '

j

ALL IKujKMAIH'R uONTAIN ED.

HEREIN JS UNCLASSIFIED . .

DATtjJMlsSS-BYMblM-

0>hJ »•
' • -

The Washington Post and

Times Herald

The Washington Daily News .

The Evening Star

New York Herald Tribune

New York Journal-American .

New York Mirror

New York Daily News

New York Post

The New York Times

The Worker

The New Leader

The Wall Street Journal

*JUL 3 1960

By K. S. GINIGER

/ . .y '•*

U^CL0SUB»
- i33Si
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X-tTg* basement , of/ the,, big/ steel- and concrete
building//. . a light over a door changed from red*
togreen \ . . The Chief sat behind a desk on:which,
an enormous green marble papenveight%held down* 1

a single sheet of paper. . A . . . glass’ of milk, a
bottle of grey pills ... stood by the bl$ck, telephone.- *

'.(The red one was for scrambling.); His black mom-
ing coat, black tie and^black monocle hiding* the left;*

eye -gave him the appearance of an* undertaker,

/

just as the basement had the effect. of a vault, a,
mausoleum/1 ' '•

*

. ^
’ V v

That's how writers of spy stories like to"describe
.the ^headquarters, from which the world’s spy-;,
masters^operate: The example,quoted here is* famed-

.

-novelist: Graham Greene’s portrait ofBrjtain’s inVv
itelligence chief in;his London headquarters.^** \M .

|
1 know, ftorn, my own experience, that Jt is*

SWothing like that; ' And neithesis, the headquarters *

|o£jhis:^opposite ndinber in the United States," Allen ^

;Welsh' Dulles, Director.of Central Intelligence arid/
head of/the ; Central InteUigence>~Ag^
secretive of'America’s

' government agencies.

v fft you; had visited Allen frillies? in/the^iniclist of
the recent furor over the downing, of theU-2 photo-
j^aphiclhitelligence plane, presumably piloted by a
/C;LAi' civilian agent, yotl^taxi would have taken

t
you to the" administrahon building ‘of G.DA.

:
.w C*

;
a' cluster of marble and red brick govern-

ment*buildings of, a* type, common to Washington,v
this structure is clearly identifiedvby sighs’ leja&hig;;

to it.. The door is guarded by security police and no -

one not airemployg of C.i.'A. goes through'it with-*
out a C. DA/ escort.' / / / ;/ -///c f /

. 7 .The< corridors" carry: the ; usual* security
-

‘posters ;
warning against loose, talk. 'Through' the "open doors''
.^'.various "offices, banks of ' locked safes and file/

cabinets can be seen; opened ones carry Jarge signs*
saying/Open” as a reminder that their, secrets
mustv be locked in: again before the user leaves,
the room: ./ / ' // / *-•>

.

-Mr. Dulles’ own office is no basement hideaway ^
hjita^s»hlit room on'an Upper; fioor^'

"

tables ' are covered with papers, bound reports , and ;

books;or^ll kinds: But* Dullbs. himself isjiot often

! behind the desk, especially When;he is rereivihg''a*i

! visitor; He prefers to stride back and, forth- across*,

tile room, an ever-present pipe in hand// v-
,

On his wall there is an architect’s :renderfng/bf

the^ hew multimillion-dollar .C. I. A: headquarters, I

building now 'being erected across the- Potomac in V

)
Virginia. *

;
/-

' *
‘

- From this room, .Alien Dulles advises the ..Presir

dent and various government 'agencies/on what: is

going on all over the world. Russia is riot America’s y

only intelligence target ;,’it is important;;sornetimes
*

that, we know what,bur friends as: Weltas our foes/

;.‘ate.Riairiiihg;^-
,

/ To accomplish ' this, Dulles. 'spends/ air amount^!:]
* belieyed to be as high vas $350,000,000 /a year; and/

|

employs possibly as many as lQfiQO ^ople^ laqme
j

and.abroad! What thejreal figures are ii^ a/closd|y :

' guarded secret known/only to , a friw members ofjf
Congress and to top officials of the Agency itsplf//* v:

/ Who^is this man who, as critics' haye. charged':
has , the power to take steps thaf/rriay, fas' in the'

; U-2 incident, lead > us< precipitately - into an atomic*
}

’/.wax And where, did he obtain the e^erience thafe
:

;Has led our govemment to trust him/ with hug^i/

\
expenditures of money and .^^1)0^^//^^

Z ras the law 'creatihg his job specifically/stat^ ^
h

j
s gard to the provisions of law^and regulations relat- ^

*> ing to the -expenditure of government funds’’?

Now .67, * Allen
^
Dulles entered^into the, arena of c

foreign affairs at the^ageof eight, ,whenAhe wrpte;
* a pahiphlet on the JBoer \Var^ "then in; progress. "

This was proudly published by his;familj/who saw

,

signs that the youngster would /follow^
already marked by older members of thb family/

; * His father was a Presbyterian' minister and .his *

* mother was the daughter of Benjamin HamsohS /

Secretary of State. One uncle had;been ambassador
to - England irv Rutherford Hayes’- administration,/,'

' while
u
another was to *become Woodrovv^Wilson’s

- Secretary.of State.//-/^ ;w./,vJ u-r-
:^S4/V/4

•,
'

> - -- v- .
-- * v . . * * ' >> ' ~ A

^ ; v In a -family such^as-this, it could’ bq ex->
* pected that Alien* his.^brother,/^ohnvFoster, and his.

sister, Eleanor Lansing, miight be attracted; by the/
lure' of serving their country abroad, as all of them
eventually

v
did.

; f
V ^ v

// :

-

Allen Dulles entered this country’s fpreign/ser-
‘

/vice ‘in - 1916/ after, having/repeived/ffi

and/master’s degrees frhm-Prm^ :

- in India "for a. year. World War l- and the years

following saw him holdirig/^posts. in Vienna, Bern,

it/the Paris Peace ^Conference, injperlin and; in
4

Constantinople.
v ^ . .

'
.

" v */
.
* // ‘ /

> -/- He. returned to; Washington^^ in 1922”to
r
head the-

Division; of^Near- Eastern Affairs in . the
#
State,

ggpa^c^ent- ^for-four years, during Whicb he .also



1

£
the &nev’a pisarmameht; Confer : f

& fL925: and.1926.' * Ai night^and oven the- weekends/ „ 1

* h^ studied Iaw,.>recemn^his degree; ffom^George
|

Washington, University: in 1926* ']% ‘ * *

- >
~

f

By then lie was U family raan, having marfiedv< v

r Clover Todd, daughter of a *C<Slteite^ ‘

1

• prdf^sspr, iiyl920,: and facing^the problems of jrais-
|

j % ing;a family that now numbers two daughters and J

LVsbn.^
;\y^ i

The State, Department, offered; hirrt; a promotion " f

;
kuU ynforturiately/ 'no** raise went- withvit. -*

He*: :

> resigned to join hia brother, John, in the* important
k.. Wall Street of:SuUivan & .(&omweil, using0 -

^atiphg: ; Securil^^ A:ct" sutmrsed^d, 'this- With the

|

Central^ Intelligence" Agency.. ;\ButJ hot^mttff^he

> ^the ^incident to create a storm^bf protest about
estate department salaries. /‘-T v / .•

v

^ r — ", ; jDut iiot unui^ine

f

outbreak^of the Korean War, did :the- C. X. JL begin?

i ;

t? assume its<:present proportions; vi
' ^ i ,

“/

[
Ilf 194T, President Truman appointed ‘ Allen

f
Billies— to; a panel created "to survey American'

|

intelligence needs and procediires. : Like so mkny\
such reports, this one gathered dust until it came
into; the hands; of General Walter Bedell Smith,
nevvly appointed Director of CehtrafIntelligence/ in ?

1.950. Smithyread it carefully and telephoned
' x Dullest* , “We'll do what, you recommend," Smith

j
is said to have: told him, “only you'll haye to come x

down-toWashmgtonand show us how^ \\}

, , Dulles agreed to take a short
:leave from Sul-

;

i

i
liv?n; & ;

Cromwell; so }that he might serve as ai
i consultant to C^I. A* Smith persuaded him to resign^

*

r Vv/ 5

4 !
io,ui.A.'amun persuaded him to resign^

[

h- -j?
6

' next 16 years he practiced law,! his highly profitable law partnership tetitanne-tltevi^L^e^o^an^seryea.as legal ,a4yispir forvarious
j $20,500-a-yeaf=a4puty'diractor otthe Agency

*

i
I'^hr^e^Ut^iihd' Genetk^JWilliani% ^(“Wild Bill”) 1

' Donovan' Av^:*askedr'.by^‘%ekdent , Franklin * IX .

.

Roosevelt to form a secret "espionage agency,. Allen

;

V Dulles, ‘ because :of ; his /knowledges ;of strategic
,

k

choice for chief pf tee"'

r new; t). S. S: in :
TSwitzerland.:

'
'

; V\*
'« ;

|

v % the^falii of 1942 : he, set up headquarters irn
K .Bern, .the wartime.spyycehter of 'Europe, and soom
h established* contact with?^a‘ Germain

’

'Jnteffigenci

; JaoWySrythlng. he.co'uldi to destroy, them. i .'2t

I

agaiti immerse^' himseif- invthe j'ob-ot
j-and directing pur intelligence activities, ih;'the;criti-
cal yeare of the Korean war. r “

.. ;
4

•
.

A personal .tragedy overehadowed .

‘this; period ;’

Lfor Dullds: his ^only son; Allen,, a: Marine* in -‘Kdreaj;

'

j

was severely wounded in. the fighting ;therei tind fe''
;

|

still going through a- series of operations in' ,theV
hope, he can .recover his health. t

;

*7 .

; •.>'

L' Wjien the war in^ Kotei ended and: Bedeir Smith ;
retired, - Dtdles-was, the^obvious.- choice for- Director *

nf Pp'ntral Tnfoltioonnh r n 4a ...ur-i..

I '
-i His favorite rplaxption probably isjswimmmg}
5® joysr travel and mixes business ivith pleas-
ure, by spending asCmuch. time > as" he^ c4n away^
from his office

5

SPAinV fnr» himenlf 'nV’ i
*
'4

r 1 T isary tor him .to repeat his protest*of 1926^^ ,.f,
\* ^

George ; to Dulles ,,to theyvarious, .Allied f:head- -r. -.Tri^v U

0mm,> v m a Nazi spy; ring;* V *.v —
* v: y •

' ; . ^ v., ^ §>- r. ^>.y v j

- ^ y >. - >- lly- L
T1\e Neatest of Dulies’ World War IT"cloak and r\n '

HS
-

rPlaxgtion probably isjs^hnmai^
-dagger” exploits' was, * his work,

.
as, thfe- liaison* ’ J?® ^vel and mixes^

_

business; iritK 'pleas«
hetvveeff'thg.-Allies^arid- German OlficeVs 'who. .were. * ^ ?P^“1P6..as-.,much‘

: time. as‘he-' can; away;
LUplptting |p;^|ssina^ mtjgr/ A.Ithough, their .i»16t: .

*

1
°—

.
? -°^e se

^
inS tor/ himself .what

v
iailecC'-and Hitler was ;.only injured, the cohtacts: - S?

-

developed* in .tHk* work led'to the famous “Opera-' ! *
,C
v™ P9mt' 9f.

: taking
^ such trips duraig eiectiori

l*- 'tibn:^uririse/' the surrender' of tlie- German troops

'

|v in;North Italy,in 1945: For thiSiDulles decorated. ; ;
•,
g
^

l<5Jr he^g involved in politics. /?
:

7*
;
';, ;i

. riojt. only by:’ our ; owns government ' but? By.- the
1* J

u
Usy' defending. the 'Agencyv.against the :

Italians, French and: Belgians.- • V •* > i t;:." v ,'! • cnwt&s grtiwipg out of^the U-2;inciderit, he.resists

;
•'/ After,the war; Allen Dulles.returned to Sullivan V <T*

*

7^ that, G^I.Av,sliould*be- mow doseljrSupeiri'i
4 &. Gfom'^ell. The -O. S.S.. becamb merely a collec- - - Me^does not; believe lha,t: operations of this;,
’
’tion of files marked “Top' Secret” in .a,Washington J?”-,

cap pe run l^y'coinmittees.and'het tells frierids i

i
basement. . However, important officials' Were^"ubii-

:

^”tiiiu^nihis:.p<)sti
yinced that ' theMJ^ S-.; riebded a,Jfuilrtime^ pprma-' ^s&Seet&t

u eign intelligence activities.
' * - >‘= ^ .* we tell the Russians .too much,”^ he has* saidy

' ^fluCeiafral' IntelligPnce Group- was sbi».:nL.Rg":- f
n<

?
Washingtonobseivere’belibye'thhr^

- v. , , ,
’ * Jt'vw*MU*WKa5 ui.' tilCT

Agency being involved fn politics, -a.
. ,.

*
v

>
'

Busy- now defending. 'the 'Agency>gaihst
charges, growing out of the U-2 inciderit, he.resists
the idea that C\ I. Av should"be;more closely* superb
vised: He~does not; believe that operations of this
kind can be ruh by committees and he tells friends -

that,he does not feel he bouia^contlnhe-inihis: pbsti
if the • nresent>i

el6'seit '«rn'rdoh ' ^ —irC... -7

^Cbnfral' Intelligence Group- was .sgt^aSy ' r f
n“ Washmgtompbservera’belibyh^^^ihhf te^decisioft.':

President>TnumaiF. in .1946; • Iri';‘1947:?the:
’new acknowledge. resporisibmfy^foir,

vtherU^^r
• - j- v * '

,

*
’ ' T '

'v
- * '

' 71 flights OVPr4 RiirqIp wne aha _ *
\

new- 1 -V» -—*-r*?“*r*f*v^ me.
• 4 fllgnts over Russia.was one with which ho.fa not-

*
‘J

*-*^4 v '* **,? v \i ^ f «A, 4*;'1



ALLEN DULLES (right) reminisces aboyt theVl^
Dr, Hans.Giisevius, one=of the conspirators Wfttfm'Dul^ ?





OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

UNITED STATES GOvSPfMENTft
Memorandum

oJ

%
3/

'Tolson

^/Cai
Del

Ma]

Mohr

Parsons

Belmont
Callahan

DeLoach^L-
Malone

TO

FROM

HR. BELMONT' date: July 27, I960

McGuire .

Rosen .

Tamm J1

R. 0. L'ALLIER’

Trgti

In^°
m

GandY

subject: ALLEN W. DULLES
DIRECTOR, CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

Agent Papich has been informed that Dulles is
leaving for Texas today for the purpose of giving Senator Lyndon
Johnson an intelligence briefing concerning sensitive situations
throughout the world. Dulles is expected to return on July 28,
1960.

i-/

ACTION:

For your information.

1 - Mr. Parsons
1 - Mr. Belmont
1 - Liaison
1 - Mr. Papich

M L iWURMWION
CONiWi^i)

jJ ‘

SENT DIRECTOR
7 z2l2^A£

f i .

.4*

51«U6 5 1966

SEC- .64

EX-102,

u -
, .

if £
• ; ,r

*»

y AUG 2 1110

• -A
fr*r?



1Mgev. 12-'^-56)

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

F B I

Date: 7/27/6O

foWlfiifiS&MJpode)

airtel HERON .IS UNCLASSIFIED ,

nhKil&ll%5> by

|
Mr. Tolson

|

|

* MrT Persons JL
elmont v—

Mifr^Callahan
* Mr. BrL*ach
Mr. Malone

j

1 M^Guire^— I

$
Mr. Resent

I Mr. Tamm
i Mr. Trotter,

f Kv
. Yf.C.Sullivan

1. Tele. Room

|
Mr. Ingram

I Miss Gandy

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI _. r ,

lA/asl\*ngi<3n Fi-2.14 0^t-«c

SAC, Y/FO (62-0)

- COMPLAINANT

JU JrL

^4(

INFORMATION CONCERNING

At 12:45 p.m«, this date,
| |

telephonically contacted the WFO stating that he was at the
I in Rockville, Md. , and tha£ he has

been at | I I s\atejT
that he is I

that he once lived at I I New York. Ml Y.

,

nd that he was a I I that he wa&1
and is currently receiving

|
I

Mr. and Mrs. A. A
2723 Q, Street, N.W.. Yfashington, D. C., had| mrtBTe

|13saillg^ga

3p- Bureau

id he spent considerable time at the
and that he wants to be transferred to
He stated he felt that

ere against nis wisnes. Me stated that the
|

and the! [will do nothing for him in his effort t

1 - -Baltimore (Info
1 -WFO -

LGBrlbh
(5)

AIRTEL

C 0 - Melq

Approved re fb MJfS i^rigeo '

/([//—
ciai Agent in Charge



V/3?0 62-0

-
> .It is noted,AUm W.ADULLES.' Director, of CIA

resides: at : 2723 Of: StreetHKnkwl

desirin

BLasi—

a

would not be Within : tne\'‘4jar4sdict46n'rof the
,

ewas -lurthid^r*advised- that his allegation coneernin

^
Iwould .hot: be/within the

,

.

Jurisdiction of the EBI* v WFO indices were negative regarding /...

the' captioned', individual^ ! This, is' being >furnished for:. information
and np further . aetiou-^ht#^iated^'

r

--rV-. •*-
r-^V *

\*
’*

;

a \<:' a& One! dopy ^beihg ,de^ to BA ;:-fer < into, inasmuch .* •?'M-
lin BA^territory.’



pPJIONAl FORM NO. 10

UNITED STATES GOVE

Memorandum
ENT $

TO Mr. Belmont u date: August 2, 1960 Tamm .

Trotter .

FROM R
«f

"

' Q •
T * A lli'ffr]

1/

W.C. Sullivan .

Tele. Room

subject:

INFORMATION\C0NVERNINC

Reference^ Unmade to WFO airtel dated July 273 1960

.

of Allen Dulles3 Director of Central
TnteTITgenoe Igency

-

[CIA}a telejphonicallji called the Washington
Field Office from
Rockville . Maryland. and

]
located near

3
yjmrpoTTUely told

toplaine^ that he was being held in the
explained that he had been

and c laimed that ^_ I had

b6
b7C

that there was nothing

t

to be done within the jurisdiction of the Bureau

.

ft, y .

1

CD
Since Allen Dullejf was out of toipn . the l&s&jigjz Ad&n

furnished the perifineh't^irtformati on to [

to Allen Dulles3

For unur. jjiDaiimatijm

I960,

On July 293 19603 Dulles informed the Liaison Agent that
he was extreme ly grateful to the Bureau for the manner in which b6

^ a 1. ^^ J T ^ rr _ * t * _*» i f * » » J Iincident was handled. He explained that the case of\
has been a dilemma for which he has no areaioer at the prsagnt Wime.
He ft<23 given flora* nnriFtirle-rn.i-.i.nn -fen I

b7C

ACTIO^i •gx,wa
A/one, /or yowr information .

%]
ibaaJ^<u

1 - Afr. Parsons
1 - Afr. Belmont
1 - Liaison
1 - .Mr. Papich

to AUG 9 1960

|0®

AUG 151960



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

UNITED STATES GOvJBmE]

Memorandum
UNITED STATES GOVl MENT #

beJ

-KTS
i w_i

Mr . Belmont

/ / 1 - Mr.
T.'Alli er Jit’ 1 - Mr.

INFORMATION c(tofe

date: 7-29-60
v

1 - Mr. “Parsons
1 - Mr. Belmont

c(toifep!p
1
ich

er

ft.

ytA? „Tolson r
Mohr

Parsons _

Belmont _

Callahan .

DeLoadfc
Malone

McGuire _

Rosen
Tamm
Trotter -M-

w.c.sSjg
Taltf^ffoo

Ingram

Gandy

wing1, informat ioi

SU8JE0T:

You may fol'l\uminformatioK^ic/'j
was furnished to Agent Papich *op, July 29, 1960, by Dulles. 1

Dulles referred to his intelligence briefing of Senator ^
)Lyndon Johnson and cojnmented that the Senator has an unusually
I good grasp of sensitive situations throughout the world. Johnson
jtold Dulles that he personally wanted the August session of Congress
I to be as brief as possible. Johnson stated that in his opinion
there were 4 bills which should be acted on and then they can recess.

According to Dulles, 2 of the bills mentioned dealt with health,
education and welfare and with foreign aid. Johnson sta^d^tha^
he was leaving for Massachusettsjitb confer witft<gennedy ^ ahd ~th at' -0— "

en route he would visit with Harr^Truman ohnsonnopes that

Kennedy will share his views with rSgard jtslithe bills which require

action. Dulles received the definite impression that Johnson was
j

most anxious to finish his congressional business and to settle aowjh

to campaigning.
, rijJ

d

* j

’ Dulles was most complimentary concerning Vice President

’“'7^ixpn.' s convention speech. He referred to it as a "real thumper."

|'j®e then commented that he very likely would cancel his planned trip

*to Europe and Africa next month. He stated that there was no

question in his mind that communism and Soviet Russia would be key

issues in the campaign and he did not think it would be wise to be

away from the country.

Dulles stated that he stayed overnight the Johnson^/i£

h

'

ranch, home and another guest was Congressman Jamdg^right of Texas

lit is Dulles’ understanding that if Johnson is elected Vice President,

I Wright will be promoted as Johnson’s successor to the Senate.

ACTION:

For your information.

L Z'3p'Q> o

&

i

X 104
a AUG 9 1960

-

-NRECOHDED

COPY

FILED

IN

Z



*

*

• .
& 1 ': •

*

T „ — y.t.EfL'y-«lloir-. V.
Legal Attache, Rome vrTj -. nr, Parsons

,- 1 - Mr. Belmont
Director, FBI 1 - Liaison^ ?

-
"

..:
‘

> 1 -- Mr. Papiche
ALEiEIJ CULISS ..

* *
' , i. •.-

jDBSSCfORp CE1MRAL IRTtlLLIGEMCl AGIDNQl? > '

September 8, i960

;i
- '

.
.

*

-u,

;jx ...... - . . ,
'

:

J *-
.
*:

. ,

?

; The Burtau Mas Meea informed that Pulies Ml1 be i

in Forney itaayy during the latter part of September-. I960.

The nurnoSe oT this visit ia.r nnlmnitn I J /

$L

y

.&L .

^ Dulles ^tossibl^ may pay in' courtesy call ai« your b3
office, in accordance Mth previous instructions, issued
to you, da not get involved in any discussions of a policy

-.-' nature, /‘"-V', ;* rv - •
‘ »•« •’• v ,-y. •

bl per CIA

„
' " 'vy

<
^

EXEMPTED FROM AUTOMATIC
• .

«
* DSCLAS S 1 FICATiOM
Mjimiix? ' ofaived from z

> t? ' FBI AUTOMATIC DE€LAS S IFICAJXOM GUIDE
’

t

y. / v
'

• \- JIHIIIIIII code 1111111
’

fv
' •" r/. : -

r ‘‘" ’
*

‘ •
-

:v .
- .*•-

:WBM 06-14-2010
1 *- Foreign Liais ort IJ.nit • (detached) ^ *> '

. _

•- '*’ jrA ; X- '
>

.•
' f- \ .

:y / ;
*: AT>L INFORMATTOirCONTAINED-

‘

•
' '.‘’. ''I ••’

'
- • HEREOf;IS WCMSSEPlEO.EXC!EP!*: ‘

" ' ’ '
- ; V >- 1 —

•V/ 1:
:

- V -//a) - V TO® SHOW QTHERWISE;

<SF

yt&rz/*

; 1 X:-:'

'

dassified per OGA 9/7/10 .

.-3ts«
5

.r

>

' -See membrandum LUllier to Belmont dated :v

S,r.z September 7* 1966, captioned, 7’Allen' Dulles,

^

’ -
’ ’• •'

- S JPibas .
•' -'*

•

folson
? MoKr £. 1 l

r

*Z%
- . Parsons'

Belmont .

^ Callahan

» DeLoach
'Malone "L

"McGuire ,

Rosen
Tamm __

- Trotter _
W.C. Sullivan ;

—

Tele. Room ^—

a



4-572 (3
-29-55 >

STANDARD FORM NO,M
(

(y [
Office Memorandum • united states government

DATE: f- af- 60The Director

FROM : J. P. Mohr

subject : The Congressional Record

MJ
Im^o \$

^1

\

\
n
*

V

-nS

S3

TJ

.8

o

!
o

IfPfBS* Ifeswsor v*f awwsr iMi»*

16?ST HaasysMa Allen mPShtlleff,. Of Owbal Mettigfcaes

Ag^sif* Is i&o VdUs?*»£ of fl&rs, Potuofi,

£3p8t ffr -s&gfe &si@£ *ti has pff«£

os? Nation. ho
, tMas t&mmMm t&ieh

the tmsie
lunuKftfroodte***

&i

In the original of a memorandum captioned and dated as above, the Congressional

Record for $ - Jl 7 (# Q was reviewed and pertinent items were

marked for the Director's attention. This form has been prepared in order that

portions oftdB^fl of the original memorandum may be clipped, mounted, and

^Fcteid in ^prapaate Bureau case or subject matter files.

I (^Z~f3T,3f.
NOT RF^O^OED

184 SEP 6 1960
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;
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO Mr* Belmont

t
Tolson .

Mohr

Parsons

Belmont

Callahan

DeLox/il

w„ date: September 7, I960

*ne _

_
:Guire .

Rosen
Tamm

from
: R. 0. L fAllier

O
subject: ALLEN DULLES

L
Trotter

W.C. Sullivan .

Tele. Room
Ingram

GandyALL INm’0B2LA.TL0I-T contained

wS5? T,?WCLAS’

SIFIEDexCEPT (where shown otherwise.

Dulles has advised Agent Papich that he plans to leave
for Europe during the latter part of this month and would remain
there for approximately two weeks. He indicated that he would
spend most of his time in Italy.

ACTION: "bl per Cl A]

b3
Enclosed herewith is a letter to our Legal Attache, Rome,

advising him concerning Dulles’ visit to Italy.

EXEMPTED FROM AUTOMATIC
DECL&S S IFICATION
AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
EXEMPTION CODS ZERO.*
DATS 06-14-2010

1 - Mr. Parsons
1 - Mr. Belmont 4/r^
1 - Liaison ' 'qW
1 - Mr. Pafsich '

Enclo

P0I/PA #.

•APPEAL #.

CIVIL ACT. # i

E *°*
DATE Vcpr

.
57 SEP 16 I960

1

kMff v.

^ A*
' **
classified per OGA 9/7/10



OPTIONAL FORM RO. 10

Memorandum
. United states goa

DECLA5 S IFIXATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FACM:

fill AUTOMATIC DECLAS S IfICATIOH €UrBE
IMl 0 €-14-2010

ment per OGA no deletions 9/7/10

TO

FROM

Mr. Belmont

R. 0. miner/

\

r (3
subject: /ALLEN DULLES

o

Dulles s‘ w ^
i<ss

f Senator Gore (Democrat, Tennessee) and Senator Church (Democrat,
* Idaho) advised him that Soviet AmbassadoMMenshikov had extended a
luncheon invitation to the tw<T^Mt^s^jTKey^ebld~DulleStthat they
were clearing with the State Department anmalso wanted to know if
Dulles had any objection to their meeting with the Soviet 'official,

gDulles stated that he informed the senators that this was a decision
for them to make but he would appreciate^eceiving any information* J ontact^S®v / efc £rnb#/< , ,

L2.of interest developed from t

DMQfhk~
. >er o xy aani nMjjn ;,

&

<

'«'/i fwv# orwi-MZ K
dr Un*0^ £ ..

Gpre-lurtched^-with^lSenshikov at the SoviVt-Ambassad6r@s {

summer Tiome on Chesapeake Bay on August 21, I960. He drove tol t\ \the residence accompanied by Anatoli Y^Kornienko, .one of the Z Cx \a-Embassy Attaches. There was a^-mi^e Jc^^ onT^or^!? ISS %%
luncheon dealing with numerous generalities. During the lunch®onx 'ss

conversation touched on United States elections, Africa, A V
^disarmament, and the banning of nuclear tests. Menshikov ver,
4, obviously was fishing for Gore’ s opinion regarding the outcom.
^lof the forthcoming election. Gore stated that as a Democrat hj>f

r

naturally expected Kennedy to win. He did emphasize that with! <C
regard to any dealings with Russia, there would not be any &
differences between the Republican and Democratic parties. Gore
told Menshikov that Khrushchev’s attacks on Mixon were actually
helping the Republican candidate. Menshikov immediately became
incensed and said that this could not be so. (It is interesting
to note that within the last few days Khrushchev made an announcement
that there was no difference between the two candidates ) .JgX

With regard to Africa, Menshikov took the line that the^l
continent was big enough for both countries and that they should v /resolve differences in an amiable fashion. Gore, in turn, accuse^*)

(falsifiedV2103*Wffit ^^
Declassifyfii

l

SJPrbas
^ 0%) " ! 3 "ClUlViftJli

1 - Mr." Parsons
4REC-i&

1 - Mr.^Belmont i.*
4 */'

'

1 - Mr. Branigan g- *

1 - Liaison
1 - Mr. Papich

<V

50 SEP 22

1

# SEP 20 I960

WON-'CONTAfld
§C1ASSIPI2d

‘ ms



Memorandum L'Allier to Belmont /
Re? |ALLEN DULLES

the Soyiets of stirring up trouble. Menshikov was highly
critical of United States use of NATO countries in stirring
up troubles and had no regard for our program to control
nuclear tests.

>

5^

{

Gore received the definite impression that Menshikov
was a "lonely man" and that he enjoyed conversing with an
American. Gore noted that there were no other Russians at the
residence other than Kornienko, who served as an escort for Gore.

Senator Church lunched with Menshikov at the Soviet /
Embassy on August 25, I960. The Senator asked the Ambassador
if it were true that there was considerable anti-Jewish activity
in the Ukraine. Menshikov immediately stated that there was no
such atmosphere in Russia and anything to the contrary was sheer
propaganda. The Ambassador then initiated a discussion of
developments in Africa and made several derogatory remarks

I

concerning the "colonial powers," Church retaliated by referring
to the expansion of the "Russian empire." Menshikov very hot^Ly
denied any Soviet desires to acquire additional territory.

The Ambassador raised questions concerning the coming
elections and Church followed a line very similar to that of
Senator Gore. Church felt the Democrats would win but very
strongly pointed out that both parties would follow the same
line with regard to Russia,

Menshikov denied that the Soviets were trying to move
into Cuba but commented that there was nothing wrong in doing
so, particularly when the United States has encircled Russia
with bases .in foreign countries. He stated: 4!Ke^have surpassed
you in military power and you can’t catch

Menshikov briefly referred to the U-2 flight/and stated:
"One or more U-2 flights will mean war between us. " Qsj

: «JWe^have s

U-2 flighty
een us."Jfc5J

A discussion developed on the subject of treaties and
negg&ia&ions with Russia. Church emphasized to Menshikov that
Soviet officials quite often forget how our system of Government
operates. He pointed out that no United States President, whether

- 2 -
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Memorandum L’Allier to Belmont
Re: £ALLER DULLESj^V) (l(j

he is a Democrat or Republican, can establish a treaty with
a foreign country without a two-thirds Senate ratification,
per cited the example of President Wilson, who failed to obtain
the Senate’s supports in his objective to make the United States
a member of the League of Rations. Menshikov then "exploded."
He ridiculed the Senate, stating that: "Many members ought to
be in cages and be taken off to medical laboratories for
examination." He immediately cooled^ff and stated to Church
that he meant "no personal offense." cS}

A lengthy discussion was held concerning the banning of
nuclear tests. Church held to the position that nothing will
ever be accomplished unless the Soviets accept an inspection
system.J®)

Dulles made the observation that in his opinion Menshikov
undoubtedly is doing everything possible to collect information
which might assist the Soviets in predicting election results
in Movember. According to Dulles, it is very possible that
Menshikov’s future in the diplomatic service will depend on the
accuracy of his reports to Moscow. Dulles feels that Menshikov
may be contacting other Congressmen. In thisecohn&ction, Dulles
heard that the Ambassador may have tried to contact Senator Josep
Clark of Pennsylvania, but he was not certain if this took placeH

Dulles stated that he contacted the Liaison Agent because
he had informed both of the Senators that in his opinion it was
necessary that the Bureau b^, advised of the above-described meetings
with the Soviet Ambassador.

ACTIOR:

For your information.
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

iKRbUNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
oMTO

FROM

subject:

date:

cR. 0. L'Allier

©
ALIEN

-

DULLES
DIRECTOR, CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

You previously have been informed that Dulles was to
travel to Europe at the end of September, I960. For your

|
information, the Liaison Agent has been informed that Dulles has

^canceled his trip. This change of plans allegedly is attributed
to Dulled concern over the imprisoned Central Intelligence Agency
(CIA) undercover agents in Cuba and the two CIA intelligence
officers who are missing in Russia. In addition, Dulles feels
that he cannot leave the country during the present United Nations
crisis

.

ACTION:

For your information.

(s)

!”aV^
1 - Mr. Parsons
1 - Mr. Belmont
1 - Liaison
1 - Mr. Papich

\
62 OCT 11 1960

, .

ffi&py 7~o

i
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

y Memorandum
6

to : Mr. Belmont(\j^

FROM R. 0. L’Allier

subject: ALLEN
-

DULLES
DIRECTOR, CENTRAL INTELLI

A-

Tolson .

Mohr

6J

date: October 21, I960

Sarsons . £
Mt&srx:
bSllahan_
DeLoach
Malone

McGuire
Rosen
Tamm

TION CONTAINED

«*»S*55?*»*
AGENCY

Trotter

W.C. Sullivan .

Tele. Room
Ingram .

Gandy

Dulles advised Agent Papich on October 20, I960, that
he was departing for Europe on October 22, I960, and that he
would return in time for election day. (Dulles advised that he
will be contacting intelligence and security officials in England,
Prance, Italy and Greece T\ He plans to take a few days vacation in
Switzerland. Dulles has’no intention of discussing any business
with any of our Legal Attaches, but as in the past he might make
a courtesy call on Bureau representatives. ( f. \

ACTION:

Enclosed herewith is a -cable to appropriate Legal Attaches
in Europe alerting them to Dulles* trip. Although Dulles did not ,

ention [West Germany]} it is always possible he can tftop in this
'ountry and Legal Attache, [Bonn]} is being advised.

- Mr. Parsons DECIASSIFmw, 25^

1 - Mr. Belmont W##/77
1 - Foreign Liaison Unit
1 - Liaison
1 - Mr. Papich

Enclosure

Cl7 /
OQ-f\ /tAn/.'enj

Classified

Declassify <$ OAdF^ /] s

18 OCT 25 1960

vw i til i^Ou

D1CL&SSIFIQUTON AOTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
to : Mr. Belmont

0. L'Allier

date: October 24, I960

ALL INFORMATION contained

S2?T TSWCWLIFTED EXCEPTWHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE.

Tolson

Mohr —d J-

(0±
Chddhan
Detfioach

Malone

McGuire
Rosen
Tamm
Trotter

V/.C. Sullivan ,

Tele. Room
Ingram ,

Gandy

subject: ALLEN DULLES
DIRECTOR, CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY (CIA)

bl per CIA
b3

Liaison has previously advised that Dulles was leaving 6
for Europe October 22, I960, Hind would be inosodtact with various
foreign intelligence and security officialJ|/)<\

/ ks'yovi know, CIA did receive a detailed rennrt from usA1

which was disseminated to interested key agencies. _ Ipointed

Pursuant to instructions, the Liaison Agent advise
Warg^on October 21, I960, that the Bureau has given MI-5 a copy

y coS^^etailed report concerning the S oviet-Chinese Communist differences.
/^«c

t
G0s3£t was impressed upoi] |that this was given to MI-5 on a highly

restricted basis and witn me understanding that the^ British impose^ very strong controls in handling the information./3A . , i

ACTION:
For your information.

sdras^
/)

V
1 - Mr. Parsons vy ( XU O'\ \L*L
1 - Mr. Belmont \\x
*1 » T.i 3.1 C All \ l/

1 ir p • EXEmjEB WMM AtTTOMaJIC

^^1C OE€Jyi.SSlFI€MION

)CT3ll9fiO AUTHORITY OSaiFED FROM:: J1111IL^ WWU
WB1 AmmKIlc DECLASS IFIC&XION GUIDE
SXEMFTIOII »QE 2SX<uc/bw €0324)

DATE 0a-10~^blQ

classified 1

Declassify

.

*]r%4,
-per OGA review 9/7/10

_ .
13 OCT 26 1960
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^PHONAL FORM NO. 10

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum iv?

MR. A. H. BEM

R. 0. L'ALLIER

EKFMFTFD FSlGM AUl'CMMIC
DSCLAS S IFICATIGN

son _
AUTHORITY BERIVED FROM: r

FBI AtTTC*&TI3 IECIXSSIFICAIICH SOIFFsonsI

EXEMKCTOH CODS 2SX<uc/baw €0324 ) ”2Pl*

DAT 2 09-10-2010

date: October 28, 1960

ALL TW0RMA.TI0N CONTAINED

/ HEREIN tg UMCLASSIFIED EXCEPT
WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE.

./
mMy /

subject: ALLEN DULLESj /
^rn^nyryir
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY (CIA)

Reference is made to my memorandum_d£
Lsina that Dulles would be visiting!

in Western

b6
b7C

Malone ' !

—

McGuire :

Rosen —I

Tamm
Trotter

W.C. Sullivan .

Tele. Room
Ingram ,

Gandy

J
a copy of a report-
formant dealing wit

the* conflict between the Russians and Chinese communists.
CIA felt that the Bureau material w

had disseminated to the British Foreign Office concerning this
matter. As you know, we permitted State to disseminate a
paraphras

e

d report predicated on information developed by our
mifikAlirkatiM

Bureau

dvised that CIA does not know lli, c

one erraina the receipt of the report from

e Agency now fears
Qllthat Dulles will be left in a potentially embarrassing
position , if "he doesn't know how much) v at>out

'report prepared by the Bureau in^rn.A^^|

j
stated thatHhe matter or the alleged..confect „

^
I between Russia and Red China! is a hot issue. Dulles very Qjk

EncJ?s*ve ^ - 3 s-6o Classified \h£AQ0bU /® NOV 7? /
jS60

SP:hke (6) n . , .. rrTsTTL Mh'
1-Mr. Parsons l-Liaison.

,
/#"bl Per CIA

1-Mr. Belmont b3

7 noV9=» WHS™w Um
SP:hke (6)
1-Mr. Parsons l-Liaison.
1-Mr. Belmont



Memorandum from Mr. L'Allier to Mr. Belmont
BE: ALLEN DULLES,

DIRECTOR,
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY bl per CIA

b3

ACTION:

i If vou approve
[the information

will be informed that CIA
wffj.ch came from our informant

X* ana wmcn was ais'seminated to CIA by the Bureau. The Liaison
Agent will make it very clear that the information should be
used on a strictly need-to-know basis and it should not be
utilized in any intelligence operation without first checking
with the Bureau.( sxftA

Attached also ..for approval is a cable to Legal Attached
Bates, London, instructing him to advisel
that wd

CiA

^r
TS)

1 & [L>c

A
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

subject:

MR. MALO date: 1/27/61

U / ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

rK hfrein. is UNCLASSIFIED -
MR. H. L. EDWARDSj(/r»

H£R£
m

|$ UNCLASSIFIED .

O DATEimlstL BXAJtilsu
ALLEN W. DULLES l U

SPEECH BEFORE AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION ( ABA)
COMMITTEE ON^TEACHINGjCOMMUMSM AND THE
BILL OF RIGHTS; STATLER HOTEL, 1/26/61

Malone

McGuire
Rosen
TrotteBPV/*
Evans\^g^.

Tele. Room .

Ingram

aJIBJ
—

I IfQiiLthe.,American
Bar Association, telephoned me today. He was in town for some
ofthe ABA meetings of the Board of Governors and the special committee
which was meeting with educators to discuss the proposal of encouraging the

teaching of Communism and the Bill of Rights in American schools.

\
gave me a rundown on the committee meeting which

was substantially the same as I ~lhad reported to me earlier

and on which I sent a memorandum through.

also stated that at the luncheon meeting Allen
Dulles, the guest speaker, gave a very fine ”off-the-cuff” talk. It was
largely his own personal views of the dangers of Communism and
the need for educating people along these lines. stated that Dulles

I

paid the Director and the FBI an excellent compliment in stating that the

Director and the FBI have done a splendid job of keeping tabs on the

Communists in this country. Apparently Dulles was making the point that

if this was the only issue involved we would not need to do any more
than the FBI is already doing. However, he stated that it was essential

that we educate the Americans and particularly the student group to the

dangers of Communism and its .fallacies and to the advantages of Democracy
and the Bill of Rights. , *

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

ACTION: 4/
None informative.

HLE:wmf( 4 )

1 - Mr. De Loach
1 - Mr . W. C. Sullivan

M im

":1

5 7 FEB 9 '1961
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CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
WASHINGTON, D. C.

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

VIA LIAISON RECEIVED FKoi*f

FEB 1 B19vji

C.A SJ?

ian_

R ivir. Javans.

* Mr. Malone^

|
Mr. Rosen_

Y Mr
*
?avel .

1 6 FEB 1901 J
el%^oom

J

Mr. Ingrain

}
Miss Gandy

Honorable J . Edgar Hoover, Director 1 ssss

Federal Bureau of Investigation i/if/'/
United States Department of Justice a
Washington 25, D. C.

Dear Mr. Hoover:
|

3^ 04 I

Thank you for your letter of 10 February concerning
!
the forthcoming visit of Premier Khrushchev to the United

;

States, ‘i,
*

£

I very much appreciate your thoughtfulness in bringing;
this information to my attention and I have forwarded it to-
some of my people here on a need-to-know basis.

With kindest personal regards,

F0I& 3(t(r?6<f

SHi?* ^FORMATION CONr/UKEB . /
her£im IS UNCLASSIFIED /

incerely.

Allen W..en w.ty.uuu.es ^
Dlrector^T., %333p-
r* Cfe “WRWWtfc /f^

§2 MAR 3 1961
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OPTIONAL fORM NO. 10

UNITED STATES GOVeL -4ENT

Memorandum
{

TO The Director date: o?- <£/

FROM N. P. Callahan

SUBJECT: The Congressional Record

3-

Pages A741-A742. Congressman Evins, (D) Tennessee,
extended his remarks, to include an article entitled "Kennedy Leadership Gives
Nation New Direction" which appeared in the inaugural issue of the Democratic
Digest. Mr. Evins advised that the article records highlights of the 73-day
transition period between election day and inauguration day. The article points

out "The tone was set with announcement of the first decision on appointments,

assuring the retention of Allen wf*T)ulles as Director of the Central Intelligence

Agency and J. Edgar Hoover as Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

This decision, the Washington Evening Star commented, constituted gratifying

precognition of both the nonpolitical nature of their jobs and the value of their

‘services to the Nation.,"

\

I

X
X
"4

<D

o
G

ALL iMrORMATIONCONTAWED

J
loZ^ f333 r-

" N
2
T ^cordedT

^76 MAR 14 I96i

to.Ia)

In the original of a memorandum captioned and dated as above, the Congressional
Record for — &-£>/ was reviewed and pertinent items were
marked for the Director's attention* This form has been prepared in order that

portions of a copy of the original memorandum may be clipped, mounted, and placed
in appropriate Bureau case or subject matter files.



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

LNMENTUNITED STATES GO^^UMMEi

Memorandum
date: 2/34/6:

AHfbn : Mr . Edwa rffifej .

FROM L . Sloan

d?
subject: ALLEN DULLES. DIRECTOR

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY (CIA)
LUNCHEON - OJJANTICO , VA. 3/3/61

b6
b7C

Mr. Tolson.ip*^ 1

Mr. |

'

: |

Mr.

|

Mr.

/Mr.
Mr. T r

. i

Mr. rn u* r — |l

Mr. Y»V 'VJlivr.n
jj

Tele. P or.f _
|

Mr. |

Miss Gaudy. fl

Lt. General E . W.^&nedeker y Commandant Mari
iffcfeools, gijgrcfrSco, FaTT "today advised -that Mr, Allen Dulles

,

DirecWorf C.I.A. wTTT~'add ress "the combined Junior and Senior-

Schools of Marine Officers on the morning of March 3, 1961 '•*

and that he would like for the writer to attend ,

0

luncheon
'

I

being given for Mr. Dulles at Waller Hall at 12:20 PM that
date, which I accepted

. ^
For your information Mr. Dulles has visited the Aca/feiny

in previous years during the Secretaries ’ of Defense Conferences
and if you have no objection I will invite him to again is it
the Academy following lunch

.

ACTION

:

//IF)ACTION

:

C

Informative , if you have no objections , I will
informally invite Mr. Dulles to visit the Academy following
lunc-h at Waller Hall, March 3, 1961. n

HLStwgp

,vv|J|g;



per OGA review 0/7/10
OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

UNITED STATES GOVERN

Memorandum
y?MR. A. E. BEIM/NT/

R. 0. VALUER

Tolson

TO

FROM

9
subject: ALLEN DULLES

March 1. 1961

‘gw-

p rW**
'GMATIfftf CONTAINED

HERETO IS VNCI.Is'STFTED EXCEPT1

WHERE SHOWN OjBERWISE.

following information was furnished to Agent PapichMarch lj 1961j by James Angleton3 Centra/ Intelligence Agency
{CIA) on a strictly confidential basis.

m(!P\
Allen Dulles possibly may be called to testify before

the Joint Atomic Energy Committee relative to United States 1

dissemination of U.S. atomic energy developments to the British
Government, According to Angleton3 Senator Clinton Anderson ofthe aforementioned Committee recently expressed concern over

) Jjf'
v1,sab\l'i’ ty of further dissemination of sensitive information

\
to the British. Senator Anderson's concern is based on reportswhich he allegedly has received concerning the Lonsdale case inGreao Britain. The Senator and possibly others are assuming thatthe Soviet spy network headed by Lonsdale obtained information

1

<
i
0™ e7'ni7}9 our nuclear submarines . If Dulles is called3 he verylikely will be asked to express his views withsrSegard to further

l
dissemination of information to the British. fA

- ' Angleton advised that he was quite certain that theLonsdal^ case had not disclosed any evidence indicating thaty,
the Sovie-ts acquired any information about our nuclear subs(4£\

ACTEMi

For information.

SJP:jad (4)

r
1 - Mr. Parsons
1 - Mr. Belmont
1 - Liaison -

,1 -\Mr. Papich

CIVIL AC

x

E.C. *>

Jfe Ss

i^0l9S]
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\t"r

>

*£

'

*

SAC, Miami
> .

* * ‘ .5

Director, EBI

ALISNTDDLISS-V - .-A

DIRECTOR -

- chiral" iictelligmce 'acmct

- I - Liaison
-r 1 - Cotter •<.,

, ? . i. >

'

„

March 16, 1961

Cm 3/10/61 an official of Central Intelligence Agency
(CIA) advised lie was becoming somewhat concerned about <;

propaganda attacks of Castro government against that Agency.

l

Tolson —
V Parsons _

Mohr —
4 .BelmOnt-
Callahan .

. Conrad

DeLoach .

Evdns

various cities for conferences.

:
t CIA official said that hC would appreciate receiving

any information Which might come to Bureau* s atention relative

to* plans of pro-Castro elements to attack Mr. Dulles. Pclices

receiving this letter should be most alert for any such

information and should promptly advise Bureau under .this.'
,

caption, if such data should be received. • ^

1:1SjuS
’

all iMiwtioii
2 “ i'asllington Field HE5EIN

(
IS

(

ji)^^^SS(FlE&^

me i iwfe .Vv\kj

(dr T8*

7,

19 WAR 4 P . -
' '

•i

1

'

- ' * ’• *' r
•

:
-

r s
>

Per OGA review 9/7/10

Malone,
Rosen -

‘^TaveL—

Trotter _

W.C. Sullivan

Tele. Room -—£_i_

Ingram

Gandy ^

'

; 7
-

MAIL ROOM El 'TELETYPE UNIT \

56 I^AR 21 lOfir
'
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

UNITED STATES GOVEjMtENT

Memorammrn
TO : Hr. Belmont

.
/'

ier 4

Tolson .

FROM R. 0. L’Allier

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY (CIA)
‘

no deletions per OGA 9/7/10

ALL INFORM!
herein, is unclassified

DATET^S

On March 10, 1961, Colonel Sheffield Edwards, Director
of Security, CIA, advised that he was becoming somewhat concerned b7C
about the propaganda attacks of the Castro Government against
CIA. Edwards commented that Cuban newspapers and radio programs
are now characterizing Allen Dulles as the one responsible for the .

deterioration in relations between the United States and Cuba and
Dulles is also being pictured as the individual Responsible for the
planning. of an invasion against the country.

i
- Edwards stated that CIA can readily accept these attacks

but feels that Castro supporters could become excessively emotional
and might plan some bodily harm against the CIA Director. Edwards
stated that Cuban fanatics would not find it extremely difficult to
physically attack Dulles at his home or while he was moving about
the city to conferences. It was explained that his security officers
do furnish a certain amount of protection to Dulles but the CIA
Director has made it clear that he does not want a ’.bodyguard.

Edwards advised that he would appreciate receiving; from
the Bureau any information ooming to our attention relating to any
Cuban plans to physically strike at the CIA Director. The Liaison
Agent informed Edwards that if any information of this type was
received the Bureau would disseminate the data in a most expeditious
manner. It was explained to him that we would act accordingly regardless
of the Federal official involved.

For your information, we have not received any information
indicating that the Cubans are "after” Dulles. We are very familiar
with the press attacks and we are disseminating all pertinent infor-
mation received or developed by us.

ACTION:

For information.

SJP :ban^^jg^

—

1 - Mr. Parsons
1 - Mr. Belmont
1 - Mr. Donahoe
1 - Liaison
1 - Fir .*

STift 23 196]



1 - Mr. Gurley

April 26, 1961

- 1 J *
REC- 60

rr* : ,

|r • MAUiEU 3.B . -

i
APR 2 (51361

I

s COMMFBl

,

foispn __
Parsons

Bohr

selmpnt _
Callahan .

fonradV-

ieLoach _

fcaUf 35

3

f K:(t

Bear

ALL JWFUKMA ! lUi'l i>im i f

forte, New VorkHEREW IS UNCLASSIFIED,

r— —i. DATElkWfe mSit

5 >
b6

V -
. 1 have received your telegram dated i? :

'

April 21, 1961. ' ,/*
’

.

' *

. / Your interest and courtesy in furnishing
this information to me, as well as your kind
offer to he of assistance, are indeed appreciated*
Should the occasion arise, we will not hesitate
to call upon you* "

.
— '

7S- Co

^ <* *

Sincerely yours,

T'
1

-
. . .

'
• J. Edgar Hoover

' - ,< .

.
- 'C^- ,

*

NOTE ON YELLOW : >
'

*
.

*
*

, . V '•

- ^“**** \ .i
*

No communist literature is being
sent

| | in view of - his concern over the
Cuban situation. ' .

'
*

. ; . ; .

Due to the nature of his comments
and his references to the press,’ it- is felt
the above answer to his communication is . V
sufficient. .*

- .... <i
.

« -V

. b6 .

,b7C

I

jyalone^

loosen -

Javel --- -

Jrotter

W.C. Sullivan .

Ifele. Room

V4A JLM s*l V| 3

AJ/')

o vi

-

v **

*-£U L
LJ TELETYPE UNlfEH" '"v

l :

M



Bufiles reveal that Norman Cousins
is Editor of "Saturday Review,” a general magazine
of information and opinion* Cousins has not

> been investigated by the Bureau; however* his
. name has often appeared as a member or sponsor
- for a number of organizations, many of which are
of doubtful background* 62-90451

.Bufiles contain no identifiable
references, to*
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to S. ©SPAtmWlT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION,

Aprs i

BIA003 1033A EST APR 21 61 RA0S9

R,W^013 LONG DL PD AR NEW YORK NY 21 S2SA EST

(fK J V
'J EDGAR HOOVER _^_L

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATE WASHDC / ^O ,

DO NOT ALLOW ALLEN DULLES 'TO BE INTIMIDATED OR BLAMED BY THE

IEFT WING PRESS FOR THE TEMPORARY CUBAN SET BACK WE IN THE

RECENTLY FORMED "COLD WAR COUNCILS" ARE BEHIND HIM FULLY WE

ARE ASKING THE FBI TO IMMEDIATELY INVESTIGATE THE POSSIBLE

Mr. Token

SBC Callahan
'Mr, Convad^^L
Mr. DeLor^i
Mr. Evans
Mr. Malone
Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tavel
Mr. Trotter _
Mr. W.C.Sullivan
Tele. Room,
Mr. Ingram
Miss Gandy^_ __

—— - xux, iw Aru'ijc.juj.aJULJUX THE POSSIBLE^

COMMUNIST AND FELLOW TRAVELLING NEWSPAPER REPORTER^OuieS"^^

^L/*
HESE ATTACKS VON, HIM AND HIS IMPORTANT ORGANIZATION EjgjES® 27 1961

R I
Include such as norman cousins the new york post and thetbs--.

I (j^^NGT0N R'ADI° CORRESPONDENT IS TRERE ANYTHING WE CAN DO

'LP YOU
;b6

b7C

NEW YORK C

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
‘

DATE R



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

UNITED STATES GOVElJJPfeNT

Memorandum
jU^

to : Mr. Sullivan\Vo

#
date: July 5, 1961

\ I .

,id=> - all INF0RMA.TIIW CONTAINED r\Am
' SUBTECT* ATTPW mTTTWC;

HEREIJJ IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEP3J /P^'subject. ALLEJ DULLES where shown 0/hWis£. /
DIRECTOR / (

/)

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY (CIA)
*

J

Referral/Consult _j>

|__
i

|advised on July 3, 1961, that
Allen Dulles is in the process of writing a book on international
communism. The book may not be published for several months. He
is also organizing material for, one oih^r book, the subject of
Tdiich is unknown at this time/*^|)AA\

Tolson
Belmont

Mohr

Callahan .

Comadj&C—
DeLoarfhf^y
Evans4===i_

Malone
Rosen
Sullivan

Tavel
Trotter

Tele. Room
Ingram

Gandy

ACTION:

1m&
For information.

SJP:ban /<? j

(5)

1 - Mr. Belmont

J

1 - Mr;- Sullivan
1

}
- Liaison

T\- Mr. Papich

"
Classified hX^Ohj^llmW

V
®

Declassify onAOADR
J

,

1 ' ,

CLASSIFIED BY mDKUSSlfyONmL= te 62 X?
l>/au/9f

JLQ vlUL 12 1961

1 mi/FA # :

APPEAL#
CIVIL ACT. #.

E.O.
date

t>-\

Yf—

—

<s>

.

/d

„ 56 JUL 1 8 196.1^^?



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

UNITED STATES GOVER^P^NT

Memorandum
Mr, W. C. Sullivan

from Mr. R« 0. L’Allier

date: July 13, 1961

subject: ALLEN DULLES
info?:SHEREIN1

I

S

•AIL INFOFMATIOWCONTAINBD
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCBPE
WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE. . :

information to Agents Pap,
confidential basis

rroisgn—e
Belmont

'Mohr

Callahan ^

—

Cprfirad

Malone
Rosen
Sullivan

Tavel
Trotter

Tele. Room
Ingram

Gandy —

I furnished Referral/Consult
^on July 13, 1961, on a strictly

Im
Referral /Consult

cr
(TJ

; fr*£ L_

^ACTION:
_s CO

For information.

f” SH sjp: fag
(5) 1 (

1 - Sullivan
“ 1 - Papich
J1 - L’Allier
1 - Liaison

">3—'

5-/

tol

"

CLASSIFIED BP C
OECLASSIFVMT

U/aa/fr I '

a, 6

Classified by Klpi
' 'W'l

Declassify opWADR

REG- 17.

ISO JUL 19 1981

MIS

Pe^

58 JUL 251961
' e



/
September 27, 1961

PERSONAL

Honorable Allen W« Dulles
Director *

Central intelligence Agency
Administration Building, Room 123
2430 E Street, Northwest
Washington, D. C. '

-

'

' 0 .

'

Dear Allen:

’

' y
-

i

*y wMum

On the occasion of your, retirement as
Director of the Central Intelligence Agency, I want to
express my warm thanks for the cooperation and
assistance you have given this Bureau over the years/

\ Certainly, you.may take deep pride in

the accompUshinepts of the CJA during your tenure ot >

service, arid I am sure public-spirited citizens through-
out the country are most appreciative of the contributions
you have made toward the welfare and security of our
Nation.

.

jYour work in this most difficult assignment has
been characterized by ability and honor, and your friend#
in the FBI join me in extending our very, best wishes for -

every possible success in your future endeavors, "

*

m eauRjig sm

|

88 SEP 2 8-

{/
:

ary pom
A
to

§pi
3> rr~
xn*
&XX3

©

With kind regards*

Sincerely, w ncm $ U

^ im \ V jP-P 1

m<m

eco
Section

1

E*jmPM

NOTE: 3?rior corresponded
basis; .

'
- oEb SB II

n

i

6/
. y c: { 0Qh Haerr qia*

CBF:dkp(4) '
' Hr'/

/ 1,
iIKRpQM I I TELETYPE UfllT I I

i

i, ‘

' -

, «£Cf0 -

LMr Dulles -h^^D^n t&ijaf f/rs^narae •,

fS>5-— ' V- *.P
”

>5, .

-

<qOwV



OPTIONAt fOftM NO. 10

i

UK'ITUD STATUS GOVKR^|;;NT

.1 t'emonmrfum

h* .

Mohr
Callahcn ,

Conrad .

•
v
V''

date: July 21, 1961,

DeLoac&^L.
QisCS Evann

Mai one

Fiosen .

L
to : Mr. Sullivan

from : R. 0. L'Allier

O
subject: CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY (CIA)

~
<

/ You may be interested in the following comments which
r were volunteered ±n_Aaanl Bapich on July 20, 1961, by Lyman
• Eiflcpa-trick anq

x.
CIA.

V: Kirkpatrick stated that there was no doubt in his
r' mind Whatsoever that many chan.aes would be taking place in CIA.

He commented that there would be reorganization and very likely
changes in top personnel. /

l 1 <3
advised that on 1;h<a m~ pht of July 20, 196l\ Dulles

b3 per CIA|

&
<Y

was a dinner guest at his home. fully expects Dulles
leave the Agency but he can’t see the President removing Dulles
until the Berlin crisis is resolved one way or another. I lhas
the definite impression that so far Dulles has been a key figure
in many discussions which have been held relative to Berlin and as
far as he knows, the CIA Director would continue participation in
further conferences.

ACTION:

For information.

SJP:ban ,.v y

1 - Mr. Belmont
1 - Mr. Sullivan
1 - Liaison
1 - Mr. Papich

<2V
Mil mmmriM C6ntmw&

HEREIN.IS UNCLASSIFIED
\j HATr r\Y/ A/Sf

DATL

& JUL 26 1961

eg !

/3 32>X 7

. /
)>»

^ not recorded
145 JUL 27 1961

K
.VV
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S
Q
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-
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<
o

m\S
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OPTIONAL' FORM NO. 10

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
: MR. BELMONT

FROM W. C. Sullivari*

subject: ŷ
OATI0NAL_SEGURITYJiEDAL
to be presented tcp^
CIA Director AlleniSulles
by the President, 11/28/61

bison
elmont

Mohr

Callahan

^Efonrad
DeLoach

date: 11/24/61

cc Mr. Belmont
Mr . Sullivan
Mr. Bartlett

Gandy

The Director has accepted an invitation
to attend the presentation by the President of the
National Security Medal, to Mr. Allen Dulles,
Director of CIA. This presentation is to be held
at 11 a.m. , Tuesday, 11/28, at the new CIA Building
in Langley, Virginia.

Today I received an invitation, through the

I

office of the Naval Aide to the President, at the
White House, to attend this presentation as a
member of the US Intelligence Board.

In view of the fact that the Director is
attending this ceremony and representing the Bureau,
I see no actual need for my being present. However,

,

if the Director thinks I should accept the invitation,
naturally I would have no objection.

RECOMMENDATION

:

That I be advised of the Bureau’s wishes
in this matter.



OPTIONAL NO. 10
/ *

jSsKL
.

-UNITED STATES GOVE*,IENT

fWw Memorandum
.

r

. 0 -rr. . Mr? cm ittuaw\^j ^ **

/'

Tolson
,

J

/ -

^
'-'yens

^

TO MR. SULEIVAN date: 9“28-61

Malono _
Rosen
Sullivan

Tavel

FROM R. 0. L lALLIER

Trotter

^ele. Room .

igram

.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN jlS UNCLASSIFIED u .“"“Vr

subject: CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

At the D.S. Intelligence Board (BSIB) meeting today, Allen^'*'^
jffliles opened the meeting by commenting upon the appointment of

==̂ ~
,

Mr. John igCone as his successor as Director of Central Intelligence/^/

!1

MMf
' Dulles reported that in August of this year, he advised /"

* resident that he had completed 10 years of service as Deputy
or Director of CIA and felt it was time for a change. He requested

^-he i resident select his successor if possible before the first
of the new year.

_ , .
About two weeks ago, the President indicated to Dulles

that he had decided on Mr. McCone and as a result, had offered the
position to him. Approximately one week ago, McCone had notified
Ithe President of his acceptance and came to Washington for conferences ^

Dulles pointed out that the results of his and McCone l s
conversations with the President at Newport, Rhode Island on 9-27-61,

I
were very accurately reported in the 9-28-61 edition of "The New

1
York limes. (Clipping attached). As a matter of interest, Dulles
advised theUSIB that McCone had inquired of the President and Dulles
if they were committed to any immediate changes in the administrative
organization of CIA.

McCone obtained the assurances of both Dulles and the
President that no such commitments for changes in the administrative
setup of CIA had been made and that any such changes will not be
made until after McCone has had ‘sufficient time to participate in
any recommended changes „ .

i -C/

'
}

r—f riH - fr: "

NOT RE6©Rggg

\ • A C?
'

VEnc1osure
' cv

1-Belmonty; lX^ullivan; 1-Evans’^^^ WV^149 0$ §cT*9S? 1961

l-Fapfcte/l-Liaison; 1-Cregar :

19.)}

55 0CT9 1961 $<<; /A
r.vi

{

§
£

It was announced that McCone had indicated he would like ^
two weeks on the West Coast to handle his personal business affairs, v
which would include a short holiday. He expects to come to Washington Vvthereaiter and spend four to six weeks working with Dulles before
taking over the administration of CIA. During this time, it is

P?s&ii>le that both he and Dulles might make an inspection tour
of CIA, installations in Europe. ; . -

< §
,E •

::J
;
'•

. m
uite apparent that Dulles desired the Board to know £

: a

>T



Memo L^Allier to Sullivan
Ke: CIA

hI ™?Ln2i ret
lring

,

as the result of ill health or "senility."

not sera in Ibt SSiS*
that contra

Fy t0 the newspaper articles, he-would
a°con?nT?an? Se

M?ri
ure as

*f consultant to the President, hut rather asa consultant to McCone as the Director of CIA,

ACTION:

For information.
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WCONE TO C. I. a: 1

M'GOM T°
=

G. I. A,

Continued Front Page 1, CoU 4

Visits Naval War College to

Announee Qhange^Dalles
and Successor on Hand

;— :—r i

'Transcript of remarks made -

: at ceremony, Page 20. |
-*

/ By*TOM WICKER
§

Special to The New York Times.

,
NEWPORT, R. I., Sept. 27—

President Kennedy announced
today his nomination of John A.
^fcCone to succeed Allen W,_ .

‘Dulles as director of tKc Cen-
TraTihtelligence Agency.

The President made the an-

nouncement at an appearance
before the Naval War College

here. Mr. McCono, Mr. Dulles

and Vice Admiral Bernard Aus-
tin, president of the war college,

were with him on the stage of

the War College Auditorium.

The President paid tribute to

both Mr, McCone and Mr. Dul-
les, and he took pains, to empha-
size -that Mr. Dulles was not
leaving the C. I. A. und.er du-

ress.
:

t . “I know, of no man who is a
jmore courageous, selfless public

(servant than Mr. Allen Dulles,
1”

'the President said. He expressed

'“profound regret” at Mr. Dul-

les* retirement after ten years

as a leader in the intelligence

^agency.

* Of Mr, McCone, a Republican

business man who served ini

both the Truman and Eisen-

hower ‘ Administrations, Mr«
Kennedy said:

' “He has had broad experi-

ence. Corning once again to

Washington represents a real

sacrifice for him. I know that

all of us who are concerned

with our present responsibili-

u Continued on Page 30,Column 3

tics are' extremely happy to about a

have his counsel, extremely The Wh
have-, hint associated p-»tis I

witli us.M
r

had mac
The transition will be made nomlnati

in November, .the .President After

said.* He said Mr. McCone would the Pres

‘come to Washington in about •“ ®
;

two weeks to work with Mr. Honey
Dulles. yacht. T
* “Mr. McCone and Mr. Dulles, naval bs

calling each other “John” and, a gray

"Allen,” responded briefly. Immc
1 N x Dulles Hails Successor mony, J

= Mr. Dulles said ’ he was Cone to

"deeply touched” by. the Presi- ^.ght ti

dent’s tribute. *
! , ,

Mr. :

“In these troubled times, ’ lie harbor, i

continued, “the importance of up Mrs.

intelligence is eniphasized as childrw

essential to policy. X know of at the H

no better time to turri from this
|tr> ,

' job -to others than after having terrupt

served for ton years .and then Salinge

to have found what I feel is journm

the ideal choice for a man to. awaker

;
carry on this important work;

Ml*. McCone, .taking note of
]eader

the President’s remark about that be

sacrifice said that in his nnnd At 6

an "opportunity to serve my Mansfi

country, in this capacity is a oci'atic

very definite privilege. to say

He said to Mr. Dul cs that ished 1

•

10 was “iiot unmindful of the a cust

fact that- it will be extremely gressic

difficult to fill your shoes be- niay

cause of your long experience slumb<

in this particular field. t —

Many Officers Present

The ceremony took place in

an auditorium filled With the.

high-ranking officers who are

attending the war college. Most

were in civilian .clothes.

That Mr. Kennedy chose such

a forum, and that h6 had both

Mr. Dulles and Mr. McCone on

hand, underscored the impor-

tance that is attached to the di-

rectorship of the C.I.A. \

It had been understood foi *

i some months that Mr. Dulles
j

would resign in November, fol-
I

lowing an understanding that .

' he had reached with Mr. Ken-
j

nedy when the latter asked him

to continue in office shortly af-

ter the election last year.

After the abortive attempt

to topple the Castro regime in

Cuba, widely regarded as a

C.I.A. project, there were re-

peated reports, always refuted >

by the White House, .that Mr. /
Dulles was on the way out. \/\

Mr. Kennedy noted that Mr. ^
Dulles was retiring of his own
Volition, after having served

the year that he had promised

last November, 1 ,

':jX \ w/AjOoU

Fly iP^D A. Plane -

Mr. Dulles and Mr. McCone
flow this morning from Wash-
ington to Quonset Point Naval 4

air station, near here, in a

C. J. A, plane. They went at
:

Vr
stmih I* arm, who e Mr. rnd Mr$.:

Kennedy are on holiday.

The three men conferred for

about a half-hour on the patio.

The White House press secro-
— . — « • u —

had made his final decision tb

nominate Mr. McCone.
After the patio conference,

the President And his two visk
tors crossed Newport Harbor, a
twenty-minute cruise, in the

Honey Fitz, the Presidential

yacht. This brought them to tho

nAval base and the War College,

a gray stone building standing

on a hill above the harbor.

Immediately after the cere-

mony, Mr. Dulles and Mr. Mc-
Cone took off in a helicopter for

Quonset Point and the return

flight to their homes.
Mr. Kennedy recrosscd the

harbor, in the Honey Fitz, picked

up Mrs. Kennedy and their two
children, Caroline and John, Jr.,

at the Hammersmith Farm land-

ing, and departed on a cruise.

Mr. Kennedy’s sleep was in-

terrupted twice last night, Mr.

Salinger said, because of the ad-

journment of Congress. He was
awakened at 2:30 A. M. by Rep-
resentative Carl Albert of Okla-

homa, the assistant Democratic
leader of the House, who said

that body was ready to quit.

At 6:12 A. M., Senator Mike
Mansfield of Montana, the Dem-
ocratic majority .leader, called

4

to say that the Senate had fin-

ished its business. Such calls are

a customary part of the Com
gressional ritual however they

may interrupt a President’s

slumber,

all INFORMATION COf

HEREIN, IS UNCLASSIFI

bSL - Z333t
enclosure
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Rffltremefttr™

Of ClACh$^
Armoimcedk

, . : w
'

I Associated, Press ?

•

[
The/^niitevHo^se^s^'' yes^

terday that Allen WC^ulles.

[intends to" retire is direct^
of the Central / Intelligence

AgenPy : 1>y. the end bf thisj

[year:5v;;.V> ^
V'PrejsS* Secretary Pierre Sak
inger'.declineS^cpmm on

terax££ Pt .CJoVerT^ent- servic^
[is fn line to;Succeed puUes^}

|

;
r
. Administration's

Isaid. off th
v
e recordiiithe;past

jthat Dulles? ‘ when President
[Kennedy asked hihi. last year
jto; "continue on "the^jpb^ex^
itfressdd^the Hope to retire ili

h bout;a year.'They added;thro
|t tie*yearia^
iljer^aft'er -^^Kennea^sele^
;tipn

r ,

'

*'} J<

t < 'Diillesi f-brother of. thev late

;
Seeretaryof,State^puri"Pcster
Dull^s?;^was ' appointed^direc-

!
tor/o^ Admin-
Ustratioribf^
tEisenlibwer & :

‘

\ c, Salinger^ in. \ saying^ Dulles
.wanted to* retire : by thA end
[of ; the{ year, said- there had
been, no change ih the status,

[meaning that this liad been
[Dulles’ intention 'all along;f[[

{

His remarks ;were>/in5^r&
isponsetoqUestionsabputthe
[reportT thai^"Hamiltbn^"Cw6hld
;succeed Dulles, camedin ;ari

articleto be ;publisfied m ^he
Augn :T issue Votr Newsweek
'magazine.: /'The; Article sayi
j£[amilton,[ 50} lis~, to ^ucceed
FpuHes/^
JversiaL hush-hush- agency 5 hi

fOctobeR'after several; nionth^:

lot wbrSrii

Wj t

Callahan

Conrad

DeLoacK
Evans .

Malone

Rosen
ISul

Tavel

Trotter

Tele Room
Ingram

Gandy

ALL INFORiviftiiuri ujniAiNEO
HEREIN ,IS UNCLASSIFIED ..

DATETi^^_,BY^2^L, MW

The Washington Post and jff ~

Times Herald

The Washington Daily News

The Evenin'g Star

New York Herald Tribune

New York Journal-American

New York Mirror

New York Daily News .

New York Post

The New York Times .

The Worker

The New Leader

The Wall Street Journal .

Date

AUG 1,1961

50AUG8



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

UNITED STATES GOV ENT

Memorandum
V
) to : MR. TOLSON date: Nov. 27, 1961

Tolson _

Belmont

Mohr

Malone
Rosen
Sullivan

Tavel
Trotter

Tele. Room
Ingram

Gandy

] (phonetic) in the office of

at the White House called mv office at approximately 5:35 p.m.
] said thata kas extendmg an invitation to me

b6
b7C

to attend the presentation by the President toAllenDulles tomorrow morning
at 11:00 a.m. in the new CIA building in Langley^ 'VirgHiia

.

It was requested that my appreciation be expressed to
| I

I Tfor his thoughtfulness and the invitation was declined on the basis

of prior commitments.

ACTION: For information.

AHB^fneko hzmo
rn

#<L

o
fr* r~
Co

IT

<ro
CG

1/

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED .

pflTF ~?jto5/^5

QaQJ



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10M
Memorandum
UNITED STATES GOVEltfwENT

TO MR. A. H. BE rv . date: November 24 ,

from :

*•/

subject:

¥• C. SULLIVAN

PRESENTATION OP NATIONAL SECURITY MEDAL
TO CIA DIRECTOR, ALLBSTiftjLISS

1961

3 ^

Tolson _
Belmont .

Mohr.

JallalJ2allahan ..

Conrad

:ch?_

Evans
DeLoachl

’ Evan

Trotter

Tele. Room
Ingram

Gandy

The Director has accepted an invitation issued by the
White House to attend the presentation of the National Security
Medal to CIA Director, Allen Dulles, on Tuesday, November 28, 1961,
at the new. CIA Headquarters Building, Langley, Virginia. The
presentation .will be made by the President.

V)

i'll

n}

\S

3

*
4

Liaison has determined that in addition to the Director,
other honored guests will include the Secretaries of State and
Defense, the Attorney General, members of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, Mrs* Dulles, and members of the U.S* Intelligence Board.

I

The President will arrive by helicopter, and the guests have been
| requested to be seated in the lobby inside the main entrance of
i the building by 10:40 a.m*

The distance from the Justice Building to the new
CIA building is ten miles and will require approximately
twenty-fiye minutes driving time* The most direct route will
be via Memorial Bridge and the George Washington Parkway directly
to the new! CIA building* Liaison Agent I I will meet the
Director at the CIA building upon his arrival and wall escort
him'‘tcfe,hi"s' seat. ^Following" the ceremony . I I will esc ort

ACTION:

the Director to his cai~ALf INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED,

OHBshkei)^ - * * t P .7

For informati<

( 8)

1-Mr. Ingram
1-Mr* Belmont
1-Mr, Mohr
1-Director 1 s Telephone Room
1-Mr* Sullivan
1-Liaison .

H

b6
b7C

62" /

^
' M.

66 DEC 5 1981
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Mt^,Dulle0 Ilet
The Tetiremeni: of Allen wH^ulIfes as director

of the Central Intelligence 'Agencjr is inevitably

related in. the public mind tcl sonie- df thV mis-?

fortunes; that have befallen the' CIA—for example*

the shooting down, of the U-2; plane over Soyiet

’'Russia: ‘and .the "(Cuban s fiasco.. .In a- long public

career there are certain to be many vicissitudes,,

however,'.. and "these should;- .'hot be? allow.ed to-

.f '-.obscurV; ’long-range^ achievements;^ On -the blsis;

j
of his four -and' a half .

service •

.

1

Mr. Dulles; is entitled to‘ a^generpu^ salute from,

l
the American people. ’ President Kennedy recog*

nized
*
this yesterday when ’ fie flew to;the- dA

1

Dtilles. with fthe, Natfonil-' Security Vr :;

.

: Like . his; brother, the, late.' 'Secretary’ of State

i Jolin Foster Dulles, Allen Dulles grew up ;with a

|
keen interest far foreign: affairs.}! It seems to have

I 'been related to the fact that their, maternal grand*

father, JohnW. -Foster,', had?’been Benjamin 1 Har*

|
•iison

v
S ' Secretary 1 of - State and.; pil uncle,

;

Robert

rLansihg, had been Secretary of -State drid’er'Wood-

I

f Xdw .Wilson'; -Allen’ Dulles fbihddffhe.forfeijgir seryf,

ifce in Tin :,.raany-,

Viamitei

•

’

-.brother!

E
fserved.'

f
;as* adviser

4
;o£i,:pouhseil t& • sMrsf^lj^teEnia-

|
fipnai; g^detin^s, jahd;; after.

-

r;'epteice^-WorldLWarJIjhis-lofoyy^
k fiiiflrices andv StrateeicVareaS ‘ledi tO .'his .association}

i’‘. As^iOSS jr ffi-edtor- .iin, S\yi^qriadddi;c ME;/ Dull#
?' teamed of.the;Germam.g^ assassinate;

r Hitler, Six', months before } the. bomb," went biff;

L NazL 'popeignrt. Office,
s
,audjwith _ehgindering-«a- 4

r£

f:-yoit
;
m*Italy- .tha^ay^&e^Mestfa^otable/

:

ad;

h-shouid^he^^mmpndd to>Washingtoh- Jo, head ia

k
:

fhree-mah^.'team rto «study: .the; Ghited; Stafe^dhtew

Jigence system. ' He was also. a. 'member of the

t; Committee.
.
qn the MarshaU:;Piafido, Aid. Europeary

. Recovery..; President Truman brought- him back

to Washington as deputy director of the CIA,.

. which’ -he:- had :helped to.r^tablish, yandf ihi4^5fl

j.
Rr'esidehtr Eisenhower. -madd’Jhim?;directdrf££

Through;his numerous assighmeidd}Mr.'’pdlIes;

Khas
1

Lljudgments ,i It fias’,,'beeiiv'said; of’ S^^thaf^ whil£;

{>> Foster was mastef/of’the. deadpan,.. he'as^inaster

! ofi the .'.smiled L. Whether? or; hq$;.tm& isyacebratd,.,

IjHe has wilhagly undertaken some.,extreniely ,difii£=

cult’ tasks- and has .jbrought’dp: thtegi/. dedicated^

V effort;/' arid-
1

*'- balanced Judgment',;;'.;4daUj3'e^''stfflf~

[ needed ih t.the
;;0IAf as : ftAnow!strives;.for’; more

\
efficient^ 'dEganlz^p^.'jUttd

‘

agairigf j
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April 28, 1962

Honorable Alien Dulles ALL INhUkiVlM IKM CON tAINt0

2723 Q Street, Northwest HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

Washington,
J>,

€. DATEI2^/^—BY

Bear Mem •-

- ‘

j ^as privileged to hear yon last Thursday

evening during your appearance; on television. Tour

presentation was excellent, and I want to thank you for your

Mnd comments concerning die FBI and me. Tour cogent

observations are certainly indicative of the high quality of

service which you have rendered so many years for your

country.
4

"
• V Sincerely,

'
. - M&k ' "•••

/ . :

-": v "
:
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DeLoach memo dated 4-27-62 captionea ine »«> ‘ '

Allen Dulles* CBS Documentary, 4-26-62, Channel 9. FCS.p
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OPTIONAL fORM NO. 10

UNITED STATES GOVERIWenT
A

Memorandum
to Mr. Sullivai/^/FTp*

#
date: April 26, 1962

FROM Z3JV
subject: ALLEN DULLES

FORMER DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE
TELEVISION APPEARANCE, 4/26/62

of the Central Intelligence Agency advised b6
our Liaison Agent today that Allen Dulles will appear on Tele- b7C

i _ * m i ^ jl t A . Art a M / //a rs «—A# • -t

vision Channel 9 at 10:00 p.m., 4/26/62 on the Eri“C*"Sevareid
e-.c _ Show. The title of the show is "Ther5i©_t_and Cold "WaT^f'"AlTen"^ 'DuH-es."

- ”

ACTION:

The Domestic Intelligence Division will monitor the show.

V
DJB:mls ir

1-Mr! Sullivan no deletions per OGA 9/7/10

1-Mr. Papich A
1-Liaison

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

A " HEREIN js unclassified
ALL mrUKIVtmiun uurtmint-u

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED . • i,

pftTF i îp- .by W
b6
b7C
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<cSHCpftA>fORM NO. 10 A
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum,;

To.

Bel s/~

/
- Callahan

Conrad
DeLoach \/^
Evans

TO

FROM

Mr. DeLoach

ALLt iHFO rvfv' AT ION
E

towfaMe&
2 /**?

b6

Malone _
Rosen

Ivan .

'avel

S^ill

^X^Tavi

subject: ttTH:^hot

Ullm -
AND COLD WARS OF ALLEN

Trotter

Tele. Room

.

Holmes
Candy

CBS DOCUMENTARY
4^P62, CHANNEL 9

1,111

(/M

The above-captioned program (an hour in length) was moAito:

by the Crime Research Section.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF CONTENTS:
>/3

(jp

The progra.mponsisted of a dialogue between Allen_D,ulles and
CBS, correspondent, Eri^&evareid. The program was planned so that Sevareid
“would ask'quesHons and allow Dulles to answer in great detail. The point of the

program was to allow Dulles to reminisce and set forth his opinions on various topic^j.

Virtually, the entire program was devoted to Dulles* opinions on
international events. Dulles indicated that the CIA,/which he was Director, had
failures, but also successes. He talked about his wartime experiences with the

OSS in Switzerland. Here, he indicated he was able to secure confidential infor -Here,
mation about anti-Hitler activities in Germany. He indicated he had prior
information concerning the unsuccessful attempt in 1944 to assassinate Hitler.
He told how a bomb was planted under a table in a room where Hitler was being
briefed concerning military operations. Just before the bomb exploded, Hitler
m%ved to anotherarea o&the room. The explosion blew the-Ger-maa out of the
room, but did not injure him seriously. .

%
i

&H

M

£O
Z Dulles mentioned a brief talk he had with Mr, Khrushchev when

I the latter visited the United States. He laughingly stated that Khrushchev mentioned,^
in this connection, that he was reading ,CIA reports. \

c.o

Other topics covered during the interview concerned the U-2. incident. s
He indicated that these flights provided valuable information and that he did not share
the criticism against pilot Francis Powers. Dulles stated that on the,whole Powers

I handled himself properly.^ In this connection, Dulles stated that the'iciA had inforined
{ Congressional leaders concerning secret operations including the U-2 flight. He made
mention of a speech by Congressman Clarence Cannon on the Houtse floor 'in which:
Cannon mentioned that this information wasjkvailable. to sele^te4.Congressional leaders.

- 1 - Mr. Papich - Room

iFCSrpar^m ^ 2ER02 4 MAY 1 1962



Jones to DeLoach Memo
RE: Allen Dulles, Channel 9

Mention was made of Cuba, but here Dulles obviously did not
' desire to answer the questions, in detail. He indicated that the CIA did not inform
the Cuban underground concerning the invasion date. It was a complete surprise
as to the place of landing.

After the abortive invasion, the President set up a committee to

look into the episode. Dulles stated that he would not deny that this committee
felt that the CIA had exceeded its authority in this situation.

Sevareid brought up the recent controversy between Mr. Nixon and
Mr. Kennedy over the briefing given during the 1960 Presidential Campaign, in

\ which Nixon claimed Kennedy had acted unfairly. Dulles said he did not want

|
to go into these charges and that there had been atyhones.t misunderstanding.

Dulles indicated that, in his opinion, there was no conflict between
CIA policy and our foreign policy. At the present time, CIA is being "credited”
with many things, such as manipulating the ouster of King Farouk of Egypt and
replacing him with Nassar, which is not true.

Sevareid asked Dulles his opinion what would happen if we followed
a "soft line!’ concerning, communism. jpulleS replied that-disaster would follow

and that it was necessary to face the. communist peril wherever it appeared and
not be guilty of appeasement as in the case of Hitler. He mentioned the communists*
technique of "overload!' which he defined as the communistsktarting many "small
things" around the world in order to divert our attention. He indicated that the

SovievTn uie Congo had been;cseriatedbut that the situation in South Viet Nam was
most serious. The Soviets like to believe that communism is the wave of the future
and though the United; States is not .going communist in the next decade or so, it

would be encircled by the communists. He indicated that the communists were
thinking in terms of economic pressures against this country. He also commented
about how the communisteoften gain leadership of the "disaffected" elements to stir

up agitation.

• Dulles stated that, in his opinion, the splits in the communist world
wereundoubtedly one of Khrushchev’s great preoccupations. IPs really something
to see a small Nation like Albania throwing out Soviet diplomats. The strain
between Russia and China 1 is very serious and Dulles felt that it was probably
Chinese pressure which had forced Russian technicians from.China.

Dulles stated that a new generation was .rising in Russia and it. .

Iwas his opinion that some of these younger Russians, when they learn more about
(what is going on in the rest of the world, will push for more freedom. Obviously,
the younger generation is. confused with the denouncing of Stalin. These younger
Russians see the falsity of Russian history. At this point, he commented that one
of CIA* s important accomplishments was the securing of the text of Khrushchev’

s

- 2 -
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Jones to DeL.oQ.ch Memo
RE: Allen Dulles., Channel 9

speech before the 20th Party" Congress, denouncing Stalin. This speech was
not publicly released at that time inside Russia.

MENTION OF THE FBI:

The FBI was mentioned very briefly toward the end of the program.
Sevareid commented that communism in the United States was not under Dulles’
jurisdiction, but under the FBI. Dulles stated that due to the work of the FBI
and What J. Edgar Hoover has done, communism is much less of an internal
menace here than in other countries. The discussion then shifted to what people
in the United States can do to fight communism. Dulles mentioned certain
’’.aberrations, ” by which he meant the right-wing extremists. People want to dp
something to fight communism, but they do not know what action to take. As a
result, many innocent people are led astray. In this connection, Dulles emphasized
that people should learn more about the communists, that our free system is. more
effective than the communist system. Moreover, citizens should support the
Government’s action against communism such as in Berlin. At the very end
Sevareid, echoing,Dulles’ opinions, asked whether a. good recipe on how to fight
communism in the United States would be (1) be informed (2) believe in your country
(3) don’t let them scare you.

OBSERYATIONS.^/%^^
A® CrvJliLs^

Dulles actually gave very little new information 'in his interview.
Most of this data has. previously been published . The first part of the program
was somewhat ’’slow” in that Dulles was hesitant to speak directly and appeared
very passive. The tempo of the program picked up considerably in the last half
hour. It might be noted that Sevareid’s questions closely followed material set forth
in the recent book by,Andrew Tully entitled ”CIA—The Inside Story. ”

RECOMMENDATION:

For information.

9 JJsr MjH*o
- 3 -
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Allen W. Dulles
MAIN POST OFFICE, BOX 1513

WASHINGTON 13, D.C.

LM

A*

Ik May 1962

Mr, Tolson

Mr. Belm<

Mr. Mohr.

0ml

Mr. Callahan.

'r. Conrad^

Mr. DeLo:

Mr. Evans.

Mr. Malone.

Mr. Roi

Mr. Sullivan

Mr. T&Z&
Mr. Trotter-

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes-
Miss Gandy-

T'hejHonora'ble Jl Edgar Hoover
Director, federal Bureau pf Investigation
United^tates ^Department of Justice
*Washingt'on, D* C*

^Dear^dgar

:

^ Sit
SS’fSjf I Have just returned from a "brief European trip

ar^-'‘find your kind letter of April 28, 1962, about my tele-
vision appearance* I keenly appreciate your kind comments^

I. would add that what I had to say about you and
your organization was, as you know, the expression of a .very
deep feeling of appreciation I

f
as an American, have for what

you have accomplished*

b6
b7C
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Hitler. Khrushchej Cuba, and the &2

‘Mecca’s Master Spx

and

? i

Holmes
Gandy

AUeiuH^rtiunesJhas been called
America’s. Master. Spy.” For more than

eight years, fronv‘1953. until his retirement
i late last year, he-headed The-UnitedStates
t
Central Intelligence Agency.' During World
War II he ; was an intelligence .officer in
Europe. ‘His. agency’s., occasional* failures
soften made him the center of controversy.)

(

' Few people- are- more qualified to' dis-
[muss the nature and methods of the Com-
munistsmenace. With this

,
in ’ mind,. CBS

News eorrespondentEric Sevareid chatted
for an hour; with Mr. Dulles last Thursday
evening, on the television program, CBS
Reports

, Their .talk ranged from Cuba to
|

the Congo, from- Nikita Khrushchev to
. Adolf Hitler. Here' are' the highlights :

'

.

. Mr. Sevareid: Mr. Dulles, when Khru-
shchev wad here, did you get a chance to.

talk with him. at all?
'

,
- •

:

* s ' " ' ‘

.Mr. Dulles:, Yes^’T- didn’t have a long
.talk with him, but I had- a very-— quite
an amusing-encounter with him. It. took
place- at the dinner that President’ Eisen-
hower gave for Khrushchev, and the Pres-
ident introduced him, arid said: ‘“This is

-

Mr. Dulles. You may know Mr.. Dulles.”
He turned to his reporters, kind of a
twinkle in his, eye, because he’s got-a keen
—you must admit, he’s got- a good sense
df humor; and he said: “Oh, yes, I know
you. I r,ead your reports.”

* Mr. Sevareid:. Really?
, ,1

Mr. Duties: Yes. And X said:. “i; hope’<
you get them.legaHy.” And, “Oh,” he said,
'“you know, you know how we get, them.
Ve. all pay the same agents and we all
;et the same. reports.” And, “Welti” X

,
;aid, “That’s kind of sharing the wealth,
isn’t? it?” And then we had a laugh and
that ended it. . • .

...iThe Briefcase Bomb . ~-
n

: Mr. Sevareid: Did he,mean yourpub-
,lic or your private reports?

Mr. Dulles: Ah, he"never, told me, I

.'think he- had in mind that he read agent

repprts.
,

‘

.

Mr; sievarei^: Do you- think it’s pos-

sible that-he. has?~^ .... .....

Mr. Dulles: Every once in. a .while

somebody gets caught, but that game goes

both-ways.- --
,

.

. Mr. Sevareid:' Mr: Dulles, would it be.

accurate to. say that because of your work !

in World War n, in' Switzerland, Washing- 8

tori keptinformed on plots against Hitler’s

life?
”

*
. v

,
• Mr. Dulles: They knew about the last

plot. I’ did Have, the details of the last

and most serious' plot that almost succeed-

ed on July-20, i944. Hitler was having af
briefing at the time.; IK was up. on the [

East- Front in -East Prussia, and he was'
having ,his^regular .morning briefingA. and
Staiifferiberg, who had the bombVwas in

the room.'He was—had a special message
for -Hitter, so -he was admitted. ‘He put

the boxrib down, in this briefcase against a.

ieg ora table. It was a—you. know, orie

of those long tables that are in barracks
with- legs at' various intervals. He -put it

down bn the leg nearest to 'where Hitler

was; Here wac-a long map,. ^O^fept pr.

The Washington Post and

Times Herald

The Washington Daily News .

The Evening Star

New York Herald Tribune

New York Journal-American .

New York Mirror

New York Daily News .

New York Post

The New York Times .

The Worker

\.}£

ALL

The New Leader

The Wall Street Journal .

X2-The National Observer
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Eric Sevarei'cT

more Toniv with maps,, of, the East Front,
the* West Front, and' so forth,- and so on.-

And Hitler was being briefed there, and
just

4

before the. bomb went off, Hitler, went
off here i to see hqw the. front was, let’s

say, in Pinsk, and that tpokJiirm 10 feet

away from the bomb. The bomb went off

and he was blown out of the building, but,

he wasn’t * seriously/wounded. It ./was a
shack—-it was just a barracks there.

Mr. Sevareid: It must have been ,

a

great disappointment to you andevery one
else?* •/'*-’

,

" Mr. Dulles: Well, it was. I was waiting
.to see whether they’d gethold of the radio
that day, and they never got hold of the

radio. You know, that’s one of.the modern
revolutions — one of the. great things to

note, is, have they got control of the radio,

and again and again as. Ifve^sat.back, ei-

ther when revolutions were' upcoming,' the"

indication to you as jto wh^therione side

or the ,other is- winning, iS'Whohas got con--

trol of the air?

Mr. Sevareid: You- apparently knew
very early in ’45, Mr. Dulles, that the

Japanese -were in very bad shape. How
did. you know that?
~ Mr; Dulles: Eric, at that time, I had

access to information that was reaching
the German"Foreign Office . . . messages
from the German Ambassador in Tokyo;
the German Air Attache "and the German,
Army Attache. 'Those cables showed,..very
clearly,. the,v plight/ of the Japanese Air
F^uxfi^iSUid "the plight of the: Japanese

Navy. By. the* end' of ’44 and early ,’45,

their position, both air and sea, was be-
coming almost untenable, :iar more than
the public realized. Word came through to-

me from Pertain Japanese sources .with

whom I was in contact, that the Japanese
would like to find a way of negotiating
for a surrender.

* They made/quite interesting proposals,

and as a result of these proposals I was
asked to go up; to Potsdam in the time of

the Potsdam Conference, when President
.Truman met thpre with Stalin, you re-

member, and Churchill.. I took to (Secre-

,

tary of War Henry) Stimson, at that time,
the proposals that, had come through this-

channel with regard to an early Japanese
surrender.

*-

Were A-Bombs Necessary?

Mr. JSevareid: Do you think, that/ the
: dropping/of atomic- bombs on
Hiroshima and Nagasaki might have been
unnecessary in terms of bringing aboutthe
Japanese surrender?' .

" Mr. Dalles: Well, that’s an awful hard
question to answer. T have the deepest /

respect for the mem who made that deci- ,

sion. I do feel that there was a failure to

interpret available intelligence as to the
’-

extent of the Japanese collapse, and their

•inability really * effectively to carry on
the war. ' ‘

* Mr. . Sevareid: Is there anything you'd* j

. like;.to Jsay,„ M£^Dulles,..,abputJhe^pilp|;of:,
the U-2, , Francis Powers?

' '

~
j, - / ;;

’

'' Mr

l

Dulles r I never shared some bi tKe
'

' public and maybe of
1

the press, criticism
of Powers/ .While*, it

,
yras difficult to* tell;

until; after we—the agency—had talked .

with him.and,had made (pur)/ report how,
well he had done, i think on the' whole

4
he

handled’ himself properly. You must re-

member that he was an aviator. He was,
a great navigator. He had a very difficult

assignment merely on the aviation-naviga-,

tion side and to expect of him—to make.
, of him a great undercover, agent was im-*

possible—one of these two professions took
j

all a man’s time—aira man’s cdncentra-
, fion :and -,thought and d!m> not sure>.tfiafc

point has been brought out fully enough.]

No Suicide Commitment • ^
Mr. Sevareid: Mr. Dulles, some people

said that the pilot, Mr.„ Powers, should
have taken .his own.life. Is there any, way
you can have a- man sign a contract to

commit smcide?j * /
*

_ _ Mr. Dulles/No—no—you couldn’t—first/,
placeVit wbuld .be ,ineffective^ of course.;
In the second place, I think it would be
immoral and we*just didn’tdo itr We said,"-

‘'Here, you have this. If you get into a .

situation where you think that death is bet-

r
er than what awaits you, use it.” ; ^

Mr/ Sevareid: Mr. Dulles, /about the
foulup on air the explanations of the:U-2
-affair-wherifit,first happened. . The- Gov-^

" eriiment weiit through/a lot of agony. We-
looked very silly/ Now, is it necessary
that we go through all that? Do we have
to explain? - — ; -f- _ -

Mr. Dulles: I doubt whether, in the two



i

i
situations to, which you probably refer— >

r one the IJ-2 and the other Cuba, probably,
/too—-one could have ever rested on the

\
[ answer ‘‘No comment.’’

! I mean this: Do we have a kind of a
government here that would let, say, me,
as then Director of Central Intelligence,

; send an airplane, even 70,000 feet liigh,

over Russia? Is that a responsible kind of

; government? Or mount an expedition,
^

or

.

have something to do with an expedition

for* the training of Cubans that were going

to Cuba? Jt seems to me that that kind of

i
thing can only be done with the approval^

rof the highest authority, and the American
’people or* the world began to think that

we had a government here where that
( kind of thing could be done without ap-

proval by the highest authority.

There might be a feeling of uneasiness,

that there are some people here who could

do things
,
that might lead to serious inter-

national complications without knowledge
;
at the> highest level. So could the Presi-

dent 'have declined knowledge of these

situations,/ or said, “I won’t say anything
about them?’;

,
,'y

Mf/Sevareid: Ml\ Dulles, jherb’s been
much criticism that we took much too long

Ito* recognize^ the * danger of .Castro and,
‘tried to do /something about it.

Timing Vital in Cuba Attack

y^Mr^ Dulles: Maybe we. were slow about
it; Certainly we got disturbed about Cas-
tro afr a fairly early date, but what were
you gQing to do about it? Castro was in

thefe,:lwitli 'the great support *of the ma-
jority

:

of,ttie ; people, and if we had planned
any /expedition at. an earlier date, that

mightmot have been of any more success
than the one that we did after rather ma-
ture preparations. /

. Mr. Sevareid: Mr. Dulles; if yo.u can, >

would you tell me,4nvregard to the Cuban
affair of last' spring/ where you think the

central
4

basic mistake was? \ .

Mr. DUUes: I’d^rather limit 'my re-

marks to pointing out that there were cer-,

tain factors which bore upon the timings

of any operation of it was carried, outA-

namelyj that we knew that Cuban, pilots

were, beingf trained /in Czechoslovakia,

that"‘MIGs were' in crates in .large num-
bers in ,Cuba and that if these trained

pilots, got back and these MIGs became
operative, the possibility of any invasion
by a Cuban force, .or evenby an American
force, would be greatly—the dangers .and

the problems’ would be greatly increased.

. Mr’. : Sevareid: ; Blit what about the
philosophical and the legal argument that

the Cuban invasion was both immoral and
illegal?’ .

Mr. Dulles: Well, I think I’d respond to

that by asking you a question. .Here you

f

had a' group of fine young men — these
f

Cubans^formed the brigade that went
intd; Cuba, who asked nothing other than
the

,
bpportunity to try to"restore a free

government in their country, who were
ready to risk their lives and have done so,

whether they should have been told that

they^wftiildfc get no sympathy, no support,

Allen W.' Dulles'

no aid,; from The • United States. That’s

the question.
'

Mr* .Sevareid: Is it true vtriat we ,did

not inform the Cuban underground in’ Cuba

\ of the date—the place and the timing of

If that landing?"
.

'
, ,

*
"

/

n Mr. Dulles: Eric, we didn’t inform
them. As' I recall, we informed’very few;

people, when* we started, the inv.asion. of ..

Pfance in June, of ’44. You. can’t do that.

We did not inform the Cuban underground

r of* the time, and place 'of the; invasion., To
do so would have been informing Castro

sense, and not true, in another sense//l

think, that the one grave peril that we face

is the Communist peril. That is the,pnly

peril to our freedoms, to our. institutions; J

to everything that we" hold dear. Now, I
]

think that it is true that the Communists

-

practice on us and oh other countries ten-

wards which they’re directing their; at-

tack, they try on us what I would call the-

overload theory. They will start a . lot /of

petty annoyances in various parts, of thq

world, without knowing whether they are

going to seriously push them ahead, in

order to divert our attentionjOnaybe, from
the major points of their- attack.

*
Mr. Sevareid: Could you give any con^

1 crete examples of what has turned outbid

!be minor or major? 4

I South Vietnam , Threat Serious

I Mr. Dulles: Well,’ I think we overrated;

:l the; Soviet danger',,let’s. say,4n UieiCongqt

:

They went in there with great fanfare-

They supported Gizenga. They established

a Lumumba Institute in Moscow, and /it

looked as though they were going to make
,j

a serious attempt, to take oyer in/the Beb /

gian Congo. Well, it didn’t work put that.;

way at all. Now, maybe they intended- to-

.do it, but they didn’t find the situation .

ripe, and' they beat a pretty hasty retreat//^

|
Mr. .Sevareid: Would you call Vietnam/

1

a serious threat or just; a tactical opera- ,

tion? *

^
1

*f\
-

1

/ /
Mr. Dulles : No, I think that’s, a serious

'

'threat/TlconsiW*Soutfim^
major importance, and not just one of the,;/

overload theory/type of - operations
.^ ^ f;h

- Mr; Sevareid: Don’t (the RusSians) aL-
ready have perhaps too, -much/ on \their

'
1

plate?- They can’t .Control/ Albania^, or.

Yugoslavia, or China—all .Commuiiist/^ysy
;|

terns
:
and states; M/ay

.
it. not be/fhat/ar 1

pluralistic- communism around, the/world/
would be/ anti-Moscow? /

r
‘ /\

v
/.

//'

Freedom Alive in Russia ^ -;// / ////

| Mr. Dulles: That’s quite true, but dif-;

’

5
ficulties at., home* havp^rarely/. ^stopped

countries in foreign -adventure, sometimes;
has “pushed tJfem*bii^
splits, the fissures, the differences u ;be- j[

tweeii various Communist countries is/ to-/

day one of the
,

greatest- preoccupations
OO SO would nave ueeu imuiumig Ifhof Khrushchev has

.

and it 'would have beerr catastrophe/ for-
ithat ^shchev has^^

-•

After all, -he said what he calls the

Mr. Dulles:, Complete ; surprise/ vvas/ T^hat’s happened/.antCwhen/ you- see?lit|lb/
achieved as regards^he place ofJantogv. //:Albahia;:pfacticpy;;thrdydng/p^

htt «pvnrp?rii But: not timinV because sian representation there," both/civiPand /

military; that is^really somethingsWhy
they went, hard to tell; obviouslyv.

at that'

time they felt that they would bave topse;

force to stay, and they didn’t want an?

Mr. Sevareid: But not timing, because
that was published; * ~. -— ^ •

> Mr. Dulles: No they did not know4he
.
exact timing. They had been crying inva-

sion for weeks and months before, and as,

you note, they’re even how crying that in-
\

vasions are being planned.

Mr. Sevareid: Mr. Dulles^ some Euro^

-peahs—Jean ’ Monnet, ,for
,
example—say

that /Americans^ are much too obsessed

about Russian communism. Do you think

this is true? /
'

.
•. J

^
' Mr. Dulles: I think that is ,true^rL^

XVX VV WWWJ f
— ” 4*

other Hungary 1 on their hands at that,

moment.. '
, . .... ,



I

I

*

^Anew generation is coming on in Ru&T
slh,andl have* a feeling that some of the;

; youhger generation of Russians, as they
: learn more about what goes on in the" rest
* of the world, are : going to bring great
pressure to get more freedom. They’ll
want*to hear your radio and see your tele^

: vision. They’ll want to learn what goes on
1

in the rest of the world. They’ll begin to

i see. the^basic falsity of. the whole history
of. Russia.

'

. .

s

*
%

\

They’ve having a terrible time now 'in

getting out their histories. What do you
say about Stalin? Twenty-five years of

i rule. Twenty-five years the great hero.

!
Stalingrad. Stalin in the tomb. In 1956,

< came out
#

the, great speech oLKhrushr"
"chev’s—denigrating Stalin, but they .never

dared let that speech circulate in Russia.
They leaked little parts of it' and they
had to go back to the attack now—that,

was* at the Twentieth Party Congress-^

j
but the Twenty-second Party Congress;
‘these had to go back to the attack, because
they, hadn’t gotten over to the people..

;)
Mr. .Sevareid: ’ Wasn’t it your agency

{ that got hold of that-speech originally? / L

^ Dulles: I’m willing to accept that

^charge. Khrushchev charged ine with It

|
at one time. You’ll find it in one, of his

! statements back two or three years agof
t ,

'* M Sevareidr Well, you have to rank
‘that rather high among the accomplish-
:

ments.
*

'

*

' .

-

Mr. Dulles: I think it was one of the
. really; important accomplishments.

Mr; Seyareid: Mr. Dulles, I know the
problem of communism inside The United

* States is not—has not been under ‘.your

Jjurisdiction, but the FBI, hut what are
* your ' feelings about it? Is it a serious

ffisrorr “—

r

-?'

i
----- u -

m^ Wenace ExaggeratedT
j

I

* Mr. Dulles: Well, I think that’s due jto

the vigilance of the FBI and what J. Edgar
Hoover has done, it’s probably much less

of'an internal menace here with us than

, it is with many .other countries; I think

that the frustration of the American citi-

zen and of the citizens of other countries

who are told, “Here’s this great .menace.

!

You must dc something to meet this;

menace.” And yet the ordinary man, the i

man in the street, the man and woman, f

he doesn’t know how he can contribute/

He agrees as to the judgment that there
j

is, a menace, that our society is menaced -

by" communism; but what’s he to.do; and^j

that has resulted, in certain aberrations

that I don’t need to define, because you
and .those who are listening arid hearing

I

and " seeing will probably know what I

have' in mind, and I think a great many
innocent people without realizing the harm
they are doing, they get led astray by this.

Well, now, there’s certain things one

can do; In thev first place, we ought -to-

learn what we* can about it. We can do it

by understanding that our great strength

is showing Jthafc our system; our free sys-

tem, is .more, efficient anymore effective _

than the Communist system/and we all,

on these issues, we will rally' together in

support of the actions our Government
has taken, strongly,to defend our positions

where they, may be threatened by com-
munism, whether it’s Berlin, or Laos, or

Vietnam, or wherever it may be. ,
...

Mr. Sevareid: Mr. Dulles, would this

be a fair summation of your recipe for the

average American? Be informed. Believe

in your country, and as the- late Elmer
Davis put it, “Don’t let them scare you.”

r Mr. Dulles: I’d like to leave it at thajb.

g <«
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UNITED STATES GOVERWENT

Memorandum
*

TO

FROM

MR* W* C* SULLIVAN

xfV
date: May 31, 1962

subject: ALLENTKJLLES
FORMER DIRECTOR
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY (CIA)

.43
For your information Dulles was rushed to the hospital,

on May 25, 1962, after he had been taken suddenly ill, and wa,s

suffering severe abdominal pains. A kidney stone, which was the
I source of this illness, was removed on May, 28, 1962,*"^^ Dulles
is expected to return to his home today. May 31, 1962. ri;

ACXXM:

For information.

/
i
i
i
i

- Mr. Belmont
- Mr. Sullivan
- Liaison fidfj
- Mr. Papich
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UNITED STATES GOV^^CIENT

Memorandum
to : MR. W. G. SULLIVANX}^, date: November 2, 1962

FROM

<9
subject: ALLEN DULLES

INFORMATION CONCERNING

fr\

Trotter .

Tele. Room .

Holmes
Gandy

b6
b7C

Special Agent Papich saw Dulles for a few minutes on
November 13 1962 . You may be interested in the following: * ,

Jozies stated that he is spending most of his time on his
book which probably will not be finished for several ‘weeks * ,

This book
wfll essentially concentrate on Soviet efforts to subvert pnd
dominate the world. He hopes to describe Soviet techniques, and methods
giving canptet® examples on a world-wide basis. One of his problems
is to make certain that he does not use any classified information and
he therefore is continually chebkipg with Central Intelligence Agency
\F.) f° r clearance, ffe has one, secretary, a former CIA employee.

a CIA intelligence officer who is
y

b3 per CIA

He is also assisted by
now on leave without pirgr

Dulles advised that he is also practicing some law in New- Tqrk
is a member of several boards and committees. We is veryCity and is a member of several boards and committees. He

active as a trustee of Princeton University

.

Dulles spoke very favorably concerning the Director's recent
book and the Director's speech before the American Legion.

-
__

*=•» i
•

Fe expressed his concern over the Cuban situation Jfy commentinathat he did not like to see the fate of the U. 3. in the hahds ofUnited Nations officials. -

.
Although Dulles did not volunteer any hint time ha^ been adefinite split between him and McCone . Dulles discontinued’%he use ofCIA space' which he had been utilising for research on his book. He

<

t
1
lliV

%0pFed ° °XA secrecy. All of this allegedly took place has aresult .of pressures coming from McCone.
*

ACTION:
For information

1 - Mr. Belmont
1 - Mr. Sullivan
1 - Liaison -

1 - Mr. Papich

SJP:bjm

g-0 NOV 13,1962
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ffiBS
Un.n W^6uli^ former ‘di-

ll
6^? Agency,- said^yeste^dayj

[Russia does not need Cuba as
#:- spy base-

;
bufc Will Lfinii: It

useful mainly for* infiltration
fnto * other Latin--' American.’
jcountries. ...A *

.

r -Tfiei' Soylefs: Have, plenty bt
:
5f^of;getting-,flieir.: agents!,
mto. this country without using ,

Cuba, Dulles;told a reporter
meeting :

of .the American Society - for :

w
fiis vialk; lfe% said; “tyei

inust nbt carry secrecyrto (ai1

^ potential enem™
might misjudge*, otir strerigth.1!

great deterrent todaytisfr
that: the * Soviet .XJuion vandl?
pommunist Chinahave a elaarlj
realisation of ourstrengthl”^

/ DefcTbachi^^

l^Evans jL
Malone

Rqs4 V
Smttyan^_
Tav^
Trotter

Tele Room
Holmes
Gandy

Mr, Casper

' vt;»“©r

la detriment ‘totour • economy
said- American he said, as/, air^^^t\"afid'-wnhp^

; I?
cu^ty ^gblaiions,pnt /l$ S; fhsv.developed Tipre- ate how

i
ppis at a disadvantage ingorri; E«rope,tfdr

t feting for business in Europe!SW' .

f 'r A formar-KATO, securityjad?
f

viser, who is powraVconsultant
on.- :;seciirity W the. Defuse
Department, - Bhb^^ein-'said
the,Etiir6pe|h

r

Co^dh’lMarke't
ihafeesStevisibh^bf thgse.^egti:
nations- urgent. > -.

-..
> • f

»'
>.

.

r.Under presehfccsulbs;; fbl Ini

prin - holding, ;

-a; ^defense coh-
papMqsesv.bisr security

%
< cle'ab- /

^ooe, if,he^is out of the ^cQuh- i S
try for four months^even if'he I ’ m
is abroad - with rhis oWn coml ' ALT
pany^ he said, >>•}.. ; . ^:|v ///
^^ucj^fsecunfyJh^^M^rd r

>?'/

Z wcAeuse projrl
ecfer .before they“are too WideJ
ly^nown «r g?he foreign inteli
ngence agent’s job is thereby
greatly, facilitated;- he; said,,v* I

U*^$fr^SPeajtec afethfekaatf
/ Cj »’l
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